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been prepared by Around the Block Ltd in conjunction with the
other Project Team consultants listed to the right. The
document should be read in conjunction with all the other
Documents submitted for the Stage 2 Parks for People
application.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In February 2011, the London Borough of
Camden’s Housing Regeneration team in
partnership with Alexandra Road Park
Group (a subsidiary of the Alexandra and
Ainsworth Estate Tenants and Residents
Association) submitted a Stage 1
application to the Heritage Lottery Fund
(HLF) Parks for People Programme in
support of a restoration project for
Alexandra Road Park. The project
received its Stage 1 pass and
development grant funding in September
2011.
The partnership, the Project Management
Group, which consists of four residents
from the Alexandra and Ainsworth Estate,
an external Project manager and a LB
Camden officer, are now steering the
project towards a Stage 2 application to
HLF in August 2012 to secure funding for
the delivery and implementation of capital
and revenue works.
This plan has been prepared by Around
the Block Ltd in consultation with the
Project Management Group, as part of the
development phase funded by the
Heritage Lottery Fund.
The work to develop the plan has been
undertaken by Nick Burton and Sue

Morgan. Nick, an Associate of Around the
Block Ltd, has 30 years experience in
parks and landscape management and
has written many management and
maintenance plans. As head of the parks
services at the London boroughs of both
Southwark and Waltham Forest, Nick has
been intimately involved in HLF-funded
projects at Nunhead Cemetery, Southwark
Park, Peckham Rye Park, Dulwich Park
(all in SE London) and Lloyd Park
(Walthamstow).
Sue Morgan is the Director of Around the
Block Ltd and has 25 years experience of
public realm, policy and project
development. This includes specialisms in
stakeholder, and community development
and engagement. Sue has worked on a
wide range of public park projects
including those funded by HLF at Red
Cross Garden (London SE1) and Lloyd
Park.
The 10-Year Management and
Maintenance Plan draws on a number of
sources including the Conservation
Management Plan (CMP), produced by
Sarah Couch Historic Landscapes, the
design work by JL Gibbons undertaken
during the development phase of the
Parks for People project, and information
supplied by the London Borough of
Camden.

1.1

Scope of the plan

The Management and Maintenance Plan
(MMP) is written as part of the
development phase of an HLF project to
conserve the landscape elements of
Alexandra Road Park. It covers the area
inside the boundary of the Heritage Lottery
Fund (HLF) project works and concurs
with the scope of the design work by JL
Gibbons. The plan follows HLF guidance
for MMPs and links with the CMP, which
covered a broader area and encompassed
elements of the Alexandra Road
landscape that are beyond the park
boundary. 1
The purpose of MMP is to ensure that the
resources are in place to maintain the park
in good condition and to make sure that
improvements made during the delivery
phase of the Parks for People project
continue to benefit the community.
While this plan is as up-to-date as
possible, it reflects the fact that the design
has been developed to RIBA Stage D, and
the expected management and
maintenance implications of implementing
that design. The MMP, particularly
Section 6 – action plan and costs, will
1

Alexandra Road Park Conservation Management
Plan, Sarah Couch Historic Landscapes, July 2012
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need to be updated during the delivery
phase of the project to reflect the final
design and elements, as-built, through the
Capital Works.

1.2

Project background

Consultation began in late 2007 in relation
to regeneration on the wider Abbey area.
This involved consultation with Camden
and the local community, which focused
on Alexandra and Ainsworth Estate and
expanded to include the Abbey estate;
Snowman and Casterbridge; Hinstock and
Emminster and the Belsize multi-storey
car park. At the end of 2008 it was
agreed that £50,000 Resident
Environmental Improvement Estate
Regeneration Funding would be made
available for Alexandra and Ainsworth
Estate, through the Mayor of London’s
funding stream. Camden then held an
exercise over a few days between 17 and
21 January 2009 with resident involvement
expressing considerations for the
landscape. This led to the decision to
create an estate-wide landscape
masterplan, which would go towards
improvements to the open spaces on
Alexandra and Ainsworth Estate, and to
improve the children’s play areas.
Between December 2009 and January
2011, an estate-wide landscape
masterplanning exercise was carried out
by Kinnear Landscape Architects (KLA).
These proposals informed the HLF Parks

for People bid.
Both Neave Brown and Janet Jack from
the original design team were consulted,
along with English Heritage Historic
Buildings division. Through the Council,
consultation has been carried out with
residents of the estate, as part of the wider
Abbey Area Strategic Development
Framework and the landscape masterplan
proposals, spanning a timeframe of four
years.

1.3

Project boundary

Figure 1.1 shows four different
boundaries. The KLA masterplan
boundary is the original area looked at by
Kinnear Landscape Architects; this
resulted in a successful HLF PfP (Heritage
Lottery Fund, Parks for People) Round 1
application being submitted for the core of
Alexandra Road Park.
A Conservation Management Plan (CMP)
was required as part of the Development
Phase prior to the Round 2 HLF PfP
application; the boundary for this study
needed to take account of the heritage
context of the Listed buildings and
structures of the Alexandra Road estate:
this is shown as CMP project boundary.
As the Development Phase progressed
the outcome of the CMP work and
discussion with HLF indicated that a
slightly wider area needed to be
considered with regard to design work
being undertaken by JL Gibbons for the

Round 2 bid: this is shown as JLG design
boundary

1.4

Ownership

Alexandra Road Park is owned by
Camden Council as part of its Housing
landholding, managed under its Housing
Revenue Account (HRA). This means
that, along with all the Council’s other
housing assets, it has to be accounted for
separately from other Council business.
Income (from rents and government
subsidies) and expenditure (such as loan
charges, management and maintenance
costs and rent rebates) in the HRA are
ring-fenced: in general terms, this means a
local authority cannot transfer sums out of
the HRA to spend on other services or
support the HRA from their General Fund.
The park is listed as a designated as a
public open space (see paragraph 2.7),
however its HRA status makes it different
from other parks and open spaces, such
as Russell Square and Waterlow Park,
which are managed by the Parks and
Open Spaces department in the Culture
and Customers directorate.
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Figure 1.1: Project boundary
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1.5

Consultation on this document

The MMP was developed in consultation
with Camden Council, the Project
Management Group, the project team and
the following organisations:
•
•
•
•

Veolia
Fountains OCS
The Conservation Volunteers (formerly
BTCV)
Friends of Waterlow Park (with regard
to the role of a Head Gardener)

In addition the draft MMP was sent to the
following organisations for their
consideration and comments:
• English Heritage
• 20th Century Society
• Docomomo
• Neave Brown
• Janet Jack
• HLF Monitor
• LB Camden Parks
• LB Camden Housing
• LB Camden Planning
• LB Camden Arboriculture team
Project Aims
The agreed aims of the project as set out
in the Stage 1 application previously
submitted to the HLF are as follows:

Aims
• Rejuvenate the park, enabling the
original design intent to be experienced
and appreciated by a wide range of
local residents and visitors
• Restore the hard landscaping
• Restore play equipment
• Reinstate appropriate planting and
enhance bio-diversity
More specifically, the aims are to:
• Restore the park landscape
• Re-introduce play facilities that have
been lost from the original scheme
• Improve the management and
maintenance of the park and develop a
10 Year Management and Maintenance
plan
• Improve the parks biodiversity
• Improve accessibility, permeability and
legibility within the park
• Develop activities to promote greater
understanding of and engagement with
the heritage, horticulture and
biodiversity of the park to a wide range
of audiences
• Produce an evaluation and activities
plan which will identify opportunities for
wider audience participation

Vision
As set out in the Document 2 Conservation Management Plan (CMP)
and Section 4.2 of this MMP, the Vision for
the park and the Parks for People project
is:
To repair conserve and restore the
landscape as originally conceived as
an integrated, consistently detailed
modernist design, to replace lost
feature consistent with the design
ethos of the park, improve
management, to generate appreciation
by a wide range of local residents and
visitors and revitalise the park as the
focus of community activity
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2.

CURRENT SITUATION

2.1

Site Location

Site name
Alexandra Road Park. Also known as
‘Ainsworth Park’ designation number 3 in
the Schedule of Open Spaces on the
North proposals map in Camden’s Local
Development Framework, 2010 and in the
Alexandra Road conservation area
designation, 1996.
Grid Reference
TQ 259 838.
Postcode
84-86 Abbey Road (‘The Hive’), at the
western end of the park, has the postcode
NW8 0QA.
Site description
Alexandra Road Park, a public open
space, lies at the centre of the Alexandra
and Ainsworth Estate, a housing estate
within and owned by the London Borough
of Camden.
The estate is bordered to the north by the
East Coast Mainline railway, to the east by
Loudon Road, south by Boundary Road,
and the west by Abbey Road. It is a short
walking distance from South Hampstead
train station and Swiss Cottage tube
station. Westminster is its closest

neighbour, with the borough-boundary line
running down Boundary Road and across
Abbey Road to the West.
While managed as one, the estate has two
parts with very different characteristics,
separated by Ainsworth Way: to the north,
Alexandra Road Estate is a 1968
Modernist design while Ainsworth Estate,
to the south, accommodates a range of
conventional 6-storey blocks built in the
1950s.
Part of the estate is highly acclaimed and
internationally renowned in design terms,
and is Grade II* listed: it was designed by
Neave Brown who was the project
architect employed within the London
Borough of Camden’s Architects
Department in 1968, and includes 520
homes for 1660 people, a tenants’ hall,
underground parking, shops (now an
artist’s studio), community facilities and
the walls, steps and ramps of the park.
All Alexandra Road Estate residents were
originally Council tenants. A residents’ cooperative took over day-to-day
management of the site in 1991; though
subsequently returned the properties to
council management in 2005.
Currently 95 or 18.2% of the 520 dwellings
are leasehold. This is a relatively low
percentage and compares with 36%
leasehold on Ainsworth Estate and 27%

within Camden.
The Ainsworth Estate also included a
terrace of the largest houses designed by
Neave Brown as part of the Alexandra
Road Estate.
In the centre of the combined Alexandra
and Ainsworth Estate is Alexandra Road
Park, an open space of approximately 1.7
hectares made up of a series of children’s
play areas, grassy areas both open and
enclosed by trees, and enclosed paved
areas. Some of the areas are surrounded
by Grade II* listed concrete walls and
furniture. A fenced multi-use games area
(MUGA) and former play centre, ‘The Hive’
community building (84-86 Abbey Road; it
has other names and designations) is
located at the western end of the park and
within a separate leasehold arrangement
managed by the Property Services
department.
The park was designed by Landscape
Architect Janet Jack and, in design terms,
belongs to the Alexandra Road Estate,
having been conceived as an integral part
of the Modernist design. A significant
proportion of the original planting design
and some of the original features remain
intact, some of which are listed.
The core park area is 3 acres (1.243
hectares) and connects to several
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adjacent plaza spaces, which create
entrance areas joining the park to the
surrounding neighbourhood. The park is
linear in layout and structured by a series
of diagonal paths, which cut across the
open space, maximizing use of the space
and creating a series of ‘outdoor rooms’
with different characters, for relaxation and
play. This structure is enlivened by a
dramatic three-dimensional landscape of
ridges and valleys, which create excellent
views over the space from raised gardens
and plazas, as well as more intimate
sunken spaces.

despite the fact that the park has suffered
from lack of maintenance and is in very
poor condition. As a result, many areas of
the park are today under-used, even by
the community that overlooks it.
Figure 2.1: Location plan

The original designs included five play
areas within the park, each conceived of
for a different age group, and these
contained a combination of bespoke
robust playable landscape features, many
of which echoed the design language and
details found elsewhere on the estate, and
off-the-shelf play equipment. Of the
original play equipment, only two swing
sets remain, later equipment includes a
‘house’ climbing frame with slide, ‘springy’
seats and a see-saw; all of the bespoke
playable landscape features have been
lost.
Alexandra Road Park is a valuable
example of a post war landscape,
completed in 1979, and is of special
significance because much of the original
topography and design is still intact,
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2.2

Description of the landscape and
its heritage

The Conservation Management Plan
(CMP) provides a full description and
assessment of the significance of the
park’s heritage and its relationship with the
surrounding estate. The CMP highlights
the fact that Alexandra Road estate is
regarded as one of the UK’s most
important Modernist public housing
estates. The design of the housing was a
reaction against mixed development with
point blocks and the flat landscape or '
left
over space’ characteristic of post-war
housing. The whole area was deficient in
open space and so a public park formed
part of the complex brief.
Neave Brown’s intention was to create a
'
piece of city'unified in itself and integrated
in its neighbourhood. He saw the open
space not just for the site but for the
neighbourhood, thus the whole building is
a landscape, with its ‘hanging gardens’
and park.
Factors affecting the landscape design
included:
• the long narrow site
• complex Ievels linking to the higher
Community Centre, and the need for
full pedestrian and vehicle segregation
throughout, requiring the bridging over
the Ainsworth Service Road; using

excavated material to sculpt levels
• the need to integrate many different
spaces: four secure children'
s
playgrounds for different age groups
and an enclosed tarmac five-a-side
football pitch
• children’s play centre at the west end
and a variety of leisure places, all linked
together and making a garden
• a series of episodes united to create a
variety of open and closed spaces with
a certain surprise and mystery, linked
by a choice of routes providing
alternative ways of walking about
Neave Brown’s concept was made
possible by the appointment of Janet Jack
as landscape architect.
The design of the landscape and park is
influenced by pre- and post-war
Scandinavian housing estates that
incorporated flats with private balconies
and communal facilities, including
gardens, playgrounds, libraries and shops.
Janet Jack had visited Scandinavia shortly
before designing the landscape of
Alexandra Road, and has stated that
Danish landscape design was her biggest
influence. She was also influenced by the
Scandinavian approach to creative play.
Recurring Danish-influenced features that
are evident at Alexandra Road are:
• the use of pentagons and hexagons in

the design of paving, planters and seats
• the use of diagonals for the design of
walks
• directional paving
• frequent use of hedges
• adventure playgrounds often
surrounded by earth mounding and
extensive planting, to create a sheltered
play environment and prevent the adult
world from penetrating too much
Janet Jack’s stated priorities for the
landscape can be summarised as:
• a low maintenance landscape with
tough planting, good protection and
irrigation
• a landscape into which a large number
of residents and others from the
surrounding housing areas of Camden
and Westminster could be absorbed
comfortably and pleasantly
• visual separation of the areas and
many of the functions with planting
• The key to the design would be in the
large-scale use of plants
• provide calm, relaxing spaces to sit,
pause, rest and relax
• Planting to flower, fruit, appeal to all the
senses, and reflect the changing
seasons (and attract wildlife)
• Planting to reduce the effects of
uncomfortable winds
• Detailing consistent with the design
aesthetic
!!
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The landscape was implemented in
phases from 1977 to 1980 beginning with
Rowley Way. One difficulty was the very
steep gradients (up to 45 degrees) to be
formed with clay subsoil. This required
detailed design of retaining walls and
timber and also a comprehensive
arrangement of drainage through the
banks. There was also an irrigation system
installed. The tree survey of the time
shows that 27 of 154 existing trees on the
site were retained in the new scheme.
The CMP summarises the unique and
distinctive qualities of the design as:
• Landscape an integral part of the
design from the outset
• Significant communal landscaping as
part of the total design concept
• A public park in a housing development
• Involvement of landscape architect
• The whole site ‘a unique sculptured
landscape.’
• ‘One uninterrupted walking environment
and conceived as a continuous
playground’
• Difficult levels turned to advantage to
structure the space
• Site levels, structure and planting to
create privacy and absorb more people
• Diagonals to increase width in narrow
space
• Very dense and lush planting, with
plants characteristic of its period, gives
privacy between facing blocks

• Large-scale use of plants, fragrance,
colour, textures
• Exceptional number of seating and play
spaces
• Shelter from wind provided by dense
planting
• Use of irrigation system and protective
fencing for all planting
• Provides a feeling of countryside in the
city
• ‘A variety of open and closed spaces
with a certain surprise and mystery’
• Complicated maze like design
• Secretive spaces, adventurous play but
with subtle overlooking
• Outside rooms with great variety –
unusual in a public open space
• Consistency of detail
In historical terms the park is a piece of
relatively recent design and proposals to
restore it are greatly helped by the fact the
team can talk with the designers and has
copies of the original designs and planting
plans. While not of major significance, as
the majority of the park was built and
planted in accordance with the plans, both
anecdotal evidence and site survey
suggest that not everything was planted as
per the plan. As with many schemes
adjustments are likely to have been made
on site and certain plants may have been
unavailable, and substitutes were used;
others may have been incorrectly supplied
or labelled.

2.3

Conservation

Rowley Way and Ainsworth Way were
listed (grade II*) in 1993 and some of the
walls within the open spaces are part of
this listing. The listing focused on the built
elements rather than the landscape,
however, the park and other landscape
elements make the setting for the
buildings and were to integral to the
design.
The wider Alexandra Road Conservation
Area was designated in 1996. In the mid1990s a conservation management plan
was drawn up by the Council’s housing
department, in consultation with the South
Hampstead Housing Co-operative, English
Heritage and the Council’s environment
department: this was updated in 2006 by
Levitt Bernstein on behalf of the council.2
Like the listing, this management plan
focused on the buildings and ignored
much of the landscape.
The South Hampstead Housing Cooperative also drew up a Landscape
Management Plan with the advice of Janet
Jack, who designed the original planting
scheme in conjunction with Camden
Architects.
The park is owned by LB Camden and is
managed by Camden’s Housing
2

Levitt Bernstein, ‘Alexandra Road Estate
Management Guidelines’, 2006
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department. The Hive building to the west
of the park is owned by Camden’s
Property Services and has until recently
been leased to Camden Estate
Regeneration Department for the main use
as a consultation venue. The land area
surrounding the Hive is managed by the
Housing Management department.
Improvements to the Hive building do not
form part of the HLF bid, however the HLF
expect to see Stage C and D landscape
proposals for the land surrounding the
Hive.

2.4

•

•
•

Condition of the site

The park is owned by the Council’s
housing department as part of Alexandra
& Ainsworth estate, and maintained by the
Council’s Environmental Services Team
through external contractors. The majority
of the open spaces require a substantial
amount of repair and horticultural
maintenance to bring them back up to an
appropriate standard.

•
•

Particular issues are:
• Footpaths in the open spaces have
settled and moved; many areas are
now very uneven and there are
significant trip hazards
• Boundary fencing around the open
space has been damaged or is missing
• Overgrowth of trees and shrubbery and
the growth of self-seeded trees

•

obscures sightlines and detracts from
natural surveillance
Original planting of ground cover and
medium height shrubs have been lost
or poorly managed leaving a loss of
character to the planting
Some footing walls are in disrepair and
suffer from tree root damage
The routes into to the park from
surrounding neighbourhoods are not
legible and do not provide welcoming
‘entrances’ (especially from Abbey
Road). Existing signage is
unsympathetic to the character of the
estate and contributes little to the
legibility of an already complex space.
This detracts from the aim of
encouraging greater use of the open
spaces and ‘reclaiming’ the park as a
public amenity for all sections of the
local community
The play areas are largely devoid of
play equipment
The original bulkhead lighting was not
robust and was soon damaged;
unsympathetic lighting standards have
been installed along some walks
There is a problem with dog fouling
within the park which further
undermines its potential use

The play areas and MUGA received their
annual independent inspection in January
2012. The areas were assessed against
the European (BSEN) standard. Both

Playground 5 and the Play Pathfinder
equipment on the Meadow met the
standard and were given a low risk rating
(monitor and take reasonable action if
required). The MUGA didn’t meet the
BSEN standard due to an absence of
signs advising users not to climb the
framework or hang from the basketball
rings, and Playground 4 didn’t meet it due
to rot and nails exposed in the wooden
fencing: both were given a medium risk
rating (take action to reduce if possible).
The inspector noted that the equipment in
both Playgrounds 4 and 5 (the only
original play areas still with equipment)
was very old and in poor condition; with
the equipment nearing the end of its life.

2.5

Physical features

Geology and soils
The bedrock geology is London Clay
Formation. The site is largely built up from
excavated clay material from the
construction of the housing blocks. This
has had a major influence on the detailing
of the steep slopes in the park and has
contributed to settlement problems.
Microclimate
The park is on the axis of the prevailing
south-west winds, which concentrate as
the site narrows at the north-east end. In
cold winters the reverse happens and the
cold north-east winds whistle down the site
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in the opposite direction. The key aim of
the design was to reduce the effects of
these uncomfortable winds by producing
belts of trees and shrubs to create a
sheltered microclimate. Janet Jack
achieved this by using belts of trees and
shrubs to complete the enclosure of each
of the hard-landscape compartments as
they followed a diagonal pattern up the
length of the site. Half-a-dozen trees that
pre-dated the park were retained as part of
the park’s design.
Ecology
A survey by the Ecology Consultancy in
2010 concluded that the Alexandra and
Ainsworth Estate is of at least local
importance for nature conservation due to
the presence of mature trees and
extensive areas of mature planted
shrubbery that provide opportunities for
nesting and foraging birds and for
invertebrates.3 Birds including long-tailed
tit, great spotted woodpecker, greenfinch
and goldfinch and noctule bats are
present. Planting for wildlife was one of
Janet Jack’s design intentions and
residents greatly value the view of treetops
and connection with wildlife from their
dwellings.

A recent bat survey undertaken in 2012
found the park provides suitable bat
foraging habitat but currently it is unlikely
to provide roosting sites. It recommends
that if works are to be undertaken to trees,
ivy should be removed by hand prior to the
works, which should be done in the winter.
The report recommends retaining the
mature trees, avoiding lighting trees and
erecting bat roosting boxes.4
Japanese knotweed was identified by the
Ecology Consultancy and by a subsequent
inspection and report by Japanese
Knotweed Control Ltd, which recommends
that cutting and treatment of this weed
ceases temporarily while its extent is
quantified. The report then recommends a
combination of stem injection and foliar
application of glyphosate herbicide where
infestations are notified.5 Currently the
main problem areas are on the bank to the
service road and an area of the North
Bank between the Woodland Walk and the
concrete seat facing the Meadow.

2.6

Users and usage

Use of the site
In a questionnaire consultation in January
2012, 17 of the 23 respondents were from
4

3

Ecology Consultancy Alexandra and Ainsworth
Estate Phase 1 Habitat Survey, 2010

MKA Ecology Limited Alexandra Road Park Bat
Inspection Survey Report, March 2012

5

Japanese Knotweed Control Ltd, February 2012

the estate, five lived within 10-minutes
walk and one person was from further
afield.
Nine out of the 23, said they used the park
at least once a week while five said they
never or hardly ever used it; the meadow
was the most highly used and the mound
the least use. Of the seating areas, the
most frequently used were the seating
areas near Abbey Road and those near
the Tenants Hall.
As it is a major thoroughfare and access
point to most of the Alexandra Road
Estate dwellings, it is not surprising that 21
of the 23 respondents said they use
Rowley Way, but it is interesting that 16 of
those 23 use the woodland walk, which
does not pass any dwellings, compared to
the other through-routes: over half using
Langtry Walk and just under half,
Ainsworth Way.
People use the spaces for walking,
meeting neighbours, play and cycling; and
people also said they appreciate the green
outlook and the changing seasons from
their dwellings.
With regard to parts of the site they don’t
use, nearly half the respondents said they
don’t use the grass at the mound, meadow
and bowl because of dog fouling. There
were also comments about the empty
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playgrounds and concerns about personal
safety.
While helpful in indicative terms, it was
recognised that the information gained
from the January 2012 consultation is
based on a small sample size and further
work was required to gain a broader
picture of users and useage.
Consequently, MTW Consultants
undertook a more detailed and broader
residents survey in May 2012. 6
The survey indicates that 23% of residents
do not make use of the park. Of the users,
the vast majority visited the park at least
once a week, with a greater number of
visits being made in the summer. Over
half of the users said they went through
the park as a short cut and nearly as many
said they visited the children’s playground
and used the park for ‘going for a walk’.
The survey indicated that 14% of residents
are dog owners.
In terms of total annual visits made, MTW
Consultants have estimated, from the
residents survey, that there are around
131,300 visits plus a further 28,860 by
those using the park as a short cut.
Residents were also asked about how
often they might visit a refurbished park
6

Evaluation and Activity Plan for Alexandra Road
Park, MTW Consultants Ltd, 2012

once the Lottery work is completed; this
indicated the potential for a 28% increase
in use to nearly 168,100 visits per year,
plus those using the park as a short cut.

suggested included more events and
activities (46%), improved safety (40%),
better lighting (35%) and staff on site
(29%).

The groups that tended to have a higher
representation of non-users include Black
African and Bangladeshi communities, 1619 year olds and those over 65.

Access
The site is readily accessible by
pedestrians: with entrances at the eastern
and western ends and to the north through
connections with Rowley Way. While
there are no designated cycle routes
through the park, some routes are used on
an informal basis and there is no evidence
of conflict between cyclists and
pedestrians. Bus routes pass the site at
Abbey Road and South Hampstead
(Overground) and Swiss Cottage (Tube)
stations are within walking distance.
There are no car parks for park users; car
parking is, however, provided for resident
permit holders both underground and at
ground level eg on the Ainsworth Service
Road. Generally, on the estate as a
whole, vehicles are segregated from
pedestrians.

User’s views
The resident’s survey also asked a
number of questions about the current
condition of the park, these were asked in
a form that can be repeated once the park
is restored, in order to see if residents
views have changed.
There seemed to be a range of views
about the design and appearance of the
park, however, it was clear from the
responses that the park is performing
poorly in terms of: cleanliness and
maintenance; facilities for children and
parents; and maintenance of plants and
trees. In general, there were high levels of
dissatisfaction with the park among those
who use it and those who don’t.
Non-users and park users were asked
what improvements could be made to
encourage them to use the park or use it
more. 71% said less dog mess, 56%
better maintenance and 51% said better
play facilities. Other improvements

With regard to DDA compliance, in design
terms, while there are many steps and
changes in level, the park appears to have
been designed to give access to all parts
via sloped ramps, potentially giving good
access to wheelchairs and pushchairs. At
the time of the park’s construction, 48
Boundary Road was also being built as a
home for severely disabled young adults,
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and it is likely that the park’s design took
the needs of these potential users into
consideration. However, the gradients on
some slopes, and the hybrid stepped-ramp
on the Woodland Walk, would not comply
with current standards, if proposed today.
Currently, access is hampered by the
condition of many paths, ramps and steps:
significant areas have suffered from
settlement of the site’s soils and fill
material and lifting by tree roots, combined
with other damage and lack of repair.
Access to the park directly from the
Ainsworth Estate is possible by the ramp
at the eastern end by the Jack Taylor
School; elsewhere, while good from a
pedestrian/vehicle segregation point of
view, is stepped only – via the bridge
connections across the Ainsworth Access
Road.

receives around 800 hits a month. 7 A
popular film was made by the residents
called ‘One below the Queen’ with the
help of an arts charity which premiered at
the Tricycle Cinema and can be viewed
from the website. The film explores the
ideas behind the design of the estate and
features residents describing how they feel
about living there.

Current activities and promotion
Currently, activities and marketing is
community led, with no promotion or
marketing of the site from Camden
Council. The Alexandra and Ainsworth
Estate has a strong and active Tenants &
Residents’ Association (TRA) with a
committee of 19 members and at least 10
volunteers at any one time, which
organises a programme of events and
activities. The TRA has a website for the
estate with news and details of
forthcoming activities and events which

Members of the TRA have been
instrumental in establishing the Friends of
Alexandra Road Park and this group now
meets once a month and organises events
and activities in the park, advertising these
via email, Twitter, the TRA website and
through posters put up in the park.

The TRA organises a wide range of events
and classes. Since June 2011 at least 19
events have taken place over a 12-month
period. These events attracted some
1,230 attendees and covered a wide range
of topics including among others, film
nights, bee keeping, talks on the Park’s
heritage, a Jubilee picnic, Open House
days, fireworks and a clean-up on the
estate by 60 young people.

The Activity Plan being prepared for the
park will develop a strategic approach to
events and activities building on the work
of the organisations involved in the park.
7
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This will increase considerably with the
help of a part-time activities coordinator
but will still be delivered by a range of
stakeholders.

2.7

Policy context

National planning policy
The Government issued Planning Policy
Statement 5 (PPS5) in March 2010 (DCLG
2010). PPS5 integrates planning strategy
on ‘heritage assets’, bringing together all
aspects of the historic environment, below
and above ground, including historic
buildings and structures, landscapes,
archaeological sites, and wrecks. The
significance of heritage assets needs to be
considered in the planning process,
whether designated on not, and the
settings of assets taken into account.
PPS5 requires using an integrated
approach to establishing the overall
significance of the heritage asset using
evidential, historical, aesthetic and
communal values, to ensure that planning
decisions are based on the nature, extent
and level of significance.
Local context
The park’s value is safeguarded by
planning policies, which prevent
development on existing parks and open
spaces. Camden’s Local Development
Framework (LDF) replaced the Unitary
Development Plan (UDP) in November
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2010. The LDF Core Strategy 2010-2025
shows the park as public open space and
includes the following relevant core
strategies:
•
CS13 Tackling climate change
through promoting higher
environmental standards: reducing the
effects of and adapting to climate change;
Water and surface water flooding.
•
CS14 Promoting high quality
places and conserving our heritage:
preserving and enhancing Camden’s rich
and diverse heritage assets and their
settings, including conservation areas,
listed buildings, archaeological remains,
scheduled ancient monuments and historic
parks and gardens; promoting high quality
landscaping and works to streets and
public spaces; seeking the highest
standards of access in all buildings and
places and requiring schemes to be
designed to be inclusive and accessible.
•
CS15 Protecting and improving
our parks and open spaces &
encouraging biodiversity: a) protect
open spaces designated in the open
space schedule as shown on the
Proposals Map, including our Metropolitan
Open Land, and other suitable land of
400sqm or more on large estates with the
potential to be used as open space;
securing improvements to publicly

accessible open land on the Council’s
housing estates.

•

•
CS17 Making Camden a safer
place: a) work with our partners to tackle
crime, fear of crime and anti-social
behaviour; b) encourage appropriate
security and community safety measures
in buildings, spaces and the transport
system; e) promote safer streets and
public areas.

Other guidance
• Supplementary Planning Guidance:
Providing for Children and Young
People'
s Play and Informal Recreation,
Mayor of London 2008
• Play England, Design for Play: A guide
to creating successful play spaces,
2008
• Disability and the Equality Act 2010

Camden strategy documents
• Camden Council: An Open Space
Strategy for Camden 2006–2011
• Camden’s Vision and Community
Strategy 2001
• Camden’s Neighbourhood Renewal
Strategy 2003
• Camden’s Children’s and Young
People’s Strategy 2004
• Camden’s Crime and Disorder
Strategy 2002-2005
• Camden’s Environmental
Strategy/Report 2002-2005
• Quality of Life Strategy for Camden’s
Older Citizens 2002
• Camden Cultural Strategy
• Camden Draft Supplementary
Planning Document - Provision of
Public Open Space 2004
• Camden Tree Strategy
• Camden Sport and Physical Activity
Strategic Plan 2004/2005

Camden Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP)
2009-12

While originally designed to serve a
community wider than just the residents of
the estate, Alexandra Road Park does not
feature in the Open Space Strategy 2006–
2011. However, as it is now due for
review, there is an opportunity to
recognise the site’s importance and
potential in the successor document.
Open Space Strategy
The Open Space Strategy (OSS)
contained a number of key actions of
relevance to Alexandra Road Park
including:
• An assessment of Children’s Play
Areas and MUGAs (OSS Action Plan
Item 10)
• Quality/Value assessment of all open
spaces, including housing land holdings
(OSS Action Plan Item 12), which led to
Alexandra Road Park being placed on a
shortlist of sites for a Greening Estates
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•

•

programme and, in turn, led to the
£28,000 committed investment towards
the HLF Parks for People first round
application
To hold regular meetings between
District Housing officers and tenants
associations regarding the maintenance
and improvement of housing open
spaces (OSS Action Plan Item 21)
Create Camden Open Spaces Forum to
serve as an umbrella organisation for
friends groups and tenants association
representatives (OSS Action Plan Item
22)
Develop a programme of installation of
play equipment suitable for children
with disabilities (OSS Action Plan Item
46)
Implement a programme of drafting
Management Plans to ensure all
appropriate open spaces have a site
based Management Plan by March
2011 (OSS Action Plan Item 75)
Review cleansing operations within
open spaces and housing estates
following the implementation of the
council re-structuring process in
October 2005 (OSS Action Plan Item
79)

Access to Nature
The park lies in an area of deficiency in
Access to Nature, as defined by the
London Mayor’s Biodiversity Strategy.
Due to the site'
s relatively small size, any

biodiversity improvements will be small but
will help to reduce the deficiencies.
However, potential to encourage further
public access to the site in an area of
deficiency makes biodiversity an important
consideration. The London Plan states - "
…Access to nature can be an important
contributor to people’s health and the
Mayor wants to see better access to both
existing and new wildlife habitats and has
identified priorities to redress areas of
deficiency."
All London Green Grid
The All London Green Grid - area
objective for this part of the London (Area
Framework 12 - Central London) states:
"Enhancing Greenspace. The majority of
residents in London do not have access to
private gardens. Therefore the strategic
opportunity to release and reconfigure
existing open space for the better use and
well-being of citizens is crucial, and these
include: revitalising existing parks; refreshing
tired and deteriorating infrastructure of
existing parks and open spaces to maximise
the attributable benefits increasingly needed
in the most densely developed part of the
city with a fast increasing population;
promoting additional pockets of nature in the
city by diversifying management, linking
spaces to provide wildlife corridors and
promoting accessibility and interpretation;
promoting food growing and spreading the

network of Capital Growth and local
initiatives, creating exemplars for the use of
underutilised land and green skills training
through partnership working to address
urban agriculture and health and well-being."

2.8

Importance of the heritage

The whole integrated design of the estate
and park is of very high (international)
significance. It has been described as ‘the
most significant landscape of its type in
the UK’ and ‘a unique concept in the
international context’. It is an outstanding
example of modern design in which the
grade II* listed buildings and landscape
are an integrated whole. It is a key
example of mid-twentieth century
approach to design, social inclusion and
play and is a major source of study,
particularly for students of architecture and
landscape design.
From a more practical viewpoint, and in
accordance with its design intention,
locally the park is of high significance,
particularly to the tenants and residents of
the estate.
The Conservation Management Plan
(CMP), which provides more detail about
the significance of the park, assessed the
site’s heritage against a number of
themes.
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CMP theme of heritage
significance:
Theme
The earlier
A
landscape
Theme
B

Significance:
Low (local)

Theme
D
Theme
E

Comparison with
other housing
landscapes of the
modern movement
Role of the
landscape architect
in a housing
landscape
Architectural and
aesthetic interest
Approach to
planting

Theme
F

Approach to
children’s play

High (national)

Theme
G

The Park’s place in
public park design

High (national)

Theme
H
Theme I

Park as a source of
knowledge
The local context:
importance to
Camden and
London
Natural or scientific
interest

Very high
(international)
High (national)

Social significance

Low (local) and
Medium (regional)

Theme
C

Theme
J
Theme
K

Very high
(international)
High (national

Very high
(international)
High (national)

Low (local)

It is also notable, however, that the site’s
significance is affected by loss of features
and detractors.

How the park has changed through
time
While, in overall terms, the heritage value
of the designed landscape is highly
significant, and the original design is still
evident, the park has become degraded
over the years – partly through neglect
and partly through lack of knowledge or
consideration of the park’s heritage
significance.
The earliest recorded change from the
original design was around 1990 when the
sleeper mounds and slides were removed
from Playground 1, and globe lights added
along Langtry Walk (subsequently
replaced by lamps on standards) and
Ainsworth Way
The following year, the heritage
significance of the estate was starting to
become fully appreciated and requests
were made to the Department of the
Environment for it to become a listed
building.
By 1998 there were concerns over the
levels of maintenance, particularly of the
soft landscape, which lead to a series of
partially-implemented and unimplemented
management recommendations from
Janet Jack. In 2004-5 much of the play
equipment was removed and not replaced.

On 4 April 2005, the South Hampstead
Housing Co-op (a Tenant Management
Organisation, which had managed the
estate and park since 1991) closed and
management was transferred back to
Camden Council. By this point the
shrubberies had become extremely
overgrown, due to a lack of maintenance,
and the park was being used as a
dumping ground and for other anti-social
behaviour. On taking responsibility for the
grounds maintenance, Camden Council
carried out what was regarded as a very
unpopular, rapid, severe and pretty-much
wholesale cutting of shrubs across the
park.
By 2006 the amphitheatre bowl had been
partially filled in due to drainage problems,
and in 2007-8 the Council replanted the
beds along Abbey Road, to a new design.
In summary, although the park is a
relatively recent creation when compared
with, for example, the country’s legacy of
Victorian parks, it has undergone a level of
change that has lessened both its
significant heritage value and its value to
users and potential users.
There are a number of lost features whose
absence detracts from the significance of
the site, these are:
• Loss of play structures and play
equipment in all playgrounds
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•
•
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loss of planting detail, especially roses,
ground cover, smaller shrubs,
herbaceous material and bulbs
Loss of sections of fences and benches
Loss of views and connections
Loss of activity within the park

that continue for many generations (trees
for example). As well as a significant
number of trees, Alexandra Road Park
was, in the most part, planted with shrubs
with natural lifespan of a few to several
decades.

There are also a number of additions
that have been made which further
detract from the heritage significance of
the site, these are:
A new play structure on the meadow
Some recent planting
Overgrown shrubs and self seeded
trees
Personalisation of private terraces
(gazebos, fences, painting etc.)
Painting of concrete walls
New lighting standards
Poor detailing of repairs/replacement
eg fence posts, replacement with wrong
type of paving and some replaced by
tarmac

The mixed shrub beds designed by Janet
Jack developed into Ecosystem where
individual plants and varieties competed
for light, space and nutrients. How these
plants responded to this competition is a
function of their growth habit, vigour and
average lifespan.
Less vigorous shrub varieties can have
their life prolonged by good after-care
(which would include the removal, or
suppression through pruning, of morevigorous neighbours). Different species
and varieties respond in different measure
to pruning. Some varieties will tolerate
only light pruning or trimming while others
will respond vigorously to severe cutting,
or can even be coppiced to the ground.

It is the intention of the Parks for People
project to address a number of these
detractors in order to enhance the current
heritage value of the park and realize its
full potential.
Overgrowth and loss of plants
All plants have a natural lifespan, which
can vary from just a short season of
growth (as with annual plants) to those

for the species and varieties that would not
tolerate such severe treatment.
Shorter-lived varieties shown on the
original planting plans include Lavandula
spica '
Hidcote Giant'and Spartium
junceum, so it is not surprising that many
of these are now largely missing from the
beds, while the longer-lived shrubs such
as Cotoneaster ‘Cornubia’ and Pyracantha
‘Orange Glow’ now dominate. Janet Jack
also used some varieties that are known to
respond very poorly to severe pruning,
including Lavandula, Spartium junceum
and Ulex europaeus, and these too are
largely missing from the current
shrubberies.

It is clear that Alexandra Park went
through a period of neglect, which resulted
in overgrowth of the shrubberies. At this
point it thought likely that the vigorous,
longer-lived varieties became dominant to
the detriment, and possibly the demise, of
the less-vigorous and shorter-lived plants.
This was then followed by an episode of
severe cutting, probably on an
indiscriminate basis, which most likely did
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3. CURRENT MANAGEMENT
ARRANGEMENTS
3.1 Management structure
While the housing department retains
ultimate control over the whole estate,
including the park, other sections and
departments either provide or oversee the
delivery of management and maintenance
services.
Janet Jack – 1980

Same view 2012

The Environmental Service team provides
the client service, via its North team, for
both the cleansing and grounds
maintenance contracts as well as
providing and enforcement service when
needed. The Parks and Open Spaces
team are responsible for the trees and the
play areas, the Housing repairs team deal
with infrastructure repairs and, when it is
reported to them, the DART and Grime
team deal with graffiti, fly-posting, antisocial deposits and drug paraphernalia.
Service requests and complaints can be
made direct to Environmental Services,
through ‘Contact Camden’ or may come
via the Housing department who have
contact with tenants and residents on
housing matters.
The services described in the following
sections are based on the various service
specifications or agreements that are in

place and, while there are few complaints
about the services, there is both anecdotal
and on-the-ground evidence that these are
not always being met. The main concerns
are with the standards of cleansing
(particularly the removal of dog mess),
grounds maintenance (particularly shrub
pruning) and infrastructure repairs.
See figure 3.1

3.2 Cleansing Contract
Cleansing takes place on a preprogrammed rota that includes both the
estate and the park. All parts of the estate
and park are cleaned at least once a
week: on Monday, Tuesday or
Wednesday, with follow-up cleansing visits
programmed for most areas on Thursdays
and Fridays. Other follow-up visits are
made on request or are based on the
judgement of the operatives or their
managers.
When areas are cleaned they must be to
Grade A standard (ie ‘no litter or refuse’ as
defined in the Environmental protection
Act 1990). If immediately after sweeping
the site is inspected and does not meet
Grade A or Grade B (‘predominantly free
of litter and refuse except for some small
items’) the Council’s Authorised Officer will
issue a rectification notice. Following such
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Figure 3.1: Current organisational structure
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a notice, the area must be returned to
Grade A within 6 working hours or a
default with a financial penalty will be
applied.
The default and rectification mechanism
for the contract requires that any substandard work be rectified within 3 days of
a rectification notice issued by the
Authorised Officer. Some urgent work or
those associated with health and safety
risks have to be rectified sooner than this.
If rectifications are not made within the
required timescales a default and
consequent financial penalty is issued to
the contractor.
Removal of significant accumulations of
litter known as ‘Litter Spillages’ at any
time, either when seen by operatives or on
request, is included as part of the contract.
Fly-tips below 1m3 are also collected as
part of the contract, beyond this size other
arrangements are made which, depending
on the nature of the fly-tip, may include
collection by the Grounds Maintenance
contractor.
If addition sweeping is required to certain
areas to ensure safe use of the site eg to
play areas and the MUGA (Multi-use
games area), this is provided under the
terms of the contract.

The contract is serviced by a full-time, sitebased sweeper – supplemented, as
necessary, by a ‘van crew’, which consists
of two operatives (one usually a
foreperson) and a caged vehicle to
transport the waste collected. The same
three people are generally involved in the
cleansing of the estate and park. The
foreperson usually visits the site twice a
day.
Staff are trained to appropriate standards
(e.g. NVQ) – receiving induction training
and any additional training on an on-going
basis, usually via the foreperson or
management staff. The contractor reports
no issues with staff retention; in fact the
same site-based member of staff has been
in place since 2009.
The standards to be achieved remain the
same throughout the year but the
workload varies depending on park use
and seasonally e.g. autumn/winter leaf
accumulation.
Sweeping is undertaken by hand, using
brooms; with leaf blowers being used in
the autumn/winter to help remove any
accumulation of leaves on hard surfaces.

programmed and other cleansing work.
Needles that are collected are placed in
‘sharps boxes’ that are collected when full
by the Council’s ‘DART and Grime team’.
Arisings from sweeping, litter collection
and from litter bins (including dog mess)
are treated as mixed residual waste; none
is recycled.
In freezing conditions the cleansing team
work with the caretakers to salt/grit areas
that are potentially hazardous to users.
If the site-based sweeper is absent, eg
through leave or sickness, the contractor
ensures that a sufficient reserve of
personnel is available to provide cover.
While the cleansing specification and
schedules are adequate and appropriate
for this site, there are concerns about the
actual performance of the contractor in
relation to collection of dog mess and
frequency of emptying of litter bins (which
may also contain dog mess bags) and
tend to smell in the summer months.

Removal of items that pose a threat to
health or safety (eg needles, glass, dead
animals etc) are treated as urgent items
that take precedence over pre!!
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Contactor:
Scope:
Started:
Extended
Ends
Total Value
Inflation
index
Housing
spend
Alexandra &
Ainsworth
spend
Services
provided at
Alexandra &
Ainsworth

Veolia Environmental Limited
Highways, Parks & Open Spaces and
Housing Estates
1 April 2003
1 April 2010
31 March 2017, with no provision for
further extension
£12m per annum
Retail Price Index
£1.7m per annum
£74k per annum
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Litter collection
Litter bin emptying
Dog mess removal
Sweeping of hard surfaces
(including playgrounds) and
removal of detritus accumulation
Leaf removal from hard surfaces
Removal of items that provide a
threat to health and safety (eg
needles, glass, dead animals etc)
Fly-tip removal
Removal and installation of litter
bins provided by the Council

3.3 Grounds Maintenance Contract
Grounds maintenance takes place on a
pre-programmed basis according to a
performance-based contract, a set of
schedules and site plan (see Appendix 7).
The year is divided in to 13 four-week
periods commencing in early April.

The unit rates in the priced schedule for
Alexandra Road Park are identical to
those in other housing sites/parks.
Grass maintenance
Grass cutting is undertaken throughout the
year, when necessary, to retain the sward
between 30mm and 70mm in accordance
with the specification for ‘General and
Conservation Grass’ which applies to all
grass areas in the park. Grass cuttings
are not collected unless this length is
exceeded. A team of three usually
undertakes grass cutting: using a cut and
collect (if necessary) ride-on mower/minitractor (one operative); strimmer and
pedestrian mower (second operative); and
blowing/sweeping arisings from paths
(third operative). While litter removal is
generally the responsibility of the estatecleansing contractor, grounds
maintenance operatives are required to
remove litter before grass cutting. In most
cases the cleansing and grounds
maintenance operatives coordinate their
operations to facilitate grass cutting.
Naturalised bulbs and wild-flower areas
are present on site and are included in the
specification for General and Conservation
Grass: successful management of this
depends on the local knowledge of the
operatives, with regard to the location of
the bulbs and wild-flower areas. When
these areas are cut, after the flowers have

died down, the arisings are collected and
removed.
Grass edges are cut annually (in Period
11) using edging irons or shears
depending whether an edge to hard
surface, shrub/rose bed etc.
Leaf removal
Leaves are removed from grass areas in
Periods 8 to 12 (approx. Oct to Feb).
When cover is light these are collected
using the cut and collect, ride-on
mower/mini-tractor; when heavier, the
leaves are blown and/or raked into piles
where they are bagged-up into “dumpy
bags” for collection by vehicle.
Hedges
While hedge maintenance is specified
throughout each period, in reality it tends
to occur less frequently but more
intensively in order to meet the
specification and to work efficiently. The
work is usually undertaken by a team of
three with one using a mechanical hedge
trimmer, one pruning hedging plants that
require hand tools and the third operative
dealing with hedge-bases and edges.
Hard surfaces
As specified in the schedules, weed
control to hard surfaces is undertaken in
Periods 4, 6 and 9 using glyphosate
(Roundup) applied using a knapsack
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sprayer. After 2-3 weeks, a return visit is
made to remove the dead weeds. This
work is coordinated with the cleansing
contractor, Veolia, so that the cleansing
operators can sweep up any dead weeds
that are easily removed by sweeping the
hard surface.
Shrub bed maintenance
Pruning of shrubs should take place
according to the comprehensive
specification and calendar. The majority
of work should be undertaken using hand
tools, however hedge trimmers are used
where growth is encroaching on paths and
other areas, they are also being used
inappropriately in many areas, for example
on vigorous shrubs such as pyracantha,
where the design intention was for a much
more natural and informal edge to the
shrubberies.

Poor management: shrubs have been unable to
achieve a natural form and suppress weed growth due
to inappropriate cutting with hedge trimmers

Over a period of several years the shrub
beds have been under-pruned, this has
resulted in excessive growth, particularly
of vigorous species and it is recommended
that, combined with the renovation of
shrubberies that is proposed under both
the capital work and their continued
management, the pruning specification is
fully adhered to once the park fully
reopens to the public. This will allow the
beds to develop in a controlled way in line
with the original design intent.
The contract states that a third of shrub
beds are to be mulched each year with
bark mulch. However, in the last year,
mulching has been removed from the
schedule. This was proving to be
unaffordable by the contractor and there
were also issues with mulch washing off
sloping shrub beds. It is recommended
that mulching of shrub beds is reinstated
in the park once the capital improvement
work is completed, reinstatement of edges
and timbers on the steeper slopes will help
to retain both the soil and a surface
dressing of mulch.
Inspection of playgrounds and
equipment
The grounds maintenance contractor
inspects play equipment for visual defects
etc on Mondays and Thursdays, reporting
these to Parks and Open Spaces through
the Council’s management system.

Static gardener
The contract provides for a full-time, sitebased gardener at Alexandra and
Ainsworth Estate between the hours of
9am and 4pm, in reality this staff member
works Monday to Friday from 7.30am to
4pm and shares a hut with the Cleansing
Contract site-based member of staff; this
helps with continuity and coordination.
If the site-based gardener is absent, eg
through leave or sickness, the contractor
is required to ensure that a sufficient
reserve of personnel is available to
provide cover, however, there is certainly
a perception that this member of staff is
not always present when they should be
and there have been changes in the
personnel covering this role that have
made it difficult for the park users to
establish a regular rapport with a key
individual who cares for the park.
Under the contract the static gardener
costs £1400/month, this a premium over
and above the standard contract rates
Disposal of green waste
Organic arisings from grounds
maintenance (shrub/rose/hedge/grass
cuttings and weeds) are kept separate
from non-organic waste and are taken to
Regis Road green-waste centre and then
go on in bulk to North London Waste,
Edmonton where they are processed for
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recycling into compost. Parks have
reported that following analysis, the quality
of the compost has not been suitable for
mulching – being too acidic, however, in
the future it may be available to use on
Alexandra Road Park. It may also be
possible to develop on-site composting of
the most suitable green waste (eg weeds
and soft cuttings).
Contactor:
Scope:

Fountains OCS Environmental
Limited
Housing Estates, Parks & Open
Spaces and other council owned sites

Started:

1 April 2010

Ends

31 March 2015, with scope for 2-year
extension
£1.3m per annum
Retail Price Index

Total Value
Inflation index
Housing
spend
Alexandra &
Ainsworth
spend
Services
provided at
Alexandra &
Ainsworth

£380k per annum
£31k per annum
•
Grass cutting
•
Hedge cutting and hedge
base maintenance
•
Rose and rose bed
maintenance (Ainsworth only)
•
Shrub and shrub bed
maintenance
•
Weed control on hard
surfaces (including play areas)
•
Leaf removal
•
Reporting of play equipment
defects
•
Fly-tip removal
•
Provision of a site-based
gardener (Mon-Fri)

3.4

Arboriculture

Trees, including young as well as mature
and semi-mature trees, are managed and
maintained by the Council’s arboriculture
team, based in Parks and Open Spaces.
Council-owned trees have previously
inspected on a three-year cycle and any
necessary work identified during the
inspection (eg tree removal or pruning
works) is then scheduled to take place.
However, the Council is moving away from
this standard approach to a more targeted
one, where inspections will be carried out
on a 1-, 2-, 3- or 5-year cycle. Currently,
Alexandra and Ainsworth Estate has not
been zoned so, for the time being,
inspections remain on a three-year cycle.
The inspection is primarily based on health
and safety grounds but, in accordance
with good practice, the long-term health
and visual qualities of the trees are taken
into consideration. Where appropriate, the
Council tries to replace trees that are
removed. Currently the Council is holding
a pre-purchased stock of trees, however,
for the next six years, this stock is only
sufficient to plant around 39 trees each
year across all estates in the borough.
Trees on the Alexandra and Ainsworth
Estate were inspected in the 2012/13
financial year, and work is scheduled for
the same year.

Removals, pruning and planting is based
on a Schedule of Rates provided by the
contractor: City Suburban. The cost of the
work is recharged to the housing
department.
Damage by tree roots to pavements/paths
rarely results in root pruning, the
recommendation instead being to ramp
the pavement over the roots or to change
the surface type to accommodate the root
growth.

3.5
Graffiti, Fly-posting, antisocial deposits and drug
paraphernalia
The Council’s ‘DART and Grime team’
deal with these areas of operation
wherever they occur in the borough,
including if necessary Alexandra Road
Park. A recharge to the relevant
department is made for this.

3.6

Dog Control

Initially, tenancies for the estate prohibited
the keeping of dogs, however, this
restriction was not carried forward into
leaseholder agreements as individual
housing units were sold: it is many years
since the estate has been ‘dog free’.
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In 2007 Camden Council adopted the dog
control powers in the Clean
Neighbourhoods and Environment Act.
Camden’s dog control orders state that a
person in control of a dog must:
• Clean up after all dogs they are in
charge of
• Put their dog on a lead if asked to do so
by an authorised officer
• Not allow their dog into a signposted
‘dog exclusion area’. These include:
children’s play areas; fenced sports
areas; Multi User Games Areas
(MUGAs) on housing sites; nature
conservation areas; flower beds and
planted beds. Assistance dogs are
exempt from these controls
Dogs exercised in public must be under
control ie. the dog will obey commands
from its owner, whether on or off the lead.
A dog behaving in such a way that could
cause damage, distress or harm to people,
other animals or property is considered out
of control. By law all dogs must wear a
collar and name tag, with the owner’s
name and address, and dogs should not
be allowed out on their own.
Dog mess must be cleaned up and may
be bagged and placed in public litter or
dog waste bins.
A dog owner found breaking a dog control
order may receive a £80 fixed penalty

notice from an authorised officer. The
Council employs enforcement officers and
such powers are also vested in
Environmental Management Officers.

3.7

Playgrounds

The Grounds Maintenance staff make
visual inspections of the play areas and
equipment twice a week, with any
concerns followed up through a technical
inspections by the play maintenance team.
No charge is made to Housing for the
technical inspections.
Each of Housing’s 200 play areas has
budget provision of £1,000 per playground
and, under a Service Level Agreement,
authority is delegated to Parks and Open
Spaces to undertake any repair of value
under £500, typically such work would be
undertaken by the play maintenance team
(3 staff and a van). Repairs over this
amount have to be authorised by Housing
and may be undertaken by the play
maintenance team or a contractor. Parks
re-charge Housing for work over £500,
adding 10% for overseeing the work.
In accordance with good practice, an
annual inspection of all play areas is also
undertaken by a member of the Register
of Play Inspectors International (RPII); this
was last done in January 2012 by

contractor Seagrave Inspection Services
Ltd.

3.8

Infrastructure Repairs

Repairs that are needed to infrastructure
in the park (along with other housing
repairs) are reported, via the Contact
Camden call centre, to the housing repairs
team. Contact Camden uses a computer
prompted script to help identify the
urgency of the repair and the system
automatically raises a job number and
allocates a response time (emergency 2h,
emergency same day, 3-day, 5-day or 20day). Repairs can be and are reported
through Contact Camden by members of
the public, tenants, residents, Council
staff, Council contractors etc. However,
analysis of estate repairs undertaken over
a three-year period, suggest that Contact
Camden is only infrequently used to report
repairs needed to the park.
Repairs are undertaken by one of two
building works contractors: CBM (Camden
Building Maintenance) or Lynbrooks. A
specialist contractor, Lakehouse
undertakes electrical works.
According to Contact Camden there is no
system for prioritising whether a repair is
actually carried out; just the response
time.
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Because of concern about the condition of
the park infrastructure analysis has been
undertaken of the repairs that have been
reported and undertaken. Over a threeyear period the data showed that, from a
total of over £100k expenditure on estate
repairs, only £7.5k was on repairs to the
park. The data suggests relatively few
reports for the park and consequently few
repairs.
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4. MANAGEMENT AND
MAINTENANCE AIMS AND
OBJECTIVES
4.1

Policies and Policy Aims

The Conservation Management Plan
(CMP) sets out a series of overarching
Policies, within which there are 21 Policy
Aims. Camden Council and the Park
Management Group/Project Board have
agreed both the Policies and the Aims.
The CMP and, in particular, its Policy Aims
have informed the development of the
Management and Maintenance Plan
(MMP), these are set out in Appendix 1.

4.2

Management Vision

The vision for the park and the Parks for
People project is:
To repair conserve and restore the
landscape as originally conceived as
an integrated, consistently detailed
modernist design, to replace lost
feature consistent with the design
ethos of the park, improve
management, to generate appreciation
by a wide range of local residents and
visitors and revitalise the park as the
focus of community activity.

This vision will be achieved through two
key mechanisms: firstly, by undertaking a
series of one-off works to restore the park,
set out in the Park Masterplan; and
secondly, by carrying out a series of
complimentary actions over a longer
period. The longer-term actions are set
out in the Activity Plan and the 10-year
MMP; these documents are intended to
ensure that the benefits of the restoration
are not lost and that improvements to the
park continue beyond the initial
investment.

4.3

Management Aims

A key requirement of HLF’s Parks for
People funding is that, once work is
complete and the park is reopened, a
successful application is made for the
nationally recognised Green Flag award.
HLF regard this as a benchmark, which it
uses to demonstrate that the investment
made in the park has been a success.
The following management aims follow the
structure used to determine whether or not
an open space meets the Green Flag
standard:
• Positively welcome people into the
park, in terms of both physical and
social access.
• Ensure a healthy, safe and secure
experience for park users.
• Provide a well-maintained and clean
park, maintaining the landscape and

infrastructure of the park to consistently
high standards.
• Improve the environmental quality
and sustainability of practices carried
out in the park.
• Maintain the restored heritage
landscape character and enhance
the parks biodiversity value.
• Provide opportunities to increase
community use and involvement,
particularly through events,
education, interpretation and building
partnerships.
• Develop the park as a civic amenity,
a source of pride, which realises the
full potential of its cultural and
natural attributes and ensure
effective promotion of the park as a
community resource.
• Ensure all those involved (including
the local community) in the
management and maintenance of
the park use the Management Plan
as a working document.
The Action Plan, in Section 6, develops
Objectives and individual Actions that
respond to these Management Aims. The
Management Aims will be achieved
through a combination of one-off Capital
Works and longer-term actions that are set
out in the 10-Year MMP and the Activity
Plan, both of which extend beyond the
initial restoration works.
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4.4

Park Masterplan

The Masterplan sets out the strategy for the restoration work and, as such, guides the longer term management and use of the park. The
Masterplan follows the boundaries of the individual character areas that are identified in the Conservation Management Plan:
CMP Character Area

Masterplan treatment

1

Rowley Way (Red Brick Road)

Not included as beyond the park boundary.

2

Langtry Walk

Langtry Walk is an important path of about ¼ mile in length that provides access to most of
the spaces within the park. The condition of the path is variable and often badly damaged.
To the north are planters which were originally filled with roses and, to the south, were
flowering shrubs and climbing plants. The mature shrubs are unmanaged in places with very
dense planting preventing growth at ground level.
The proposals for this area are to:
1. Make improvements to the paving along the length of Langtry Walk to make the path safe
and accessible matching original precast concrete paving and edging.
2. Manage access for vehicles to reduce further damage.
3. Repair dilapidated edges and timber post and rails.
4. Repair timber and precast concrete seating.
5. Reintroduce the original varied planting types especially flowering species with a
management regime that can create a diversity of habitats.
6. Improve the entrance from Abbey Road for pedestrians with new gates and park signage.
(see also 6a)

3

Ainsworth Way

Not included as beyond the park boundary.

4

Woodland Walk

The Woodland Walk character could be described as a bit of countryside in the city. The
walk was designed as a native woodland with flowering plants and species that would
encourage wildlife. In the current unmanaged state the larger trees and shrubs have
swamped the ground cover planting and more delicate flowering species.
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CMP Character Area

Masterplan treatment
This has also meant that some of the views out across the park have been lost. The path is
in a poor condition with evidence of subsidence and there are issues of accessibility. A few
informal desire lines have been created between the Woodland Walk and Playgrounds 4 and
5 and the Meadow.
The proposals for this area are to:
1. Improvements to the paving to make the path safe and accessible where differential
settlement has occurred including resetting donkey steps.
2. Small level changes to improve accessibility with DDA compliance.
3. Restore and enhance the woodland character of the walk introducing phased
management to ensure successional regeneration of the woodland to reintroduce some of
the original biodiversity.
4. Repair timber and precast concrete seating.
5. Repair edges and timber post and rails.
6. Enhance biodiversity and habitats.

5

Spaces between B Blocks

These spaces connect Rowley Way with Alexandra Road Park. There is a mix of tree ages
and some of the newer trees have not survived. The condition of the path is poor and is
often badly damaged or has large changes in level.
The proposals for this area are to:
1. Improve the paving to make the path safe and accessible including matching original brick
paving and precast concrete paving slabs.
2. Manage access for vehicles to reduce further damage.
3. Replaces tree surrounds.
4. Replant missing or dead trees.
5. Re-level pavements where subsidence has caused differential settlement.

6a

Abbey Road frontage: Seating
areas near Abbey Road entrance

This area includes three distinct parts to the Abbey Road entrance sequence. To the north
next to Rowley Way is a raised seating landmark. In the middle is the Hive (84-86 Abbey
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CMP Character Area

Masterplan treatment

6b

Abbey Road frontage: the ‘Hive’
and setting

6c

Abbey Road frontage: Ainsworth
carpark and service road

Road) and its environs. To the south is sunken area that allows access to parking and the
service road. The opportunity exists to improve paths and entry sequence, creating a
welcoming public face to the park.
The proposals for this area are to:
1. Create more welcoming entrances including management of planting and sight lines,
signage and replacement vehicle prevention gates.
2. Reintroduce varied planting types especially flowering species with a management regime
that can create a diversity of habitats and manage existing planting.
3. Repair edges and timber post and rails and remove the chainlink fence to the Hive and
the fence between the former slide park and the access ramp from the Hive.
4. Create a new DDA compliant access to the park to the north of the football pitch north of
the existing retaining wall. Introduce timber sleepers to stabilise the slope and create a
wildlife terrace.
5. Resurface with coated asphalt and even out the levels of the access road from Abbey
Road to the Hive to create a consistently DDA compliant access maintaining the threshold
levels at Abbey Road and the Hive.
6. Repair damaged paving in area A with brick to match originals.
7. Introduce a wildlife terrace.

7

Football pitch

Originally there were large groups of flowering cherries flanking the north and south edges of
the football pitch. Some of these trees remain. There is potential to maintain the formal
sports function and sympathetically integrate it with the surroundings to reinstate the former
planting character.
The proposals for this area are to:
1. Reintroduce varied planting types especially flowering tree species with a management
regime that can create a diversity of habitats including at ground level to include seasonal
planting such as bulbs.
2. Create a more welcoming and clear entry experience by managing plant heights to allow
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CMP Character Area

Masterplan treatment
sight lines to spaces beyond.
3. Restore and repair surfaces and walls.
4. Repair dilapidated edges and timber post and rails.

8

Bowl

The bowl was inspired by amphitheatre gardens found in Scandinavia. A yew hedge
provides the enclosure and a stage set to the east was provided for events and
performance. Several of the original horse chestnut trees have been lost. The opportunity
exists to re-enforce the sense of enclosure with selected views through rigorous
maintenance of the clipped yew hedge and to programme further activities within the space.
The proposals for this area are to:
1. Manage the yew hedge to create the intended bowl shape with framed views.
2. Relay the stage surfacing to create a level surface.
3. Repair edges and timber post and rails.
4. New inter-planting to reinstate intended character with horse chestnuts and a yew hedge.
5. Manage dog fouling to enable greater use of the lawn.
6. Introduce new seating in the style of the original black timber and precast concrete seats.
7. Replenish existing bound gravel footpath.
8. Reinstate original precast concrete paving as per original design to replace later addition
of asphalt.

9

Playground 1 – former slide park

This area was formerly a slide park which had the equipment removed in 1991 leaving
tarmac and concrete steps. This space is a cul-de-sac with the route to the Hive blocked.
The opportunity exists to create a play offer that is informed by the undulating, terraced
landscape of the original design that is integrated with improved access from the Hive.
The proposals for this area are to:
1. Reinstate connection to the Hive with new accessible path.
2. Create informal terrace seating for viewing football pitch.
3. Reinstate the feature timber fence to the north and remove the high fence to the east to
enable views beyond to the Bowl.
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CMP Character Area

Masterplan treatment
4. Repair edges and timber post and rails and fences.
5. Remove asphalt and introduce varied planting types especially flowering species with a
management regime that can create a diversity of habitats including flowering trees and
ground cover planting.

10

Playground 2

Playground 2 has no play equipment remaining. At present there is little reason to use the
space. There is potential to create a play space for older children that acts as a transition
between the bowl/ woodland walk and the other play areas to the east. This could reference
the climbing structures that were part of the original design.
The proposals for this area are to:
1. Repair and restore timber seating backs and precast concrete seat walls.
2. Repair edges and timber post and rails and fences/ balustrades to match the original
design.
3. New planting referencing existing planting palette and including new opportunities for
additional biodiversity.
4. Create an informal sports, exercise play opportunities with new surfaces as detailed
below:
The proposal is to create a games area, which is a more informal alternative to the MUGA:
No booking is required and many different games can be played. The existing patchwork
surface will be replaced with a single surface polymeric multisport surface. Line markings
will be applied to indicate volleyball and badminton courts, football and tennis can also be
played at a reduced size. Two painted metal posts allow the users to turn up with a string
(or the well equipped with a proper net), which can be put up and the game can begin. A
highpoint is created, which can serve as umpire’s chair, but also as outlook towards
playground 3 and across the labyrinthine paths between the walls.

11

Playground 3

Playground 3 also has no play equipment. There is potential to create a play space for older
children referencing the climbing structures of the original design and introducing play
elements with varied challenges. The provision of equipment enabling social interaction
could also be considered.
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CMP Character Area

Masterplan treatment
The proposals for this area are:
1. Repair and restore timber seating backs and precast concrete seat walls.
2. Repair edges and timber post and rails and fences/ balustrades to match the original
design.
3. New planting to create a garden character with sensory planting.
4. Create a play structure for older children within a garden setting
A new tree is planted at the centre of the original circular Janet Jack sandpit. Together with
a loose playbark surface and sensory planting it sets the atmosphere for this playground.
The main play feature is a large climbing structure, which integrates a slide, swing seats,
platforms, bridges, ropes, nets and climbing walls. Two large low-level lounging nets,
suspended above sensory planting beds, invite the children to rest and chat. The smell of
the planting below creates an atmosphere of being in nature.
The existing planters around the perimeter will be rejuvenated with new planting to support
the natural feel. The main frames of the play structure will be made from painted tubular
steel - in reference to the main material Janet Jack used for climbing structures. Its
geometry will be derived from simple forms (rectangles and triangles) - much like Janet
Jack’s original designs.
Each frame houses a different activity: Sliding, swinging, rope climbing and net climbing.
Dark timber - inspired by the existing - form climbing walls, ladders and platforms. These
are overlaid onto the structure to add additional challenge and spaces for inhabitation. The
structure is tall and challenging. The self-seeded trees in the northern planting beds are
removed, which makes the structure visible from Langtry Walk: The playrooms are no
longer hidden. Children are visually enticed to populate and use the playrooms.

12

Playground 4

Playground 4 only has one original swing for play value all other equipment has been
removed. The concrete walls and planting are in a poor state of repair and management.
There is potential to create a play space for younger children that references the climbing
structures of the original scheme with sensory planting and reinterprets the small
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CMP Character Area

Masterplan treatment
amphitheatre structure.
The proposals for this area are:
1. Repair and restore timber seating backs and precast concrete seat walls.
2. Repair edges and timber post and rails and fences/ balustrades to match the original
design.
3. Review planting to improve views in and out of the area in some locations reintroducing
varied planting types especially flowering and fragrant species with a management regime
that can create a diversity of habitats.
4. Create a swing park.
The swings are embedded into a landscape of mounds Swings between mounds allow for
communal and accessible swinging (basket swing), parallel swinging and swinging towards
each other, jumping off into a landscape of mounds. The topographical landscape invites
running games. The swings are set out, so that the swinging motion takes up the directions,
which were prevalent in Janet Jack’s original design. The shape of the grassed area
emphasises the geometry of the space. The swings have painted steel frames and single
swings referencing Janet Jack’s original material including rubber tyres, but also adding
additional play value to the swing seats. The bottom gate on the ramp will be removed
(retaining the one at the top), so that the ramp can become part of the playground
(particularly smaller children love running up and down ramps), rather than being a mere
passageway trapped between two gates.

13

Playground 5

More recent play equipment has been added to this space but with limited play value or
challenge. There is potential to create a play area for young children that references the
original concept including challenging climbing features, places for motor skills development
and role-playing equipment.
Proposals for this area are:
1. Repair and restore timber seating backs and precast concrete seat walls.
2. Repair edges and timber post and rails and fences/ balustrades to match the original
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CMP Character Area

Masterplan treatment
design.
3. Review planting to improve views in and out of the area and in some locations
reintroducing varied planting types especially flowering and fragrant species with a
management regime that can create a diversity of habitats.
4. Create a play area for younger children.
Playground 5 provides a range of different play experiences for smaller children. The
amphitheatre is re-introduced in a larger format to suit the now grown tree. It provides social
seating, performing and a low-key movement area. The feature extends to form a slide
mound with scrambling ramp for the children of all abilities. The slide mound is reminiscent
of Janet Jack’s original playground 1. The mound is made from dark stained timber sleepers,
which extend as a boundary of posts along the swing, in reference to the original designs.
The height of the mound allows views out of the playground across the walls.
The original blockwork play niches are the inspiration for the play village and the climbing
frame. The original shape re-appears stacked and fragmented, the complexity is wildly
increased. Unusual and strange interstitial spaces invite exploration. These structures
formulate the play village for accessible social play as well as the taller climbing village.
Their materiality is dark timber as well as blockwork to create a richer sensory experience.
Between the climbing towers, wobbly rubber and net bridges are complemented by timber
balancing beams. The play village as well as the climbing structures spill out to incorporate
the seating and planting beds at the perimeter of play area 5, adding topographical interest
and challenge, but also a sensory experience: Children are invited to play in and walk
through sensory and meadow planting. Towards the western entrance Janet Jack’s stepping
stones are re-introduced - again playing and mingling with the boundary seating to add
interest and create a different access point to the sensory planting. Musical instruments are
interspersed between the play houses.

14

Meadow

The meadow was originally surrounded by a diverse mix of planting much of which has been
lost. Some of the tougher and longer lived species have remained. The meadow is the
largest lawn in the park. The opportunity exists to enhance the meadow character of the
lawn and introduce seasonal planting.
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CMP Character Area

Masterplan treatment
The proposals for this area are to:
1. Improve to the paving to make the path safe and accessible.
2. Reintroduce varied planting types especially flowering and fragrant species with a
management regime that can create a diversity of habitats especially at ground level.
3. Repair edges and timber post and rails.
4. Manage dog fouling to enable greater use of the lawn.
5. Remove the recent temporary play tree/ play structure.
6. Repair and restore seating.
7. Create new level paved connection with the Woodland Walk.
8. New successional tree planting.

15

Mound

The south facing aspect of the mound was intended to create a secluded place for relaxing.
The surrounding trees and shrubs have been allowed to grow unmanaged creating a very
enclosed space. The opportunity exists to enhance the enclosed lawn character of the
mound and reinstate some framed views. Management of dog use is required so the lawn
can be used safely.
The proposals for this area are:
1. Improvements to the paving to make the path safe and accessible.
2. Reintroducing varied planting types especially flowering and fragrant species with a
management regime that can create a diversity of habitats especially at ground level.
3. Repair edges and timber post and rails.
4. Repair seating.
5. Manage dog fouling to enable greater use of the lawn.
6. Create informal lay routes through shrubberies.

16a Tenants Hall: Seating areas near
Tenants Hall

Not included as beyond the park boundary.

16b Tenants Hall: Tenants Hall bank

The original birch bank remains. Ivy has overgrown several of the birch trees creating a
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CMP Character Area
and ramps

Masterplan treatment
green blanket with limited views out across the park. The opportunity exists to improve
surface treatment to Tenants Hall ramps creating a welcoming and safe sense of arrival and
to replenish and diversify the planting as was originally intended.
The proposals for this area are:
1. Improvements to the paving to make the path safe and accessible.
2. Reinstate longer views across the park through the management of ivy.
3. Repair edges and timber post and rails.
4. Reintroduce varied planting types especially flowering species with management regime
that can create a diversity of habitats.

17

ARC (Alexandra Resource Centre)
roof and ramps

18

The well

19a Sunken area at end of B block ('
the
pub'
)

Not included as beyond the park boundary.

19b Shop area: Deck area at east of
Rowley Way
20

Walkway to Loudoun Road

21

Service road
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4.5

Risks and issues

There are a number of risks and issues
that could get in the way of delivering the
vision, aims and objectives. These are
primarily based on the nature of the
original design and past experiences of
the site’s management. Where risks and
issues are relevant to particular character
areas, they have been listed under the
Management Aims by character area in
Section 5.
Retaining what is special
Despite some shortcomings in the way it
has been managed, the park has been
recognised because of its special
character; this character is due, in part, to
the way the park was designed and laid
out but also because of how it has
developed. In taking the park’s renovation
and management forward, the best
elements of the original design and how it
has developed need to be preserved. For
example, the trees planted thirty years
ago, when the park was built, now
combine with those that pre-dated the
estate to contribute a maturity that
presumably was envisaged by Janet Jack.
A different example, which has developed
in a way that probably could not have
been anticipated by the designer but still
fulfills her objective, is the Woodland Walk.
This area, full of character and much
appreciated by its users, has developed

through a combination of neglect and
natural processes (as well as the
likelihood that it was not planted quite
according to the plans in the first place):
species have been lost and others have
appeared and the beds have developed
into their own micro-ecosystem. Care
should be taken not to simply try and turn
the clock back to the early 1980s but to
recognise that this is a prime example of
late 70s/early 80s landscape design that
has matured and needs to continue to
meet current-day needs and thinking.
Management of shrubberies
The design of the site, which has used
extensive shrub beds to help
compartmentalise the park and provide
enclosure and shelter, means that it has a
much larger proportion of shrubs than
might be found in other, equivalent size
parks and housing landscapes.
Consequently, how these shrubs are
managed is crucial to the future success of
the park. In fact, in the past, the lack of
suitable management of shrubs has led to
an intervention that appeared unplanned,
sudden and drastic; suggesting failure to
attend to an issue that is relatively easy to
deal with (ie the gradual growth of plants)
followed by an over-reaction. The severe
cutting of shrubs that took place in 2005
not only alienated many residents, who felt
their park had been severely damaged,
but the overgrowth, followed by

indiscriminate cutting, is likely to have
been a main cause of the loss of over half
the species/varieties shown in the
originally planting plans.
The current overgrowth of shrubberies is
starting to expose the Council to the risk of
this happening again.
The design (using of mass planting),
natural life-spans and growth, combined
with the way the shrubs have been
managed, has led to dominance of
particular species and varieties notably the
ivy Hedera helix ‘Hiburnica’, cotoneasters
and Pyracantha. While these and other
vigorous plants remain important
components of the beds, the Parks for
People project proposes, through the
capital works and then successive
management, to renovate and then
manage and maintain the shrubberies to
provide something much closer to the
designer’s intention. The project has the
advantage of the original planting plans
and a views strategy – indicating the
approximate maximum height of the shrub
beds – and that we can speak directly to
the original designers Neave Brown and
Janet Jack.
The strategy for managing the overgrown
shrubberies is to introduce a programme
of renovation for both the shrubberies and
the Woodland Management Areas – along
the Woodland Walk and on the banks to
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the Ainsworth Service Road. It is
recommended that this should be
undertaken over a number of years in
order to reduce the impact both visually
and to the wildlife. Further detail is
provided in Section 5.2 and Appendix 3.
Both before and after a bed has been
renovated there must be a commitment to
the maintenance of the shrub beds,
without this there is a risk that history will
repeat itself ie. overgrowth and domination
by vigorous varieties (and consequent loss
of less vigorous ones) followed by
indiscriminate severe cutting which will
eliminate those varieties that respond
poorly to such treatment.

than anticipated. In many areas it has
been allowed to grow un-checked and has
spilled out on to paths and grown up walls,
fences, trees and lampposts. Where it has
been in long-term contact with timber
structures, the increased damp
environment it creates has accelerated
timber degradation. However, ivy remains
an important and successful component of
the original design and should be retained
but kept under control.

Ivy growing up has obscured views and will soon
reach the canopy of the trees and the lantern at the top
of this lamppost

There are a number of gaps in shrub beds,
which require replanting, and further
replanting will be required in years to
come. In order to retain the character of
the park, it is important that the design
ethos is followed – generally using the
planting palette as set out in the original
plans unless there are compelling reasons
to make changes eg plant diseases or site
conditions. In any case the essential
design character should be retained.
Ivy
Ivy was used extensively as a ground
cover in the original design, particularly
Hedera helix ‘Hiburnica’ which has been
enormously successful, perhaps more so

through other shrubs and up trees.
Growth up selected trees may be allowed
where it forms an important feature but
this should be the exception rather than
the rule. In raised planters it can be
allowed to hang down but should be cut
before it reaches the adjacent paths,
where it collects detritus and obstructs
sweeping. Generally, ivy should not be
allowed to climb up infrastructure such as
fences, fence posts, lamp posts etc; some
growth on walls is acceptable but should
be controlled so that it does not become
too bulky or hide completely the board
marked concrete walls, which are an
important part of the listed structure of the
park. Care will be needed when removing
ivy from the board marked concrete walls
in order that the walls are not damaged.
Ivy hanging down from raised planters and walls can
attract detritus and inhibit cleansing

In the ornamental shrubberies, ivy should
be seen principally as a groundcover plant
and should be prevented from climbing
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In the woodland management areas,
provided there is no consequent health
and safety risk, it is acceptable to allow
climbers, including ivy, to grow through
and up shrubs and trees, where it can
provide valuable bird feeding, nesting and
roosting sites, however, it should be cut
back from infrastructure such as fences,
paths, lampposts etc. When these areas
are coppiced, the ivy should be removed
back to ground level.

Poor management: ivy on the Woodland Walk has
been allowed to cover the fence

they don'
t have to remove them.
However, causing the plants to spread by
removing or disposing of them incorrectly
would be illegal.
The majority of infestation is in the
Woodland Management Areas of the
Woodland Walk and the Wooded Bank,
which combined measure around 70
metres x 3 metres, and slope down to the
Ainsworth Service Road. Knotweed on
parts of this bank has previously been
treated with the herbicide glyphosate by
Council contactors.

Correct management: ivy on the Woodland Walk has
been allowed to grow up this hawthorn tree but has
been kept off the fence and trimmed back from the
path

In areas that are being replanted with
trees, shrubs or groundcover, some
removal of ivy should be undertaken while
the new plants establish so that it does not
smother the new plants and compete for
moisture.
Knotweed
Parts of the site, most notably beds
adjacent to the Woodland Walk, are
infested with Japanese knotweed. The
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 states
that it is an offence to "plant or otherwise
cause to grow in the wild" over 30
invasive, non-native plants one of which is
Japanese knotweed. It'
s down to
landowners to control these plants, but

The presence of this plant has been
surveyed and a programme of control is
proposed as part of the capital works.
Following the inspection by Japanese
knotweed Control Ltd (see section 2.5),
commissioned as part of the Development
Phase works, it is proposed to eliminate
the weed using glyphosate using two
approved methods; principally through
stem injection but also using foliar
application where suitable. As treatments
are made, follow up visits should be
undertaken to survey and if necessary retreat infested areas. This should continue
over several seasons until the weed is
eliminated from the park, after which a
watching brief should be maintained to
identify and treat any new occurrence of
this pernicious weed.
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Management of trees
The original design had a carefully thought
through tree planting strategy, this was
intended to provide interest and shelter for
both park users and wildlife; trees were
often planted in groups of the same
species to create a multi-stemmed effect
to add interest and character. This
strategy has been successful and the
trees have grown into semi-mature
specimens. Over the years the trees have
mainly been managed with a view to
health and safety but a point has now
been reached where a thorough review
was needed and pruning such as crownlifting combined with selected tree
removals will help the trees grow on to full
maturity. Some replanting is also needed,
to ensure a new generation of trees to
eventually replace those retained from the
pre-80’s landscape and those planted as
part of the park’s original design. This is
best phased over a number of years in
order to create a more diverse age
structure.
There are a number of self-seeded trees
across the site: mainly horse chestnut,
sycamore, elder, cherry and willow, some
of which may be suckers from larger
willows. Where these occur in the
Woodland Management Areas they should
be allowed to grow naturally and then
managed, primarily through copping, in
accordance with the guidelines for these

areas. Elsewhere self-sown trees should
be removed preferably by pulling up the
sapling and its roots or by cutting where
this is not possible.
A few trees, notably the common limes
(tilia x europaeus) on Abbey Road have
developed epicormic basal suckers, which
should continue to be removed annually.
Biodiversity
Creating places for wildlife as well as
people was very much part of Janet Jack’s
design for the park and, as the park has
matured it has become and important local
site for biodiversity. However, undermanagement of the park, particularly the
shrubberies has had a number of
consequences for biodiversity including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dense, areas of mature planting that
make good niches for plants and
animals
Loss of variety of species that provided
food and cover for wildlife
Episodes of wholesale severe cutting
that have tended to remove the majority
of niches over a short period of time
Self-seeding of native and non-native
species
Appearance of invasive species eg
Japanese knotweed
Build up of litter and debris, some of
which may be harmful to the
environment

•

A lack of age diversity in shrubberies
and trees (exceptions being the trees
that pre-dated the park and the
replanting of shrub beds eg on Abbey
Road)

Local biodiversity sites, such as Alexandra
Road Park, while containing a degree of
intrinsic wildlife value, are most valuable
because they bring people into contact
with nature, near to their homes. A site
that has become overgrown to the extent
that users cannot access areas where
they can get close to the wildlife, or do not
want to, is in many respects a less
valuable local site. A balance therefore
needs to be struck between creating and
maintaining wildlife habitats and making
the park a safe and attractive environment
for people.
The approach to biodiversity for the park
should be as follows:
•
•
•

Consider biodiversity in the
management of the whole park
Encourage safe public access to all
areas via the abundant network of
existing paths
Undertake maintenance work to
ornamental and amenity shrubs on a
gradual basis rather than severe,
wholesale reactive cutting in order to
retain wildlife refuges and niches
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•

Maintain areas with the best
biodiversity potential (ie. the woodland
management areas of the Woodland
Walk and Wooded Banks) in the most
appropriate manner

•

Ensure capital, maintenance and repair
work is carried out at the most
appropriate time and in the right season
to benefit or minimize impact on wildlife

•

Phase shrub renovation, woodland
management, tree work and tree
planting over a period of years to create
a more diverse age structure, ensure
that wildlife refuges always exist and
that and a succession of niches
develop, rotating around the park as the
plants mature
Remove invasive species

•

Dog fouling
Dog fouling is a major issue for park users
and for those put off using the park for this
reason. The current impression is that it is
largely uncontrolled and that both
cleansing and enforcement by the Council
is inadequate.
Investment in the park must be
accompanied by successful measures to
bring this issue under control because
currently the amount of dogs mess
discourages use, particularly of the grass

areas. Actions to remedy this should
include:
• Promoting responsible dog ownership
to encourage owners to pick up their
dogs’ mess
• Ensuring sufficient bins are available for
disposal
• Informing dog owners that they may
dispose of dog mess in any litter bin
• Ensuring the cleansing contractor
empties the bins at least once a week
to reduce likelihood of unwanted smells
• Erecting appropriate signage, to fit with
the park’s design strategy
• Focusing on enforcement
• Publicising enforcement action to
encourage others to act responsibly
Wooden infrastructure
Small but important elements of the park’s
design have relied on timber as a key
component. These include the post and
scaffold pole fencing, bespoke bench
slats, fencing panels, wall-top details and
safety rails. Over the years these
structures have not been as well looked
after as they perhaps should have been
and there has been a tendency to remove
rather than replace timbers when they
have become damaged. However, it
would also be true to say that, after over
30 years, most of the timber is at or
nearing its design life and therefore a
wholesale replacement would be
appropriate at this point.

Benches and seating from the original design need
repair and then on-going maintenance

Replacement wooden structures should be
designed to be as long-lived as possible
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and the maintenance requirements clearly
set out. These are included in Appendix 4.
In addition to this, damaged timbers
should be repaired or replaced with
suitable materials that meet the original
design specification.
In order to maintain a safe and attractive
environment and to discourage vandalism
(which tends to be attracted by apparent
neglect) a system of reporting damaged
infrastructure should be set up, and
monitored, so that repairs are attended to
quickly. It is proposed that the Head
Gardener will play a key role in this
respect.
Listed walls
The Alexandra Road building was
constructed in '
white'concrete using white
cement and a special white aggregate,
and was cast in sawn-board timber
shuttering designed in sections which
were limited by concrete pouring to
produce the appearance of an assembly of
interrelated pieces. The design and
appearance of the concrete at Alexandra
Road is a fundamental part of the special
architectural and historic interest of the
listed building. 8 This method of
construction was carried forward into the
park, where a number of the concrete
8

Levitt Bernstein, ‘Alexandra Road Estate
Management Guidelines’, 2006

walls can be seen with the same woodgrain pattern. In the past cleaning and
graffiti removal through over painting has
damaged some of these walls; given their
significance, in the future greater care
should be taken of these listed structures
with particular regard to cleaning and
graffiti and the management of ivy and
other self-clinging climbing plants. As part
of the restoration project, further
investigation into the best way to clean the
walls and respond to incidents of graffiti
will be undertaken; this will be built in to
the future management strategy for the
listed walls. Current information on the
management of these walls is included as
Appendix 8 and a strategy for the delivery
of repairs and treatment can be found in
the Design and Access statement that
accompanied the planning application.
Paved surfaces
The use of slab paving throughout the
park adds to its particular character,
however, large areas are in poor condition
due to settlement, lifting by tree roots and,
on Langtry Walk in particular, foundations
inadequate for use by vehicles. Repairs
have also been undertaken with nonmatching materials, (eg macadam to fill
gaps in slab paving). The capital works
will address these issues, which currently
have a visual as well as safety impact,
however, it is important to ensure that the
surfaces do not quickly degrade back to

their current condition. This should be
achieved by:
•

•
•
•
•

Developing and agreeing a vehicles
access strategy with Camden Council,
maintenance contractors and
emergency services
Re-paving using appropriate materials
and sub-bases
Dealing with settlement issues and
providing suitable foundations to steps
and slopes
Redesigning paving areas around tree
roots, where desire lines have
developed
Replacing individual missing and
damaged paving slabs with suitable
matching materials

Once this has been achieved, on going
sweeping and weed control must ensure
that the surface does not degrade and any
damaged paving must be reported and
quickly attended to.
Grounds maintenance
While Analysis of Camden Council'
s
grounds maintenance specification show it
to be suitable for Alexandra Road Park, in
reality the standards and quality measures
set out are not being realised in a way that
a landscape of this type demands. In
essence, the knowledge and skill level of
the operatives are insufficient to deal with
a park that is heavily dominated by shrub
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planting. In addition to this, the current
staff lacks the required level of
communications skills and delegated
authority to have meaningful
conversations with the estates’ residents
and others who are interested in how the
park is looked after. A different model is
needed.
Such a model would bring practical
horticultural skills, a full understanding of
managing the public realm and the ability
to communicate. For the restored park to
be a success the shrubs need to be
pruned correctly based on a thorough
understanding of how individual species
and varieties grow and interact. Currently
the staff working in the park do not regard
it a special – seeing it as an ordinary
housing site; there needs to be an
appreciation of the design intention, an
ability to observe and understand how the
park is being used (or misused) and to
adapt the way it is being managed and
maintained to respond to this.
The complexity of the site requires a
member of staff with horticultural skills, the
type of person who would normally lead a
small team (as is the case, for example,
with the Head Gardener at Camden'
s
Waterlow Park) however, the volume of
work on the estate would not justify this
level of seniority, at least on a full-time
basis. While there is a variety of shrub

planting within the park, which requires
significant horticultural expertise, the
mass-planting also lends itself to
involvement of a less-skilled member of
staff that can be trusted to follow the
guidance and instruction of a skilled
horticulturalist. It is therefore proposed
that the new management model will
involve the appointment, via the grounds
maintenance contractor, of a Head
Gardener who will work around half of
their time on the Alexandra and Ainsworth
Estate. This would be a new resource to
the site and will be supported by the
appointment of a Static Gardener, moreskilled and consequently higher-salaried
than the current post, who would be a fulltime resource dedicated to the estate.
The recruitment of a new Head Gardener
will be pivotal to the site’s on-going
success. Such a person would have the
ability to guide other staff and develop
their skills and knowledge base and be
able to talk knowledgeably with residents
and others about the maintenance of the
park. The Head Gardener would
undertake, for example, pruning work
themselves and guide and direct the work
of the Static Gardener and the mobile
grounds maintenance crews that will assist
with more intensive activities such as
grass cutting and leaf removal.

Through the project'
s development phase,
Camden Council has identified this upskilling and better resourcing of grounds
maintenance as a priority, because of this
it is keen to implement the change to the
new model prior to the decision on the
funding of the delivery phase, and it'
s
implementation. There are significant
advantages of having both posts in place
during the design work and
implementation of the delivery phase: the
individual staff can be involved in
discussions about how the site will be
maintained once the work is complete;
give residents, the Council and HLF the
confidence that the required resourcing
will continue beyond both the 5-year
funding and the 10-year MMP period;
enable the grounds maintenance staff to
focus on maintenance improvements that
will be beneficial to areas of the estate that
are unaffected by the capital works, eg the
planters on Rowley Way, the TRA roof,
Ainsworth estate areas.
Apprenticeships
The proposed model for grounds
maintenance requires staff who already
possess the appropriate skill set to
undertake the majority of maintenance
tasks, in addition, the design and scale of
the park means it could not offer the full
breath of experience needed by an
apprentice gardener. However, it is
proposed that the park becomes one of a
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number of venues for the apprenticeship
scheme run by Fountains OCS. This
would enable all four apprentices currently
employed by the grounds maintenance
contractor to gain experience of the needs
of late 20th century landscapes, mass
planted evergreen shrubs and managing
sites for biodiversity.
It is proposed to review such
arrangements with the contractor and the
training provider (Capel Manor) towards
the end of the first five years of
maintenance at which point it may be
possible to change the Static Gardener
post to become an apprentice gardener
post.
Involvement of the local community
In the past, and currently, members of the
community who care about, and take and
interest in, the park feel disconnected from
decisions about its management. The
development of the Parks for People
project has successfully re-engaged the
community in thinking about what they
would really like the park to be like in the
future; this now needs to be taken forward
in the way the park is managed once the
investment is complete.
Community members have asked to be
involved in discussions with those
maintaining the park in order to

understand and influence how the future
park is managed.
A new governance structure is therefore
needed that involves key stakeholders
through, for example, quarterly meetings
about the management of the park, and a
more regular dialogue between the
community’s nominated representatives
and those responsible for the grounds
maintenance. This is currently going
through the process of implementation.
Repairs
Estate repairs tend to be complaint-driven
and, with very few complaints made about
the park’s infrastructure, it has been
allowed to degrade to a point where a
major injection of cash is needed to return
the park to a good condition. At
£2.5k/year, average levels of expenditure
on repairs to the park have been
inadequate. Annual expenditure of
perhaps ten-times this would have been
more appropriate and would have kept the
fabric of the park in much better condition.
In the medium term, an average
expenditure of around £25k/year or more
is likely to be needed to maintain the
infrastructure in good condition. However,
it is likely to vary considerable from year to
year depending on the work required and
immediately following restoration, levels
would be expected to be significantly
lower.

What is needed is a system to facilitate
reporting of repairs and monitoring
whether or not these have been carried
out. It is recommended that the Head
Gardener should play a pivotal role in this
– collecting and collating repair requests a
well as undertaking their own inspections.
However, in the past, with no regular
inspections being made of the park’s
infrastructure, it has very much depended
on the public to generate requests for
repairs (of which there have been very few
despite its condition). Using past
inadequacy as a guide, the importance of
this public reporting should not be
overlooked in the future management of
the park – this is very much a role for the
tenants and residents, the park friends and
the TRA, whether issues are reported via
the Head Gardener or direct to Contact
Camden, if they are not reported there is a
risk that they will never be fixed.

The original post and scaffold rail fence has been
allowed to degrade and usually not been replaced
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5
MANAGEMENT AREAS &
MAINTENANCE SCHEDULES
5.1
General maintenance
operations
Grass areas
Grass areas should be mown on a regular
basis with a cutting height of 30mm to
maintain grass length between 30mm and
70mm, unless otherwise specified for
particular areas. The initial Spring cut
should be made at 45mm. Litter collection
should be coordinated so that it takes
place before grass cutting. Movable
objects eg. picnic tables, seats should be
moved and replaced to facilitate cutting;
shrub beds, paths, walls and immovable
objects in the grass should be cut and/or
strimmed around at the same time and
same height as the grass. Cuttings should
be swept/blown from paths. If the grass
length exceeds 70mm, when cut all
arisings should be collected and recycled
as green waste.
In grass areas that that contain bulbs or
corms (naturalised planting) cutting should
cease prior to the emergence of early
Spring foliage. These areas should not be
cut again for 6 weeks after flower heads
have died down, at which time arisings
should be collected and recycled as green

waste, the areas should be re-cut to 30mm
within 48 hours.
Once per year the grass edge should be
redefined where it abuts kerbs, hard or
semi-loose surfaces, gullies paved areas,
walls, fences etc. using a half moon
edging iron. Vegetation and soil
emanating from hedge, wall or fence
bases should be removed and vegetation
growing in hard or semi-loose surfaces
within 300 mm of the grass edge should
be removed at the same time. All arisings
should be collected and recycled as green
waste.
During Autumn and Winter leaf fall, all
grass areas should be kept free of leaf
accumulation. Leaves should be
raked/blown in to piles, collected for
recycling and recycled as green waste.
Hedges
New extension growth should be trimmed
back so that it does not exceed 200mm.
Where it abuts paths, steps, hand rails,
park furniture, windows and other
designated areas it should not exceed
100mm. Hedges should be cut back to
the old wood so that the hedge is
maintained at the same height, width and
general shape as when it was last pruned.
The width of the top should not exceed the
base and rogue growth should be cut back
to the hedge base.

Weeds, litter and debris should be
removed from the hedge base at the time
of pruning and the weeds and other
organic arisings should be recycled as
green waste.
Litter and litter bins
The whole park should be cleansed of all
litter and debris (including dog mess) and
litter bins emptied at least once a week: on
Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday, with
follow-up visits later in the week or as
required. Significant accumulations of
litter known as ‘Litter Spillages’ should be
removed as soon as possible, either when
seen by operatives or on request. When
areas are cleansed they must be to Grade
A standard (ie ‘no litter or refuse’ as
defined in the Environmental protection
Act 1990).
Fly-tips below 1m3 should also be
collected by the cleansing team; beyond
this size fly tips should be reported to
Camden’s Contact Centre.
Hard Surfaces
Hard surfaces should be swept on a
regular basis to remove all litter and
debris.
All hard surfaces should be cleaned at
least once a week: on Monday, Tuesday
or Wednesday, with follow-up cleansing
visits later in the week or as required.
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When areas are cleansed they must be to
Grade A standard (ie ‘no litter or refuse’ as
defined in the Environmental protection
Act 1990). If addition sweeping is required
to certain areas to ensure safe use of the
site eg to play areas and the MUGA (Multiuse games area), this is provided under
the terms of the contract.
Care should be taken when sweeping
hoggin (self binding gravel), a soft boom
should be used to remove leaves from this
surface as a course, hard bristle can
damage the bonded surface and
encourage weed growth and pothole
development.
Paving, tarmac, hoggin, five-a-side
surface, play area safety surfacing etc
should be spot treated using glyposhate
three times a year when weed growth has
occurred. Weeds should never be pulled
from hoggin as this will loosen the bonded
surface, additional glyphosate treatment
should be made where weeds occur.
The Head Gardener should make a
monthly inspection of hard surfaces and
any extensive damage or trip hazard
reported for repair. Hoggin areas should
be reported for repairs/infilling of ruts or
divots as required. Where water is
‘ponding’ on hoggin surfaces, it should be
spiked with a sharp fork to aid drainage.

Moss and algae should be removed from
hard surfaces where it becomes slippery,
particular attention should be paid to
steps, slopes and play areas.

Bark mulch to a depth of 50mm to 70mm
should be applied to one third of the beds
each year as directed by the Authorised
Officer

During freezing conditions, potentially
hazardous areas such as slopes and steps
should be gritted and accumulations of
snow and ice removed.

Shrub pruning should be undertaken by or
under supervision of a suitably skilled
person who has a good working
knowledge of shrub identification and
management. The original design
intention should be considered when
pruning shrubs particularly with respect to
the maximum height to which shrub beds
should be allowed to grow. The design
drawings indicated the beds that should be
above eye-level (to provide screening and
enclosure) and below eye-level (to give
openness and views); a slightly amended
version of this is shown as Figure 5.1.

Shrub beds
Shrub beds should be maintained free of
weeds, litter and debris so that no more
than 10% of any bed should have weed
coverage and that no weed is higher than
100mm. Bare areas, where there is no
ground cover, should be dug over to a
minimum depth of 50mm and then broken
down and raked to a medium tilth, taking
care not to damage or disturb plants or
roots. Self-seeded trees should be
removed from the ornamental shrubberies
unless it is agreed that they are needed as
a new replacement tree; the exception
would be in the woodland management
areas (Woodand Walk and Wooded
Bank), where self seeded trees may
remain unless likely to cause a future
health and safety hazard (eg it is too close
to a path or likely to damage
infrastructure). Weeds and other organic
arisings should be recycled as green
waste.

Shrubs and climbers (eg ivy and
honeysuckle) should be pruned to prevent
overcrowding and enable successful
development of all plants in the shrub
beds and to: remove dead or damaged
wood; prevent encroachment on to paths,
steps, hand rails, park furniture and other
designated areas; control or treat pests
and diseases; remove suckers from root
stock and self-sown trees; eliminate risk to
the public or others; avoid damage to
property; eliminate overhanging on private
property; stop obstruction to windows; to
remove dead flower heads, where
appropriate.
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In particular, ivy should be removed:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

from lighting/lampposts where it
reduces the light’s effectiveness
from trees where it suppresses growth
and inhibits health and safety
inspection
from infrastructure, particularly listed
structures and wooden items such as
fences, benches etc where it can
encourage rot
from sections of shrub beds where new
shrub or tree planting is proposed
Ivy may be retained:
on walls provided it does not obstruct
paths, steps etc or hang down on to
paths, which inhibits sweeping/cleaning
and on the board marked concrete
walls provided it does not hide them
completely
on any tree in the woodland
management areas (Woodand Walk
and Wooded Bank) provided it does not
create a health and safety risk

Ivy would need to be removed to ground
level at the time of coppicing the woodland
management areas and care will be
needed when removing ivy from the board
marked concrete walls in order that the
walls are not damaged.

Shrubs should be pruned using the Shrub
Pruning Timetable from Camden Council’s
grounds maintenance specification as a
guide.9 Reference to the Royal
Horticultural Society (RHS) pruning groups
(Appendix 2) should also prove helpful.
Care must be taken not to disturb wildlife
during pruning and other operations,
particular care must be taken to avoid
disturbance during the bird-nesting
season.
All arisings from pruning should be
recycled as green waste.
Static Gardener/Head Gardener
Since it started, the grounds maintenance
contract has allowed for a site-based
permanent presence on the Alexandra and
Ainsworth estate on Mondays to Fridays
between the hours of 9am and 4pm. In
order to deliver this, the contractor has
employed a Static Gardener based on site,
Monday to Friday, between the hours of
7.30am to 4pm.
As a result of the Parks for People project,
it is apparent that there is a need for
greater horticulture and communication
skills in order to meet the maintenance
demands of this important landscape and
to engage the community in getting
9

Camden Council Grounds Maintenance
Specification Lot 1&3 1 April 2010

involved. The proposed new model, to be
delivered under the grounds maintenance
contract, is for the appointment of a new
Head Gardener, a skilled horticultural
worker who will work half of their time on
the Alexandra and Ainsworth contract
area. This is in addition to the full time,
site-based, Static Gardener post which is
to be upgraded to attract a more skilled
operative, capable of working both alone
and under guidance of the Head
Gardener.
A tried-and-tested model for this already
exists in the borough at Waterlow Park,
where Fountains OCS employ a Head
Gardener under the same grounds
maintenance contract that is used for
Alexandra Road Park. Discussion with
members of the Friends of Waterlow Park
show a great deal of satisfaction with the
arrangement in this important historic park
that has also received investment from the
HLF.
Key to the success of this small team will
be their ability and willingness to take
pride and ownership in Alexandra Road
Park. A job description has been agreed
between all parties with a stake in the park
(Appendix 5). As well as ensuring that
horticultural tasks are undertaken with the
necessary degree of skill and possessing
the ability to communicate with the
community, part of the Head Gardener’s
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role will be to ensure the fabric of the park
continues to be well looked after.
Consequently, the Head Gardener should
also act as the primary conduit for the
tenants to report infrastructure repairs that
are needed - reporting such defects to
Contact Camden on their behalf and
keeping a log of the defects and their
Contact Camden reference no. The Head
Gardener can then chase up reported
defects should they not be repaired in
good time. In order to pick up all
necessary repairs and other defects, the
Head Gardener should undertake, and
record, a weekly inspection of the park –
reporting any issues for action to the
appropriate agency.
It is proposed that the Head Gardener
meets formally with TRA, friends of the
park and other stakeholders on a quarterly
basis to report back on work undertaken,
to forward plan for the next quarter and to
undertake to deal with issues raised.
Less-formally the Head Gardener should
also undertake site or other meetings with
the TRA/friends nominated
representative(s) on a weekly, fortnightly
or monthly basis, as agreed, to discuss
plans for the period.
Trees
Trees should be managed under the
borough-wide arboricultural contract with a
full tree condition surveys undertaken

every 3 years; this would be followed by
any works identifies for heath and safety
or good arboricultural reasons (eg removal
of suppressed trees to allow others to
flourish). In addition, trees that are
causing or likely to cause damage to the
listed structures should be removed.
Visual safety checks should be undertaken
by the Head Gardener (eg for hanging
branches, dead wood, vandalism and
general health) once a month and after
inclement weather, reporting any issues to
the arboriculture team, who will organize
and authorise safety/emergency works.
Epicormic growth on trees such as limes
should be removed annually to prevent
obstruction to pavements, paths and
maintenance activities.
Self-seeded trees should be removed from
the ornamental shrubberies unless it is
agreed that they are needed as a new
replacement tree; the exception would be
in the woodland management areas
(Woodand Walk and Wooded Bank),
where self seeded trees may remain
unless likely to cause a future health and
safety hazard (eg it is too close to a path
or likely to damage infrastructure).
Care must be taken not to disturb wildlife
during pruning and other operations,
particular care must be taken to avoid

disturbance during the bird-nesting
season.
Newly-planted and young trees should be
watered as needed, particularly in times of
drought and should have stakes and ties
checked and adjusted until they are no
longer needed to support the tree, when
they should be carefully removed.
Formative pruning may be required to
ensure a strong and health branch system
develops and to reduce future
maintenance issues. Trees planted in tree
pits should have soil topped up where
required.
A Eucalyptus stump is to be left to regrow
in order to develop the interesting foliage
associated with young growth. In order to
maintain this foliage growth and avoid the
tree becoming a future management
problem the regrowth should be
recoppiced every two years, or annually if
it becomes vigorous. This work can be
undertaken by the Head Gardener using
hand tools and may be a task for volunteer
involvement.
Fencing and furniture
All fencing and furniture should be
maintained in a safe, clean condition and
fit for use.
Regular safety inspections should be
carried out by the Head Gardener to
ensure fencing and furniture remains in
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safe and usable condition. Where
appropriate, minor repairs, to include
removal of graffiti, will be reported for
immediately attention. After graffiti
removal, wooden structures should be restained. Major works or replacement will
be carried out as soon as possible and
should be done to the original specification
or the specification used in the restoration
works, as appropriate.
Walls
When required, repairs to the listed walls
should be carried out using white concrete
as specified for the original construction.
Further investigation into the best methods
of cleaning walls and removing graffiti is to
be undertaken and the outcome of this this
should guide the Council’s response to
incidents of graffiti on the listed walls.
Gulleys and drainage channels
Gulleys and drainage channels will require
regular cleaning and de-silting.
Play areas, equipment and surfaces
The safety of children on their playgrounds
does not depend solely upon the initial
design of the site and the selection of
equipment. Its continued management and
the provision of high quality inspection and
maintenance programmes are essential if
safe opportunities for children to play
creatively are to be preserved. There is
no specific legal responsibility to provide

inspection and maintenance programmes
but such procedures are recommended by
the Department for National Heritage and
the Welsh Office, the British Standards
Institute, the Health and Safety Executive,
Insurers and RoSPA (The Royal Society
for the Prevention of Accidents).
Playground managers have a legal and
moral responsibility of care to children
using the site - and at the same time they
need to meet the expectations of parents.
Inspections should be to EN1176, Part 7
and should cover the whole of the site not just the equipment. Pathways, fences,
seats etc all need to be checked. Further
information on inspection methodologies is
available from RoSPA, along with training
where necessary.
A defined system of inspections is
recommended by RoSPA for children'
s
playgrounds:
Routine Inspection (these correspond
with the daily checks made by the onsite staff)
•
This looks at the equipment'
s basic
condition, especially faults due to recent
vandalism. Such inspections may be
carried out by the manager or his/her staff
and should be recorded on a simple sheet
or book. The equipment supplier should
provide a checklist – RoSPA can produce
checklists if required. Frequency will vary

with the site and local usage although
weekly should be seen as a minimum.
Operational Inspection (these
correspond with the technical
inspections made by the Parks and
Open Spaces play maintenance team)
•
This looks in more detail at the
equipment, essentially at vandalism and
certain types of minor wear. Such
inspections may be carried out by the
manager or his/her staff and should be
recorded. With a good, routine hands-on
check linked to the annual inspection, the
quarterly check may not be necessary.
RoSPA publishes “Routine Inspection of
Playgrounds" to assist with this inspection.
Annual inspection (these correspond
with the annual inspection currently
made by Seagrave Inspection Services
Ltd)
•
This should be carried out by a
specialist not connected with the
playground operator or manager.
Essentially it looks at vandalism, minor
and major wear, long-term structural
problems, changes in Standard
compliance and design practice, risk
assessment etc. Such inspections are
offered by insurance companies,
playground equipment manufacturers,
commercial companies and safety
organisations, such as RoSPA.
Organisations should be checked to
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ensure their inspections are acceptable to
insurance companies and suitable
professional indemnity (at least £5 million)
is carried.

carefully checked for compliance with
manufacturer’s claims, specifications and
installation procedures before being
accepted.

Safety surfacing should also be carefully
checked for its soundness. Economic
impact absorbency tests are available as
part of the annual inspection if required.
It is recommended that staff carrying out
the regular inspections should have
undertaken some basic training in
playground inspections. Contractors
should be able to provide evidence of
training. Training courses are available
from RoSPA. Where inspections are
carried out by commercial companies it is
helpful to have an independent random
check.
No inspection programme is worthwhile
unless a structure exists for repairing
faults and replacing parts. A system
should exist for recording and checking on
repairs. The manufacturer'
s original parts
should be used if they are available.
No playground equipment should be
purchased without details of inspection
and maintenance requirements. A note
should be kept of the age of the equipment
and a special inspection carried out before
the expiry of the warranty. New
playgrounds and equipment should be
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Figure 5.1: Above- and below-eye level
shrub bed strategy
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5.2
Cyclic management and
maintenance

•

Shrub bed renovation
The strategy, which should be adopted for
the shrubberies that have become
overgrown is:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Cutting back all the overgrown
shrubberies within the next ten years
Cutting the majority of the vigorous
shrubs to within 200mm of the ground
(coppicing/stooling)
Inter-planting (between the cut stools)
species/varieties that once formed part
of the shrubberies but have since died
out
Mulching, fertilizing and watering the
young plants where necessary
Japanese knotweed control and
eradication
Management of the regrowth,
particularly from the coppiced stools,
and of other vigorous plants such as ivy
to ensure the beds develop and the
inter-planting survives to maturity
Continued maintenance in accordance
with good practice to control the
development of the beds and meet the
design intention with regard to the
views strategy and the maximum height
of planted areas
Continuing on a long-term basis to
undertake subsequent renovation of
shrubberies or, when needed,

replanting schemes that preserve the
design character of the park
Management of ivy to ensure that it
does not: encroach on to footpaths,
paving areas and walkways; climb
through and up shrub and trees and on
to infrastructure such as lampposts,
fences, furniture etc

Woodland management areas:
Woodland Walk/Wooded Banks
The strategy, which should be adopted for
the woodland management areas is:
•
•

•
•
•

Cutting back a 15% every three years,
so that all areas are cut over a twentyyear period
Working on a sections of up to 10
metres in length, all the hawthorns, any
other trees present (such wild cherry,
white poplar and sycamore) shrubs
(such as Cotoneaster and Pyracantha)
should be cut (coppiced) to near ground
level (100-200mm)
The Spanish broom and gorse should
not be coppiced but be carefully cut
back to encourage growth
Bramble should be removed if possible
or cut back to ground level
Ivy and honeysuckle that was climbing
the trees (and any infrastructure)
should be cut back to ground level but
where it is providing groundcover it
should be left

•

•

•

•

Litter and other dumped rubbish
should be raked out and removed
together with any large accumulations
of dead leaves
Inter-planting (between the cut stools)
with gorse and Spanish broom to reestablish a significant presence of
these species
Management of ivy to ensure that it
does not: encroach on to footpaths,
paving areas and walkways; climb on
to infrastructure such as lampposts,
fences, furniture etc
Continue to manage these areas on a
20-year cycle to create a matrix of
different age tree and shrub growth

The Wooded Banks down to the Ainsworth Service
Road with Cotoneaster ‘Cornubia’ providing the
canopy
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Fencing and furniture
Cyclical maintenance such as timber
treatment and re-painting of railings shall
be in accordance with the specifications
set out on the respective construction
detail for the item of fencing or furniture.
In general all fencing, gates and other
furniture with painted finishes will be
repainted in accordance with established
maintenance cycles (see Appendix 4).
Walls
It was anticipated that the concrete used
on the estate would be cleaned about
every 10-15 years using pressure water
spray cleaning. However, after
discussions with English Heritage, further
investigation into the best methods of
cleaning walls and removing graffiti is to
be undertaken and the outcome of this this
should guide any periodic cleaning of the
listed walls as well as the Council’s
response to incidents of graffiti.

5.3

Volunteering opportunities

While most management and
maintenance tasks are best undertaken by
the contract staff, some lend themselves
to the involvement of volunteers.
Volunteers are not always available and
generally can only afford to offer a limited
amount of time: suitable activities tend to
include those that are infrequent or one-off
tasks, ones that can benefit from a team of
volunteers working together and those that

provide opportunities for learning and skills
development. Volunteers will also tend to
be attracted to tasks that they feel will add
value to the park and are different and
interesting, for example tasks that improve
biodiversity or increase the park’s
horticultural interest.
The Activity Plan,(Document 5) set out as
part of the Parks for People project,
proposes that a part-time Activity
Coordinator is employed for a period of
five years. This post will play an important
role in recruiting and coordinating the
efforts of volunteers. The exact tasks that
may be undertaken by volunteers will
depend very much on the individuals and
their objectives; however, experience of
other parks and projects suggest that
volunteers are likely to be attracted to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planting – trees, shrubs, wild flowers,
bulbs and planters
Shrub pruning
Shrub bed renovation
Woodland management tasks
Weeding – specialist areas eg newly
planted areas
Park clean ups
Re-painting/staining park furniture
Working alongside the Activity
Coordinator
Leading health walks and themed walks
eg wildlife, heritage, horticulture

•
•
•

Outdoor activities and events eg World
Culture Celebrations
Beekeeping
Food-growing projects

The Activity Plan outlines a range of
volunteering opportunities and, where
relevant, areas for volunteer involvement
have been indicated in the summary of
maintenance activities table in the
following section.
It is important that volunteer sessions are
well organised and properly supervised
and the Activity Coordinator will play a key
role in developing a network of both
occasional and regular volunteers. They
will need to work closely with the Head
Gardener and contract staff to ensure that
volunteers are properly inducted, brief on
the particular tasks and receive
appropriate training both before and on the
job.
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5.4
Summary of maintenance
activities
Because a number of agencies are
involved in the maintenance of the park,
the following table provides a quick
reference guide, showing which agency is
responsible. (v) indicates activities that
are likely to be suitable for volunteer
involvement.
Summary of
maintenance activities
Grass
Cutting, edging (v)
Litter removal inc. dog
mess
Leaf clearance
Hedges
Trimming
Litter removal inc. dog
mess
Litter and litter bins
Litter removal from whole
park inc. dog mess
Emptying litter bins
Removal of sharps
Litter and debris arising
during grounds
maintenance operations
Litter spillages and fly-tips
3
below 1m
3
Fly tips of more than 1m
Leaf clearance
From grass
From hard surfaces
Leaves arising from
grounds maintenance

Responsibility
Fountains OCS
Veolia
Fountains OCS
Fountains OCS
Veolia
Veolia
Veolia
Veolia
Fountains OCS
Veolia
Housing
Management
Fountains OCS
Veolia
Fountains OCS

operations
Hard surfaces
Litter removal and
sweeping inc. dog mess
Leaf clearance
Weed control
Moss and algae
Gritting and snow and ice
removal from steps,
slopes
Repair/topping up of
hoggin
Shrub beds
Weeding (v), cultivation
Pruning (v)
Litter removal inc. dog
mess
Renovation (v), replanting
(v)
mulching
Woodland management
areas
Pruning of plants
encroaching on to other
areas (v)
Litter removal inc. dog
mess
Coppicing/renovation (v)
Trees
Technical inspection
Monthly, and after
inclement weather, visual
check
Planting (v), Management
of young trees
Management of larger
trees
Coppice regrowth of

Veolia
Veolia
Fountains OCS
Housing
Management
Veolia
Housing
repairs team
Fountains OCS
Fountains OCS
Veolia
Head
Gardener
Fountains OCS

Eucalyptus stump
Fencing and park
furniture
Timber
treatment/staining/painting
(v)
Repair
Gulleys and drainage
channels
Keeping free of debris
Cleaning
Injurous weeds
Control of Japanese
knotweed and other
injurious weeds

(V)
Housing
Management
Housing
repairs team
Veolia
Housing
Management
Specialist
contractor/
Head
Gardener

(v) indicates likely to be
suitable for volunteer
involvement

Fountains OCS
Veolia
Arboriculture
team/ Head
Gardener
Arboriculture
team
Head
Gardener
Arboriculture
team
Arboriculture
team
Head Gardner
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5. 5 Proposed management
structure
A new role for Parks and Open Spaces
Camden Council has decided to change
the way it organisies the management of
green spaces including those associated
with its housing estates. In summary,
there will be a shift in management of
housing open space, along with all other
green spaces, from Environmental
Services to Parks and Open Spaces. This
brings benefits of streamlining the
management of green space, a greater
consistency in grounds maintenance
service standards across Camden’s green
spaces and a greater depth of expertise
on the client side.
While not the only reason for doing this,
discussions about the restoration and
future management of Alexandra Road
Park has lead and influenced the thinking
and timescales for this fundamental
change.
The move to employ a Head Gardener,
who will cover Alexandra Road Park and
to upgrade the existing Static Gardener
role, should be seen in the context of a
general move across the borough to
improve the quality of housing open space
and boost the skill level and understanding
of contract staff working in the borough’s
green spaces.

Through the introduction of the key roles
of Head Gardener and Activity
Coordinator, there are opportunities to
enhance liaison with the community
through quarterly park stakeholder
management group meetings and to
focus, when necessary, on grounds
maintenance at site meetings that will be
held more frequently. The main expected
interactions are set out in Figure 5.1,
which shows the proposed management
structure for the park.
Head Gardener and Static Gardener
As described in Section 5.1, the
horticultural requirements of the park and
the need to meet a higher standard of
maintenance than has previously been
achieved has resulted in the need to
create a new Head Gardener post and to
upgrade the Static Gardener post to attract
a more skilled individual. Both posts, as
well as the grounds maintenance activities
will be delivered under through Camden’s
borough-wide Grounds Maintenance
Contract; the Head Gardener will be a fulltime post, but the post holder will spend
50% of their time on other sites; the Static
Gardener will work full time on the estate.
Both staff, but particularly the Head
Gardener, as well as having the necessary
horticultural skills, will be capable of
communicating with the public about the
work they are undertaking and the Head

Gardener will play a key role in overseeing
all aspects of the park’s management and
maintenance. Between them this team will
take full ‘ownership’ of the park, with the
Head Gardener taking on responsibility for
reporting issues and defects that are
beyond the scope of their work but play an
important part in the appearance and
success of the park.
The Head Gardener will act as the primary
conduit for the tenants to report
infrastructure repairs that are needed reporting such defects to Contact Camden
on their behalf and keeping a log of the
defects and their Contact Camden
reference no. The Head Gardener can
then chase up reported defects should
they not be repaired in good time. In order
to pick up all necessary repairs and other
defects, the Head Gardener will
undertake, and record, a weekly
inspection of the park – reporting any
issues for action to the appropriate
agency.
The Head Gardener will meet formally with
the TRA, friends of the park and other
stakeholders on a quarterly basis to report
back on work undertaken, to forward plan
for the next quarter, and to undertake to
deal with issues raised. The Head
Gardener will also take part in site or other
meetings with the TRA/friends nominated
representative(s) on a weekly, fortnightly
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or monthly basis, as agreed, to discuss
plans for the period.

5.6

Staff and volunteer training

Training for staff will be targeted at the key
skills that are necessary for the individuals
to perform their roles successfully. While
induction training and familiarization of
staff with the needs of the Management
and Maintenance Plan can be anticipated,
other training will be based on individual
training needs assessments once staff are
in post. It is anticipated that the key posts
of the Head Gardener and Activity
Coordinator will be filled by suitably skilled
and experience individuals with training
targeted at any gaps and continuing
professional development needed to help
them maximize their contribution to
Alexandra Road Park.
Training for volunteers is likely to be
broader based – encouraging participants
to gain general skills that will not only
allow the individuals to contribute to the
park but also play an active role in the
wider community. See table below
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Training for staff and volunteers
Posts/roles
Training required
Head Gardener Static
Induction training
Gardener
Head Gardener

Introduction to the 10-year MMP

Head Gardener Static
Gardener

Where necessary, to fill gaps in skills that are
identified through individual training needs
assessments. Possible training might include:
First Aid, risk assessment, Health and Safety,
equalities, disability awareness etc.
Shrub identification and pruning requirements

Static Gardener
Activity Coordinator

Volunteers
Volunteers

Where necessary, to fill gaps in skills that are
identified through individual training needs
assessments. Possible training might include:
First Aid, volunteer management, equalities,
disability awareness etc.
An understanding of the history and architecture
of the park, the estate and the area
An understanding of the biological and
horticultural aspects of the park

Volunteers

Health walks leader training

Volunteers

Basic to more advanced horticultural skills,
including shrub identification and pruning
requirements

Cleansing staff

Induction and additional training as required

Learning outcomes
Understanding of health and safety needs and
safe working practices, site and organizational
familiarisation
Understanding of the agreed maintenance
requirements for Alexandra Road Park
Staff possess all the skills necessary to maintain
Alexandra Road Park

Ability to identify the range of shrubs growing at
Alexandra Road Park and knowledge of their
pruning requirements and techniques
Staff member possesses all the skills necessary
to undertake their role

Ability to conduct guided walks and talks which
interpret the estate’s heritage
Ability to conduct guided walks and talks which
interpret the estate’s ecology and to get involved
in volunteer activities that monitor and improve the
park’s biodiversity
Volunteers trained and qualified to lead walks
Improvement in general horticultural knowledge
and an understanding of the horticultural needs of
the park. Ability to identify the range of shrubs
growing at Alexandra Road Park and knowledge
of their pruning requirements and techniques
Staff possess all the skills necessary to maintain
Alexandra Road Park

Cost
Included in employment
costs
Provided by Nick Burton as
part of ATB’s project
management commission
Provided by OCS as
required externally,
internally eg toolbox talks
Provided by Head Gardener
and other OCS staff
£2,500

£2,000
£1,500

£750 (part of instructor
costs in Activity Plan)
Provided by Head Gardener

Provided by Veolia
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Figure 5.1: Proposed management
structure
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5.7
Management aims by
character area
The Conservation Management Plan –
Document 2 (CMP) identified 20 Character
areas (and sub-areas within some of
these). A number of these areas and subareas are beyond the geographical scope
of the Parks for People project: where this
is the case it has been indicated in the list
below. Further detail on all the character
areas can be found in the CMP.
1

Rowley Way (Red Brick Road)

This character area is outside the park
boundary, however full detail of the issues
and aims for this area can be found in the
CMP.
2

Langtry Walk

Description and issues
This paved walk borders the park and
provides a greener alternative route to
Rowley Way, but does not give access to
dwellings. On the north side were planters
filled with roses bordering the gardens at
the back of B block; the south side
provided a varied experience, alternating
between flowering Pyracantha and
honeysuckle hedges, flowering shrub
planting and phormiums enclosing the
bowl, the open meadow, the lime tree
planting north of the mound (including 83
Tilia petiolaris and 13 Quercus ilex) and a
flowering Pyracantha and honeysuckle
hedge enclosing playgrounds 4 & 5. Shrub
areas were bordered by Hypericum
groundcover and Narcissi.
This walk has undergone several changes.
The maturing shrubs and mature self
seeded sycamores are largely
unmanaged, so that the area at the west
forms a tunnel of planting, which some
appreciate but others find intimidating.
There is a vehicle barrier at the Abbey
Road end and it is not at all obvious that
this is a public route providing access to a
public park. By contrast, the flowering
hedge at the east end along the north side
of playground 5 was burned and never
properly replanted. Some of the protective
fencing has gone, so most of the
Hypericum ground cover has disappeared
due to trampling. There is much bare

compacted earth below shrubs and trees.
Planters to the north (just outside the site
boundary) are generally overgrown with
ivy (which spills over on to the walkway
and inhibits sweeping) though some roses
remain. Lighting columns and CCTV have
been added. Its character is generally wild
and lush, it is overlooked by the living
rooms and kitchens of B block flats and it
is well used by residents, though less used
by non-residents.
Langtry Walk was completely re-laid with
standard 600x600 gray pimpled slabs reutilising the original sub-strata but with
new beading. The original walk had a
large number of cracked slabs (in excess
of 80%) largely due to unauthorised use
by heavy vehicles. However in 2012 there
is again broken paving and areas patched
with tarmac.
Overall management aims
Manage as a varied green walk with open
and closed spaces and planting of varied
heights as designed.
Management prescriptions
Shrub beds
• Managed as part of adjacent character
areas
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Raised planters
• Ensure ivy does not encroach on to
paved areas by cutting back as
required
• Prune back shrubs where needed to
prevent encroachment on to the
walkway

Symphitum and Narcissus in glade near
broken seat.
There are bare areas where protective
fencing is lost and some desire-line paths.
The Spanish broom and gorse, so evident
in early photographs is also largely
missing. Japanese knotweed has invaded
small areas to the south. There are major
problems with settlement and uneven
paving. Other species have either been
planted or have self seeded and these
include: wild cherry, white poplar and
sycamore trees; Pyracantha, Cotoneaster
‘cornubia’, Viburnum rhytidophyllum and
occasional other shrubs; honeysuckle and
bramble groundcover.

Hard surfaces
• New paving as part of capital works
• Limit vehicle access to reduce damage
to paving
• Report significant areas of cracked
slabs for replacement with matching
materials
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
3
Ainsworth Way
This character area is outside the park
boundary, however full detail of the issues
and aims for this area can be found in the
CMP.
4

Woodland walk

Description and issues
A raised walkway on made ground,
bordering the park and Ainsworth Service
Road, intended to be of a native woodland
character, with above eye height planting,
to attract wildlife and create a bit of
country.
Native and flowering plants provide berries
for birds. Original planting predominantly

Overall management aims
• Maintain as woodland walk but manage
for biodiversity, flowers and berries.
hawthorn, broom and gorse, with wild
cherry, cotoneaster '
Cornubia'and oak
providing food for the birds; a small glade
with a seat, with Robinia and red oak and
narcissi in the lawn and a stand of birch at
the east end.
Has retained country feel and is popular, if
unmanaged and overgrown with ivy.
Hedera Hibernica is now the dominant
groundcover: the original Hypericum
calycinum is largely missing. Some

Management prescriptions
Walkway/paved areas
• Repairs and new paving as part of
capital works
• Report significant areas of cracked
slabs for replacement with matching
materials
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year
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Infrastructure
• Painting/timber treatment to benches,
fences, bins
• Repair benches, fences, bins as
required
Shrub beds
• Renovation of shrubberies
• Removal of self-sown trees eg
sycamore
• Replanting of bare areas as part of
capital works
• Weeding and continued management
according to good practice and to
maintain views strategy (below and
above eye-level)
• Management of ivy (remove from
shrubs, trees, infrastructure, paths etc)
• Control of Japanese knotweed
Woodland management areas
• Cyclic coppicing over a 20-year period
– reintroducing Spanish broom and
gorse
• Control of Japanese knotweed
• Replanting of bare areas as part of
capital works
• Cut back trees and shrubs encroaching
on to paths and service road
• Management of ivy (remove from
fences, signs, paths etc)
• Incorporate and maintain new features
such as insect loggeries and bird/bat
boxes

Grass area
• Maintain between 30mm and 70mm
• Redefine edges annually
• Avoid mowing areas of naturalized
bulbs until 6 weeks after flowering
• Remove leaf fall in Autumn and Winter
• Litter and dog mess removal when
seen/reported
Specimen trees (in grass and shrub
beds)
• Any further appropriate work as part of
routine tree management
• Inspection and pruning, if needed, on a
three-year cycle
• Coppice regrowth from Eucalyptus
stump on an annual or biannual basis
as required
5

Spaces between B Blocks

Description and issues
Semi enclosed paved space with raised
planters and grid of Robinia. Ivy and
Parthenocissus was intended to clothe the
buildings.
Mix of concrete paving and red paviors in
very poor condition lifted around trees.
Robinias in mixed ages/sizes and
condition. Planters with ivy growing up
flank walls.
Overall management aims
Upgrade as a useful link space and semienclosed social space. Replace in a more
flexible surface around trees. Programme
of tree replacement. Improve soil and
replace lost planting.
Management prescriptions
Hard surfaces
• New paving where damaged and
reuse/relaying of existing paving where
possible as part of capital works
• Report significant areas of cracked
slabs for replacement with matching
materials
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
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Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year

Incorporated existing lime trees at back of
pavement, new plane trees in well and
shrub planting in planters.

Trees
• Any further appropriate work as part of
routine tree management
• Inspection and pruning, if needed, on a
three-year cycle
• New planting as part of capital works

Damaged red pavior paving, where four
original plane trees were removed
(possibly due to paviors lifting). This is
reported as one of the more popular areas
to sit and wait for people. Recent new
planting of Mahonia, Ivy and white Vinca
(lower trough). Raised seating area poorly
maintained.

•

6a
Abbey Road frontage: Seating
areas near Abbey Road entrance

Overall management aims
Repair and incorporate into a more
welcoming entrance to the park and
‘landmark’ on Abbey Road. Repair
paving, open up as entrance to park,
maintain and reinforce planting. Continue
annual pruning of epicormic growth on
limes.
Management prescriptions

Description and issues
Highly designed ‘gateway’ area at
entrance to the estate – a piece of
landscape with a distinctly urban character
connecting to Rowley Way. ‘Fortress’
raised concrete seating area as a viewing
landmark on Abbey Road and sunken
seating accessed by ramp and steps, with
blue painted railings and planters.

Trees
• Annual pruning of epicormic growth
on lime trees
• Any further appropriate work as part
of routine tree management
• Inspection and pruning, if needed, on
a three-year cycle
• Limited new planting, where space
allows, as part of capital works
Shrub beds
• Weeding and continued management
according to good practice and to
maintain views strategy (below and
above eye-level)
• Management of ivy (remove from
shrubs, trees, infrastructure, paths
etc)
6b
Abbey Road frontage: the ‘Hive’
and setting

Hard surfaces
• New paving where damaged and
reuse/relaying of existing paving where
possible as part of capital works
• Report significant areas of cracked
slabs for replacement with matching
materials.
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year
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Description and issues
The Hive was designed as a play centre
with play areas on the roof. This would
have been a lively community building at
the entrance to the park. It was completed
after main contract and the area
incorporated some pre-existing trees.
Later it became an African and Caribbean
Elders Centre.
The building was reopened as a
Consultation Venue in 2009 for
Regeneration and Development section of
Housing and Adult Social Care and
renamed ‘the Hive’, but is currently not
used regularly. There are several
maintenance problems with the building.
In 2009, vegetables began to be grown in
bags on the Abbey Road frontage of the
Hive and this attracted residents from
other estates. In 2010 a Green roof was
installed on the Hive and has already
attracted new species from the original
seeding, and increased the biodiversity in
this area.
It is part of the grounds maintenance
contract but does not appear currently
maintained. In winter the area feels
derelict, abandoned and underused. A
mix of paving surfaces in variable
condition and unsightly chainlink fence
inside post and rail. There is very little
visibility of the park along this frontage and

its condition deters access. There are
accessibility issues in this area.
Overall management aims
Re-animate, reuse, open-up to provide a
welcoming gateway to the park. Explore
opportunities to bring the Hive into full use,
ideally a use that connects with the park.
Continue community food growing project,
explore options for more permanent
arrangement. Reconsider landscape
design around the Hive to improve
connections with Abbey Road and the
park.

Grass area
• Maintain between 30mm and 70mm
• Redefine edges annually
• Avoid mowing areas of naturalized
bulbs until 6 weeks after flowering
• Remove leaf fall in Autumn and Winter
• Litter and dog mess removal when
seen/reported
6c
Abbey Road frontage: Ainsworth
car park and service road

Management prescriptions
Hard surfaces
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year
Shrub beds
• Renovation of shrubberies
• Replanting of bare areas as part of
capital works
• Weeding and continued management
according to good practice and to
maintain views strategy (below and
above eye-level)
• Management of ivy (remove from
shrubs, trees, infrastructure, paths etc)

Description and issues
Border to Abbey Road with planting of the
same palette of shrubs in raised planters
screening sunken parking area and
service road. New planting 2008 devised
by residents with LB Camden, included
Pampas Grass, Phormium, Ceanothus,
Fatsia, Berberis, Holly, Mahonia Japonica
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(scented), Verbena Bonariensis, Hebe and
wild white and yellow roses.
Overall management aims
Maintain a welcoming entrance to the site.
Maintain and reinforce planting. Consider
design and signage options for entrances.
Check need for containers.

maintain views strategy (below and
above eye-level)
• Management of ivy (remove from
shrubs, trees, infrastructure, paths
etc)
7 Football pitch/ MUGA

Management prescriptions

Overall management aims
Maintain as accessible all weather multi
use court. Open up entrances and
relationship with Hive building; consider
reinstating seats for spectators; bring
surrounding areas back into use and
management. Keep as graffiti area.
Replant crocus bank around trees.
Consider options to introduce a less
intrusive fence colour.

Hard surfaces
• Paving repair where needed
• Report significant areas of cracked
slabs for replacement with matching
materials
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year
Infrastructure
• Introduce and maintain/repair new
signage
Trees
• Any further appropriate work as part of
routine tree management
• Inspection and pruning, if needed, on a
three-year cycle
Shrub beds
• Weeding and continued management
according to good practice and to

graffiti space used by some well known
artists in this art movement. Hidden and
unwelcoming entrance from the Hive; no
other activity nearby as Playground 1 and
2 are now unused. A few crocus survive
on cherry bank and about half the cherry
trees, singly or in twos. Other species no
longer seen in the area to the south: Rhus
typhina, Ulex europaeus, Vinca minor

Management prescriptions
Description and issues
Designed as a fenced 5 a side pitch.
Cherry bank to south designed for
watching games; planted with 21 cherries
in groups of 3. Bank to north maintains
existing ground level and makes use of
existing trees. Original fencing was lower
and visually more permeable.
Fencing replaced with higher blue security
fencing and floodlights installed. Seats
gone from inside pitch; used as dedicated

Five-a-side pitch
• Resurfacing as part of other funded
works
• Daily sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
• Daily visual check of
gates/fencing/goals/basketball hoops
• Technical inspection in accordance with
Council schedule
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year
• Treat moss/algea growth as required
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Walkway/paved areas/other hard
surfaces
• New paving as part of capital works
where needed
• Report significant areas of cracked
slabs for replacement with matching
materials.
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year
Infrastructure
• Repair fences, bins and signage as
required
Shrub beds/planters
• Replanting of bare areas as part of
capital works
• Weeding and continued management
according to good practice and to
maintain views strategy (below and
above eye-level)
• Management of ivy (remove from
shrubs, trees, infrastructure, paths etc)
Woodland management areas (banks
adjacent to service road)
• Cyclic coppicing over a 20-year period
– reintroducing Spanish broom and
gorse
• Control of Japanese knotweed
• Replanting of bare areas as part of
capital works

• Cut back trees and shrubs encroaching on
to paths and service road
• Management of ivy (remove from fences,
signs, paths etc)
Grass area
• Maintain between 30mm and 70mm
• Redefine edges annually
• Avoid mowing areas of naturalized
bulbs until 6 weeks after flowering?
• Remove leaf fall in Autumn and Winter
• Litter and dog mess removal when
seen/reported
•
•

Specimen trees (in grass)
Any further appropriate work as part
of routine tree management
Inspection and pruning, if needed, on
a three-year cycle

8 Bowl

Description and issues
A magic circle, inspired by Danish
amphitheatre gardens, incorporating and
adding to pre-existing horse chestnuts in a
ring; an intimate dished grass performance
space with stage. Designed with higher
and below eye level banks of planting
inside an encircling hedge.
Shrubs included Cotoneaster, Eleagnus,
Fatsia, Prunus, Lonicera nitida, Viburnum,
Philadephus, Phormium, Pyracantha,
Senecio; a few Sambucus; Vinca/Hedera
groundcover north and Hypericum to
south; edge of Spartium junceum (broom)
to south plus Iris foetidissima and narcissi.
Bowl filled in due to drainage problems;
some original (9 of 18) and 2 pre-existing
large horse chestnuts survive; the third is
now sprouting from a stump; hedge far too
high; smaller plants swamped by larger
shrubs. Dominated by cotoneasters and
yew, large areas of bare soil where
groundcover plants lost.
Much of the horticultural interest/variety
has been lost with often just one or a few
individual plants indicating the former
richness of planting eg a single Phormium
survives and just a few iris and narcissus.
Planting largely absent from the smaller
beds to the south of the stage area.
Hedera, Vinca, Hemmerocalis, some
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Phormium species and Senecio were not
seen.
Dog fouling is a major nuisance. Granite
sett stage with grass and some gaps/loose
setts; stage little used; hoggin circular path
in fair condition and new entrance made to
north west. Used by noctule bats. Post
and rail lost damaged at entrances as for
other places.
Overall management aims
To become a magic, usable space again,
and a focus for community activities and
quiet relaxation.
Management prescriptions
Hard surfaces inc. walkway/paved
areas/granite sett stage area
• Fill gaps of setts with gravel as part of
capital works
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year
• Report damage/low spots and top up
hoggin when required
• Report significant areas of cracked
slabs and missing paving setts for
replacement with matching materials
Infrastructure
• Repair fences and bins as required

Yew hedge
• Remove elder on south side and 2x
Pyracantha, rose and horse chestnut
suckers on the north side
• Cut top to height of 1.4 metres and
sides (that face on to grass circle)
vertical
• Allow top to regrow to 1.8 metres and
then maintain at that height
• Where gaps have been made by
children playing maintain these and
encourage the hedge to grow over to
create “doorways”
Shrub beds
• Replanting of bare areas as part of
capital works
• Weeding and continued management
according to good practice and to
maintain views strategy (below and
above eye-level)
• Management of ivy (remove from
shrubs, trees, infrastructure, paths
etc)

•
•

Cut back trees and shrubs
encroaching on to paths and service
road
Management of ivy (remove from
fences, signs, paths etc)

Grass area
• Maintain between 30mm and 70mm
• Redefine edges annually
• Remove leaf fall in Autumn and Winter
• Litter and dog mess removal when
seen/reported
Specimen trees (in shrubs)
• Any further appropriate work as part
of routine tree management
• Inspection and pruning, if needed, on
a three-year cycle
• If necessary replant horse chestnuts
with a similar but more desease
resistant species eg Spanish (sweet)
chestnut or other Aesculus species
(eg Aesculus flava)

Woodland management areas (banks
adjacent to service road)
• Cyclic coppicing over a 20-year period
– reintroducing Spanish broom and
gorse
• Control of Japanese knotweed
• Replanting of bare areas in selected
areas as part of capital works
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9 Playground 1 – former slide park

Overall management aims
Reinstate connection to the Hive and
create terraced seating for viewing the
football pitch, remove asphalt and
introduce new planting.
Management prescriptions

Description and issues
Site specific playground for adventurous
play with sleeper mound and house,
slides, balancing bars etc. The original
design allowed the existing ground level to
remain round the existing plane tree.
Vertical slat timber fencing with cherry
trees within semicircular fencing bays.
Play structures removed since 1991,
leaving only moss covered tarmac edged
with concrete kerbs and concrete steps;
broken timber fences; the asphalt has
been taken right to the to the trunk of the
plane which will have a severe effect on
the health of the tree. Route to the Hive
blocked so now it is a cul de sac. Cherry
trees and planting in poor condition;
groundcover lost.

Hard surfaces
• New path and resurfacing as part of
capital works
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal or when seen/reported
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year

Specimen trees
• New planting as part of capital
works
• Watering, adjusting stakes and
ties, firming in and formative
pruning until fully established
• Inspection and pruning, if needed,
on a three-year cycle
10

Playground 2

Infrastructure
• Painting/timber treatment to benches,
fences, bins
• Repair fences, handrails, bins and
signage as required
Shrub beds/planters
• New planting and replanting as part of
capital works
• Weeding and continued management
according to good practice and to
maintain views strategy (below and
above eye-level)
• Management of ivy (remove from
shrubs, trees, infrastructure, paths
etc)

Description and issues
Play area for older children with ladder
pole and totem pole in sand pit, 2 swings
in fenced area, mound of concrete
stepping stones. Both playgrounds 2 and
3 located between blocks to reduce noise
nuisance to residents with strong diagonal
walled structure. Enclosed with concrete
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walls and low concrete paving benches
with surrounding planters (below eye
height to east) with ivy, roses, some Aralia
elata, Yucca, Sambucus, Phormium and
(east side) Berberis and Boston ivy.
Forlorn space without function. All play
equipment removed including stepping
stones. Sand pits filled with tarmac.
Surrounding planting choked with ivy and
variety and interest lost. Previous graffiti
planted over. What planting remains is
different from the original planting palette
suggesting that replanting may have taken
place some years ago; soil looks poor.
Some of perimeter concrete block and
paving slab benches have collapsed.
Surrounding concrete walls painted to
cover graffiti.
Overall management aims
Redesign as a play area for older children
in the spirit of the original design
Management prescriptions
Play area (including play surface)
• Redesign and surfacing as part of
capital works
• Daily sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
• Daily visual check of gates/fencing/play
equipment (metal posts and high seat)

• Technical inspection and repairs in
accordance with Council schedule
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year
• Treat moss/algae growth as required
• Repaint line markings when needed

11 Playground 3

Other hard surfaces
• Resurfacing as part of capital works
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal or when seen/reported
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year
Infrastructure
• Painting/timber treatment to benches,
fences, bins
• Repair fences, handrails, bins and
signage as required
• Management of concrete walls in
accordance with guidelines
Shrub beds/planters
• Replanting of bare areas as part of
capital works
• Weeding and continued management
according to good practice and to
maintain views strategy (below and
above eye-level)
• Management of ivy (remove from
shrubs, trees, infrastructure, paths etc)
• Removal of self-sown trees

Description and issues
Play area for older children with swings in
fenced area, mound of concrete stepping
stones, minidome in sand circle.
Enclosed with concrete walls and low
concrete paving benches with surrounding
planters (below eye height to east) with
ivy, roses, some Aralia elata, Yuccca,
Sambucus, Phormium and (east side)
Berberis, Boston ivy.
Space without function. All play equipment
removed including stepping stones. Sand
pits filled with tarmac. Surrounding
planting choked with ivy and variety and
interest lost. A few violets noted. What
planting remains is different from the
!!
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original planting palette and soil looks
poor. Surrounding concrete walls painted
to cover graffiti. Some seating recently
repaired.
Overall management aims
Redesign as a play area for older children
in the spirit of the original design
Management prescriptions
Play area (including play surface)
• Redesign and loose playbark surfacing
as part of capital works
• Daily sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
• Daily visual check of gates/fencing/play
equipment
• Rake over of playbark as required daily in the summer, less often in winter
• Technical inspection and repairs in
accordance with Council schedule
• Top up playbark when required, at least
twice a year
Other hard surfaces
• Resurfacing as part of capital works
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal or when seen/reported
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year

Infrastructure
• Painting/timber treatment to benches,
fences, bins
• Repair fences, handrails, bins and
signage as required
• Management of concrete walls in
accordance with guidelines

12

Playground 4

Shrub beds/planters
• Replanting of bare areas as part of
capital works
• Weeding and continued management
according to good practice and to
maintain views strategy (below and
above eye-level)
• Management of ivy (remove from
shrubs, trees, infrastructure, paths etc)
Specimen trees
• New planting as part of capital works
• Watering, adjusting stakes and ties,
firming in and formative pruning until
fully established
• Inspection and pruning, if needed, on a
three-year cycle

Description and issues
Highly designed sunken enclosed play
area for young children with geometric
walls and steps. Overlooked from
walkway and enclosed with scented
flowering shrubs including Pyracantha,
Lonicera, Roses, Berberis, Sambucus.
Detailing and design matched architecture
and some elements inspired by Danish
design. In situ walls, steps, seats,
climbing frames, swings, tyre frame and
sandpits.
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All original equipment and play features
removed except swings and a few
concrete benches, some of which are
collapsing. Tyre frame had been
damaged by arson. Much of the original
planting palette, which was designed to
stimulate the senses, is missing,
suggesting removal and possibly
replanting; eg Berberis which was
significant in the original plans but not
evident now. What shrubs remain are
dominated by Hedera helix ‘Hiburnica’ with
Pyracantha in significant quantity. Soil
appears poor.
Overall management aims
Redesign as a creative play area in the
spirit of the original and in the same
design style
Management prescriptions
Play area (including play surface)
• Redesign and rubber safety
matting/grass surface as part of capital
works
• Daily sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
• Daily visual check of gates/fencing/play
equipment
• Technical inspection and repairs in
accordance with Council schedule
• Re-fixing of rubber matting as required

• Mow grass before it reaches 70mm in
accordance with grass cutting
specification
• Re-seed grass and temporarily fence
off where bare patches occur

13

Playground 5

Other hard surfaces
• Resurfacing as part of capital works
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal or when seen/reported
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year
Infrastructure
• Painting/timber treatment to benches,
fences, bins
• Repair fences, handrails, bins and
signage as required
• Management of concrete walls in
accordance with guidelines
Shrub beds/planters
• Replanting of bare areas as part of
capital works
• Weeding and continued management
according to good practice and to
maintain views strategy (below and
above eye-level)
• Management of ivy (remove from
shrubs, trees, infrastructure, paths etc)
• Removal of self-sown trees

Description and issues
Highly designed play areas for young
children with geometric walls and steps.
Overlooked from walkway. Detailing and
design matched architecture and some
elements inspired by Danish design and
ideas expressed by Lady Allen of
Hurtwood eg child sized spaces, hidey
holes, mini triangular amphitheatre at east
end, mini sett mound, honeycomb walls,
steps, seats climbing frames, arch,
swings, slide, sandpits. Enclosed by wall
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and timber rail on south side Overlooked
from walkway and enclosed with scented
flowering shrubs including Pyracantha,
Lonicera, Roses, Berberis, Sambucus.
All original equipment and play features
removed except a few concrete benches.
New equipment recently installed with
safety surface. One oriental plane survives
in playground 5, but without original
stepped surround. Much of the original
planting palette is missing. What shrubs
remain are dominated by Hedera helix
‘Hiburnica’ with Pyracantha in significant
quantity. Soil appears poor. Significant
strip of flowering hedge between the
playground and Langtry Walk has been
removed to make play area more visible.
Overall management aims
Redesign as a creative play area in the
spirit of the original with some elements for
longer term implementation
Management prescriptions
Play area (including play surface and
stepping stones)
• Redesign and wetpour safety surfacing
as part of capital works
• Daily sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
• Daily visual check of gates/fencing/play
equipment

• Technical inspection and repairs in
accordance with Council schedule
• Painting over of graffiti on play surface
as required
• Removal of any burnt areas or small
holes and repair using repair kit
supplied by manufacturer
• Seal cracks with glue gun using
materials supplied by manufacturer
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year
• Treat moss/algae growth as required

•

maintain views strategy (below and
above eye-level)
Management of ivy (remove from
shrubs, trees, infrastructure, paths
etc)

Specimen trees
• Crown lift London plane above play
equipment as part of routine works
• Inspection and pruning, if needed, on
a three-year cycle
14

Meadow

Other hard surfaces
• Resurfacing as part of capital works
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal or when seen/reported
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year
Infrastructure
• Painting/timber treatment to benches,
fences, bins
• Repair fences, handrails, bins and
signage as required
• Management of concrete walls in
accordance with guidelines
Shrub beds/planters
• Replanting of bare areas as part of
capital works
• Weeding and continued management
according to good practice and to
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Description and issues
Open meadow area with scattered trees
(Acer, Prunus Avium, Tilia). Trees planted
in groups and protected in order to provide
shelter and visual interest. Eucalyptus to
the south. Planting surrounding the
meadow (North Bank on the design
drawings) had a rich variety of shrubs and
groundcover included interesting plants
such as Phormium tenax, Fatsia japonica,
lavender, iris, Senecio greyii, Forsythia
and Narcissi ‘February Gold’ in random
groups. Scaffold pole and post for
protection of borders and concrete seating
area to south east.
Pleasant glade with mature trees and
recent play sculpture; overlooked by
houses along Langtry Walk; major dog
fouling problem. Play sculpture is
unfortunately located in one of the few
areas that never had play structures.
(Located here due to the Play pathfinder
requirements for use of a natural area, not
for playgrounds). Shrub areas to south
with curious clipped Lonicera nitida. Little
of the horticultural interest remains and the
beds have become dominated by lessinteresting but longer-lived species such
as Cotoneasters and Viburnum
rhytidophyllum and Hedera helix
‘Hiburnica’ on the ground.
Paving in raised area to west has lifted
around plane trees causing major trip

hazard. There is hoggin in poor condition
around the triangle of cherry trees; granite
sett surrounds to the original 6 cherry
trees remain; two trees of different sizes
survive. There is an area of exposed
aggregate paving to the south and a
desire line to the Woodland Walk,
bypassing the damaged steps. Post and
rail lost damaged as for other places.

reuse/relaying of existing paving where
possible as part of capital works
• Report significant areas of cracked
slabs for replacement with matching
materials.
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year

Overall management aims
• Maintain as an open and usable lawn
with wildflowers and bulbs.

Infrastructure
• Repair and conserve existing benches
• Reinstate and repair post and rail fence

• Control dog access and fouling.
Relocate play structure, in suitable site,
preferably off site.

Shrub beds/planters
• Rejuvenation of beds to reference the
original planting palette

• Introduce wildflower bulbs and vary
grassland maintenance regime to allow
establishment of meadow species in
perimeter areas.

Grass area
• Maintain between 30mm and 70mm
• Redefine edges annually
• Avoid mowing areas of naturalized
bulbs until 6 weeks after flowering?
• Remove leaf fall in Autumn and Winter
• Litter and dog mess removal when
seen/reported

• Replant roses near bench. Relay
surface around plane trees – using
appropriate sub-base and cellular root
confinement system.
• Repair fences.
Management prescriptions
Hard surfaces
• Sub-base repairs and relay with new
paving where damaged and

Specimen trees (in grass)
• New planting as part of capital works
• Watering, adjusting stakes and ties,
firming in and formative pruning until
fully established
• Any further appropriate work as part of
routine tree management
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• Inspection and pruning, if needed, on a
three-year cycle
15

Mound

planted in groups as carried out elsewhere
by Professor Sorenson and protected.
Narcissi planted in Hypericum
groundcover around lawn and north of
mound.
Main space is unmanaged, forgotten,
uninviting, overgrown, unkempt, too
enclosed, used by dog walkers and fouled;
seats in state of collapse. It is a potentially
appealing and sheltered south facing lawn
– remarkable in such a built up area.
Lovely group holm oak on mound north
promontory, one of which is affected by
leaf miner; cherries, self seeded
sycamore; good group of purple Norway
maple (10 of 49 planted) and maples (2 of
14 planted) in glade; clump of lime at
south end of space between B blocks in
steep slope; retaining boards collapsing.

Description and issues
Enclosed, sheltered, south facing meadow
area with scattered trees in lawn in groups
of 7. Planting was more exuberant here
with yellow and purple foliage and bright
Autumn colour: Acer, purple Acer and
Robinia pseudoacacia '
Frisia'
. Trees

Smaller shrubs eg Hypericum trampled to
bare earth, due to loss of fencing. Little of
the horticultural interest remains and the
beds have become dominated by lessinteresting but longer-lived species such
as Cotoneasters and Viburnum
rhytidophyllum and Hedera helix
‘Hiburnica’ on the ground.
Fencing lost/damaged and recent
replacement does not match the original
detail. Species no longer evident include
Cotinus, Fatsia japonica, Lavandula, some

ivies, Phormium species, Roses, Senecio,
and Vinca.
Overall management aims
Maintain as a clean usable area, a
secluded but inviting close mown south
facing meadow, possibly with longer grass
and bulbs at edges.
Management prescriptions
Walkway/paved areas
• New paving and repairs as part of
capital works
• Report significant areas of cracked
slabs for replacement with matching
materials.
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year
Shrub beds
• Renovation of shrubberies over a 10year period
• Replanting of bare areas as part of
capital works using a species/varieties
from the original planting palette
• Weeding and continued management
according to good practice and to
maintain views strategy (below and
above eye-level)
• Management of ivy (remove from
shrubs, trees, infrastructure, paths etc)
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• Control of Japanese knotweed
Woodland management areas (banks
adjacent to service road)
• Cyclic coppicing over a 20-year period
– reintroducing Spanish broom and
gorse
• Control of Japanese knotweed
• Replanting of bare areas as part of
capital works and trial areas of
interplanting
• Cut back trees and shrubs encroaching
on to paths and service road
• Management of ivy (remove from
fences, signs, paths etc)
Grass area
• Maintain between 30mm and 70mm
• Redefine edges annually
• Avoid mowing areas of naturalized
bulbs until 6 weeks after flowering
• Remove leaf fall in Autumn and Winter
• Litter and dog mess removal when
seen/reported
Specimen trees (in grass and shrub
beds)
• Any further appropriate work as part of
routine tree management (leaf miner on
Quercus ilex would not be treated as it
is only a cosmetic issue)
• Inspection and pruning, if needed, on a
three-year cycle

16a
Tenants Hall: Seating areas near
Tenants Hall
This character area is outside the park
boundary, however full detail of the issues
and aims for this area can be found in the
CMP.

removed. Vinca not seen. Bulkhead lights
broken soon after installation.
Overall management aims
Manage as a birch grove with low-level
ground cover to allow views through from
ramps and TRA hall.
Management prescriptions

Description and issues
Designed as birch banks; silver birch
whips Betula alba planted in threes
300mm apart; intended to become multistem birch grove with low level ground
cover: Hedera helix '
Hibernica'
, Berberis
Juliana, groundcover Rosa '
Max graf'
(single, deep pink), Vinca minor '
Bowles
variety'
.
Silver birch and whole area (including at
least one lamp post) clothed with ivy,
obscuring the silver bark and preventing
the intended transparency. Some
Berberis julianea survives, roses largely

Hard surfaces
• Resurfacing re-using existing paving,
where possible, on an appropriate subbase as part of capital works
• Weekly sweeping, litter and dog mess
removal when seen/reported
• Spot-treat weeds with glyphosate 3times per year
• Gritting and snow/ice clearance on
slopes/steps in freezing conditions
Infrastructure
• Repair post and rail fences
• Introduce new bins
Shrub beds
• Replanting of bare areas as part of
capital works
• Weeding and continued management
according to good practice and to
maintain views strategy (below and
above eye-level)
• Pruning of rose growth when it
encroaches on footpath/steps
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• Management of ivy (remove from
shrubs, trees, infrastructure, paths etc)
Specimen trees (in shrubs)
• Any further appropriate work as part of
routine tree management
• Removal of ivy from trunks and
canopies of selected birch trees; then
review
• Inspection and pruning, if needed, on a
three-year cycle
17
18
19a
19b
20
21

ARC (Alexandra Resource
Centre) roof and ramps
The well
Sunken area at end of B block
('the pub')
Shop area: Deck area at east of
Rowley Way
Walkway to Loudoun Road
Service road

The above character areas are outside the
park boundary, however full detail of the
issues and aims for this area can be found
in the Conservation Management Plan.
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6. ACTION PLAN AND COSTS
6.1 Action plan
The following table describes a series of objectives and the actions required to restore and revitalise the park. The objectives are grouped by
the eight key themes, which should be addressed in a Green Flag application. The actions will be delivered through implementation of the
Capital Works, the Activity Plan and the 10-year MMP
1
1.1

A welcoming place
Objective

Action Required

Timescale

Responsibility/Comments

Encourage visitors from beyond
the estate

Improve entrances, add signs at entrances. Signs to indicate
who is responsible for the site, with contact number for
complaints, reporting etc.

Summer 2014

Capital works contract

Organise and promote events and activities that appeal to a
wide audience

Winter 2013

Activity Coordinator
Friends group, Camden
Housing department

Add the park to the Council website

December 2012

Parks & Open Spaces and
Housing

Provide fingerpost signage directing people to the park

Camden Council
to advise

Camden Transport Strategy

Remodel slopes and stepped ramp to provide better access

Summer 2014

Capital works contract

Objective

Action Required

Timescale

Responsibility/Comments

Bring dog fouling in the park under
control

Organise activities and events to encourage responsible dog
ownership

Twice annually

Activity Coordinator
Dog enforcement team

Increase the number of bins in the park especially at key points
for dog owners

Summer 2014

Capital works contract

Inform dog owners that they may dispose of dog mess in any
litter bin

Twice annually

Activity Coordinator

Erecting appropriate signage, to fit with the park’s design
strategy

Summer 2014

Capital works contract

1.2

Improve access for wheelchairs
and pushchairs

2

Healthy, safe and secure

2.1
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2

2.2

2.3

Healthy, safe and secure

Reduce overgrowth of vegetation
to create more open and visible
areas

Paving is stable and trip hazards
are removed

Focus on enforcement

March 2013 and
then annually

Camden Environmental Services
team

Publicise enforcement action, if prosecutions are made, to
encourage others to act responsibly

Following
prosecutions

Camden Environmental Services
team

Shrub renovation programme will reduce height of shrubs
which should then be managed in accordance with the original
views strategy

Early spring 2014
and then annually
in early spring

Capital works contract
Head Gardener and volunteers

Woodland management along the Woodland Walk and Service
Road bank will open up areas

Winter 2013/14
and then every
third year in
winter

Capital works contract
Camden Arboricultural team
Head Gardener and volunteers

Dense canopies of trees are reduced through crown reduction,
crown lifting, selective tree removal and other appropriate
methods

March 2013
March 2016
March 2019

Camden Arboricultural team

Rebuild or repair of paving particularly on slopes and steps

Summer 2014

Capital works contract

Monthly monitoring and reporting of paving in need of repair

Monthly from
Summer 2014

Head Gardener

2.4

Users are protected from falling
down banks, edges, steps and
slopes

Renew and repair fencing and hand rails where it is alongside
a potential fall hazard

Summer 2014

Capital works contract

2.5

Reduce risk of dead branches
falling from trees

Survey trees for safety hazard and remove dead wood as part
of pruning works

March 2013
March 2016
March 2019

Arboricultural team
Arboricultural team
Arboricultural team

Monthly check of trees and reporting issues to arboriculture
team, excluding public from hazard if needed

Monthly from
Summer 2014

Head Gardener
Arboricultural team

Inspection after inclement weather and reporting issues to
arboriculture team, excluding public from hazard if needed

As required
Immediately after
inclement weather

Head Gardener
Arboricultural team

Sweeping and visual check of play equipment, fencing, gates,

Twice weekly

Veolia cleansing staff

2.6

Areas are safe for children to use
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2.7

Healthy, safe and secure

Park furniture and other
infrastructure is safe to use

seating etc, twice each week, excluding public from hazards if
needed

from Summer
2014

Technical inspections in accordance with Council schedule

Annually from
Summer 2014

Parks

Head Gardener to act as a conduit for public reporting of
infrastructure repairs, to keep a log of reference numbers and
chase up as required

As required from
Summer 2014

Head Gardener

Annual inspection and reporting for repair

Annually from
Summer 2014

Head Gardener

2.8

Acts of vandalism and temporary
hazards made safe and dealt with
quickly

All staff and contractors are empowered to deal with and report
incidents for quick rectification

As required from
Summer 2014

Head Gardener other Fountains
OCS staff, Veolia staff, Council
staff

2.9

Incidents and accidents are
responded to and logged

Procedures agreed by all relevant parties and are put in place

As required from
Summer 2014

Head Gardener other Fountains
OCS staff, Veolia staff, Council
staff

2.10

Deter vandalism, crime and fear of
crime

Redesign of areas of concern

Summer 2014

Capital works contract

Work with police safer neighbourhoods teams to encourage
patrols through the park

From Summer
2014

Camden Council, Met. Police
Friends group

Prepare health and safety policy for the park

November 2014

Housing department with help of
Camden’s Senior Health & Safety
Advisor

Ensure risk assessments are in place

Summer 2014

Housing department with help of
Camden’s Senior Health & Safety
Advisor

Review policies and risk assessments

Annually from
November 2015

Head Gardener, Camden Housing
Department

2.11

Health and safety policies are in
place and reviewed regularly
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3
3.1

3.2

4
4.1

Clean and well maintained
Objective

Action Required

Timescale

Responsibility/Comments

The park is clean, safe and well
maintained

Introduction of Head Gardener post to take local ownership
and responsibility for the park

December 2012

Camden Environmental Services
team, Fountains OCS

Upgrading of the Static Gardener post to bring a greater
degree of skill

December 2012

Camden Environmental Services
team, Fountains OCS

Client monitoring of Cleansing and Grounds Maintenance
contracts

Monthly from
Summer 2014

Camden Environmental Services
team

Improved cleansing of dog mess

From Summer
2014

Camden Environmental Services
team
Veolia

Shrubs pruned in accordance with good practice, staff keep up
to date with current good practice

Monthly as
required

Head Gardener

Work with and train volunteers in horticultural skills

Monthly sessions
with Friends and
other volunteers

Head Gardener and Activity
Coordinator

Review and Consider converting Static Gardener post to
Apprentice Gardener to work under expertise of the Head
Gardener

2017/18

Environmental Services team
Fountains OCS
Capel Manor

Objective

Action Required

Timescale

Responsibility/Comments

Manage the park in a sustainable
manner

Continued implementation of Peat Policy, Pesticide Reduction
Policy and Water Usage Policy

From Summer
2014

Environmental Service team
Fountains OCS

Use of brooms, rather than blowers, for leaf collection from
hard surfaces

From Summer
2014

Veolia

Collect green waste separately and send for composting

From Summer
2014

Fountains OCS
Head Gardener

On site composting of soft green waste, eg weeds and soft
cuttings

From Summer
2014

Head Gardener

High horticultural standards are
apparent

Sustainability
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5
5.1

5.2

5.3

Conservation and heritage
Objective

Action Required

Timescale

Responsibility/Comments

Protect the heritage fabric of the
park

Repair and reinstatement of key heritage features where
appropriate eg post and scaffold pole fencing

Summer 2014

Capital works contract

Compile list of suppliers and specifications and provide
drawings as part of end-of-contract management and
maintenance package to guide future repairs, replacement

From Summer
2014

Capital works contractor

Replanting in appropriate style

Summer 2014 and
annually after this

JL Gibbons
Head Gardener

Managing shrubberies in accordance with the views strategy

Summer 2014 and
annually after this

JL Gibbons
Head Gardener

Implementation of management and maintenance plans for
Woodland Management Areas

2013/14 and
annually after this

Capital works contract
Head Gardener

Introduction of bird and bat boxes

Summer 2014

Capital works contract
TCV/Volunteers

Maintain the landscape and
planted heritage

Conserve and improve the park’s
biodiversity
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6

Community involvement
Objective

Action Required

Timescale

Responsibility/Comments

The local community is active in
looking out for and looking after
the park

Friends group meets regularly and has a programme of events
and activities

Monthly meetings

Activity Coordinator
Friends group

Programme of quarterly site meetings between the all park
stakeholders and the Head Gardener

Quarterly from
Summer 2014

Head Gardener
Friends group/TRA, Kicks, Shak,
Hive tenants and other
stakeholders

Regular site meetings between Head Gardener and friends
group/TRA representatives

Weekly/fortnightly
or monthly as req

Head Gardener
Friends group/TRA

Establish Green Gym project

From Summer
2014

Activity Coordinator
Head Gardener
The Conservation Volunteers

Friends take part in volunteer days

From Summer
2014

Activity Coordinator
Head Gardener

Put a booking procedure in place for use of the park for
community events, including charging structure, risk
assessment, licensing, monitoring procedure

From Summer
2014

Activity Coordinator
Head Gardener

Objective

Action Required

Timescale

Responsibility/Comments

7.1

Marketing strategy is in place
and regularly reviewed

Draw up a strategy that ensures good provision of information
to users and potential users eg about where the park is, its
heritage, features, activities and how to get involved

2 months prior to
end of capital works

Activity Coordinator
Friends group/TRA and other
stakeholders

7.2

Enable people to appreciate the
heritage value of the park

Interpretative signs and notice boards included, to fit with the
park’s design strategy

Summer 2014

Capital works contract

Train volunteers and organise a series of guided
walks/activities to explain and interpret the estate’s heritage

Once per month
from Summer 2014

Activity Coordinator

Articles and information placed in local newspapers and on
Camden Council website

From Summer
2014

Camden Council
Friends group

Set up a friends website with information placed about events
and activities www.friendsofalexandraroadpark.com

September 2012

Friends group

6.1

6.2

Local people are actively
involved in maintenance of the
park

6.3

Events procedure

7

Marketing

7.3

Increased number of visitors from
beyond the estate
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8
8.1

Management
Objective

Action Required

Timescale

Responsibility/Comments

The MMP continues to be
relevant and is used by all
involved in the parks current and
future management

Update of MMP following completion of the Capital Works to
reflect the situation, as built

Summer 2014

JL Gibbons
Project Manager

Progress against MMP is reviewed annually

Annually from
Summer 2014

Camden Council, Friends group,
Head Gardener

Complete review of MMP after 5 years

2017/18

Camden Council, Friends group,
Head Gardener

8.2

Green Flag status is achieved

Application for Green Flag award

Annually from Jan
2015

Head Gardener, Camden Council

8.3

Future repairs conform with the
heritage of the park, the original
design and re-design work
undertaken under the Parks for
People project

List of suppliers and specifications and drawings provided as
part of end-of-contract management and maintenance
package to guide future repairs, replacement

Summer 2014

Capital works contractor
Project Manager

8.4

Historic information that has been
sourced, new design work and
information about the use and
management of the park is
retained for future use

Set up a system for collecting information together eg archive
storage and collecting information in digital formats

Summer 2014 and
then as required
after

Camden Council

8.5

Sound financial management of
the park

Set up systems and then record financial inputs made in the
management of the park

Summer 2014 and
then annually after
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6.2

Costs

Cleansing costs
The annual cleansing costs shown in
Figure 6.2 cover the whole of the
Alexandra and Ainsworth Estate, these
costs can be broken down in to the estate
cleansing costs (£72.6k), which includes
the outdoor areas but not caretaking and
internal cleansing of the blocks, and the
play areas which are priced separately
(£1.25k). The cleansing costs include litter
collection, sweeping of paths and other
hard surfaces (including leaf removal),
litter bin emptying, removal of dog mess,
removal of items that provide a threat to
health and safety (eg needles, glass, dead
animals etc) and removal of fly tips.
Grounds maintenance costs
The annual grounds maintenance costs
listed in Figure 6.1 cover the whole of the
Alexandra and Ainsworth Estate, this
provides a breakdown of the contract
costs at the most detailed operational
level. The quantities and costs therefore
apply to both parts of the estate and
include Alexandra Road Park. There are
no formal rose beds in the park, however,
as these are within the contract area they
have been listed in Figure 6.1 for the sake
of completeness. The rates per unit are
derived from the grounds maintenance
contract and the quantities have been
adjusted to reflect the refurbished park.

While delivered as part of the grounds
maintenance contract, the staffing and
associated costs of the Head Gardener
and Static Gardener have been separated
out in the 10-year Financial Plan,
See figure 6.1.Grounds Maintenance
costs
Play area costs
Play area repairs and maintenance is
undertaken by Parks and Open Spaces on
the basis of a budgeted figure of £1,000
per play area, for the refurbished
Alexandra Road Park a budge provision of
£6k has been made to cover the play
areas and MUGA.
Arboriculture costs
Pre-programmed work to trees is
undertaken on a three-year cycle following
inspection by a tree officer from the
Council’s arboriculture team, based in
Parks and Open Spaces. It is undertaken
utilising a schedule of rates that has been
agreed with the Council’s selected
contractor, currently City Suburban. A
budget provision for pre-programmed
works on the Alexandra and Ainsworth
Estate of £15k every third year has been
made. In addition it is estimate that a
provision of £500 per year should be made
for the two intervening years to cover
essential health and safety or emergency

work; these figures reflect the expenditure
pattern over previous years.
Cost of Green Flag Award application
The current fee for a Green Flag
application is £185 and for a Green
Heritage Award it is £80. Discussions with
the Green Flag team at Tidy Britain Group
indicate that by the time Alexandra Park is
being submitted these are likely to have
risen to £250 for the Green Flag and £100
for the Green Heritage Award.

6.3

Review Arrangements

Updating on completion of the Capital
Works
This document should be updated when
the Capital Works phase of the project is
complete, so that it reflects the renewed
park, as built. Particular items for review
should be the items and quantities
included in the Grounds Maintenance
Costs table and the 10-Year Financial
Plan.
Green Flag Award application
An important outcome of the park
refurbishment is for the Council to submit
a succession of annual Green Flag Award
submissions. It is likely that the first
application will be submitted in January
2015, following Practical Completion of the
capital works the previous summer. The
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first successful award would therefore be
in June 2015.

do this is to complete a progress column
added to the Action Plan table.

It is anticipated that the application
documents will be written and assembled
by the Head Gardener and that the
documents would be approved by the
Head of Housing, with the help of the
Head of Parks and Open Spaces, prior to
submission. Because it is an essential
part of the judging criteria that there is an
up-to-date and regularly reviewed
management plan for the park, it would
make sense to tie the annual application
cycle into the annual review of progress
towards the MMP Action Plan.

Longer-term review
After a period of five years, it is possible
that the plan will be becoming out of date
and, as such, a more fundamental review
of the whole document should be
undertaken by Camden Council and the
friends group, working closely with the
Head Gardener.
See figure 6.2 – Financial Plan

Annual review
Camden Council and the friends group,
working closely with the Head Gardener,
should review progress toward this 10year Management and Maintenance Plan
on an annual basis. The simplest way to
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Figure 6.1 Ground maintenance costs

Grass
Grass
Grass
Hedge
Hedge
Hard surfaces
Roses
Roses
Roses
Roses
Shrubs
Shrubs
Whole site
Whole site
Total

Activity
Maintain at 30-70 mm
Maintain leaf free
Redefine edge
Maintain growth within 200 mm
Maintain bases
Spot treat with herbicide
Maintain weed free
Apply manure mulch
Deadhead and remove suckers
Prune
Maintain weed free and prune
Apply bark mulch
Static Gardener
Head Gardener

Quantity
11000
11000
3045
703.47
703.47
27956
174
174
174
174
7112
7112
1
0.5

Units
100
100
100
1
100
100
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

m2
m2
m
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
each
each

Rate/Unit
£2.87311
£1.55585
£5.18588
£0.17640
£2.07400
£1.24459
£0.15557
£0.29040
£0.02069
£0.34230
£0.03120
£0.17632
£1,923.10
£4,155.56

Cost/Period
£316.04
£171.14
£157.91
£124.09
£14.59
£347.94
£27.07
£50.53
£3.60
£59.56
£221.89
£1,253.99
£1,923.10
£2,077.78

No. of periods
13
5
1
13
13
3
13
1
8
1
13
1
13
13

!!

Annual cost
£4,108.55
£855.72
£157.91
£1,613.20
£189.67
£1,043.81
£351.90
£50.53
£28.80
£59.56
£2,884.63
£1,253.99
£25,000.30
£27,011.14
£64,609.70
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Figure 6.2 10-year Financial Plan
10-Year Financial Plan
Year

Y1
2014/1
5

Y2
2015/1
6

Y3
2016/1
7

Y4
2017/1
8

Y5
2018/1
9

Y6
2019/2
0

Y7
2020/2
1

Y8
2021/2
2

Y9
2022/2
3

Y10
2023/2
4

Head Gardener 50%

27,011

27,011

27,011

27,011

27,011

27,011

27,011

27,011

27,011

27,011

270,110

Static Gardener

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

250,000

12,625

12,625

12,625

12,625

12,625

12,625

12,625

12,625

12,625

12,625

126,250

1,860

1,860

1,860

1,860

1,860

1,860

1,860

1,860

1,860

1,860

18,600

5,000

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

19,000

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

4,500

72,672

72,672

72,672

72,672

72,672

72,672

72,672

72,672

72,672

72,672

726,720

Cleansing play areas

1,253

1,253

1,253

1,253

1,253

1,253

1,253

1,253

1,253

1,253

12,530

Playground R&M

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

30,000

Additional playground R&M

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

30,000

Infrastructure repairs

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

200,000

500

500

20,000

500

500

20,000

500

500

20,000

500

63,500

Financial Year

Total
Y1 to
Y10

Employment costs

Maintenance costs
Grounds Maintenance
Grounds Maintenance for additional items
Plant material
Japanese knotweed control
Cleansing estate

Arboriculture
Coppicing of woodland management areas
Activity Costs (as detailed in the Activity
Plan)
Activity Programme Coordinator (pt time)
inc. NI

1,000

1,000

1,000

3,000

17,100

17,100

17,100

17,100

17,100

85,500

9,600

4,100

4,100

5,600

4,100

27,500

Training for staff

500

500

500

500

500

2,500

Training for Volunteers (history)

500

600

300

300

300

2,000

Activities budget (from Activity Plan)
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10-Year Financial Plan
Training for Volunteers (biodiversity)

200

600

100

300

300

1,500

Travel for staff

100

100

100

100

100

500

Travel for volunteers

50

200

150

50

50

500

Expenses for volunteers

50

200

150

50

50

500

Opening event

3,000

Other costs for delivering the project
Green Flag/Green Heritage Award
application

3,000

300

Evaluation surveys (from Activity Plan)

2,000

Recruitment costs for activity coordinator

1,500

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

2,000

2,700
4,000
1,500
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Policy Aims from the Conservation Management Plan (CMP)
RHS Pruning Group for the principle shrubs at Alexandra Park
Guidance on shrub bed management and maintenance
Long-term maintenance requirements for infrastructure
Job Description for Head Gardener and Static Gardener
Responsibility for Trees – Guidance Note
Grounds maintenance site plan
Management of the listed walls
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APPENDIX 1

Policy Aims from the Conservation Management Plan (CMP)

Policies and Policy Aims
The Conservation Management Plan sets out a series of overarching Policies, within which there are 21 Policy Aims. Both the Policies and the
Aims have been agreed by Camden Council and the Park Management Group/Project Board. Because the majority of these Aims are pertinent
to the future management and maintenance of the park, for completeness the full list of Policies and Policy Aims are set out below using the
CMP numbering to aid cross referencing of the documents.
Policy aim 1: Adopt Conservation Management Plan: Plan to be adopted by all relevant parties to ensure that all those making decisions
which might affect the site and its setting do so with reference to the adopted policies, with the aim of conserving the site’s significance.
Incorporate the CMP within Camden’s Open Spaces Strategy.
Policy aim 2: Assessment: Within the management structure described in Policy aim 7, set up a system of assessment against the
Conservation Management Plan and review of the plan. Assess any new work against the CMP, using a heritage impact assessment form
(sample supplied at section 8 below) (see policy 11).
Policy aim 3: Archives and recording: Develop a strategy for completing, cataloguing and making accessible the existing archives, including
original design drawings. Create records of existing condition of landscape and structures and any new work undertaken, as well as new
material such as oral history records.
Policy aim 4: Protection: Seek registered park status from English Heritage.
Policy aim 5: Park Masterplan: Prepare a drawn park Masterplan which shows the long term vision for the park. The Masterplan will be
informed by the unique values and qualities of the park and the site’s significance as an historic landscape and should seek to conserve the
historic fabric and ecological interest while acknowledging modern needs.
Policy aim 6: Management and Maintenance Plan: Develop the management aims of this CMP into a full ten year park management and
maintenance plan (MMP) with procedures and specifications adapted to the special needs of the site. The Management and Maintenance Plan
will describe how the heritage, landscape and ecology of the park will be conserved, managed and maintained.
Policy aim 7: Management: Develop a coordinated structure of management and maintenance for the whole site which is innovative and
engenders a strong sense of ownership amongst those working in and using the estate. The structure will incorporate a site based Head
Gardener/Park Manager and a body such as a Trust or Management Forum with representation of user groups, such as the Friends Group and
Tenants and Residents Association.
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Policy aim 8: Develop, consult on and implement a site specific dog management strategy based on Camden’s Dog Policy; maintain
whole site free of dog waste.
Policy aim 9: Staff development: Identify need for, and provide training in, specialist skills or knowledge, including use of the CMP and
Heritage Impact Assessment. Make use of park management networks such as GreenSpace.
Policy aim 10: Green Flag: Achieve Green Flag status. http://greenflag.keepbritaintidy.org/awards/
Policy aim 11: Use Heritage Impact Assessment (see section 8 of CMP) to evaluate proposed work using sample supplied.
Policy aim 12: Prepare and implement a Sustainable Management Strategy for all park management operations.
•
Adopt ecologically appropriate, sustainable and environmentally sensitive management practices in accordance with best practice,
strategies and plans, including sourcing of materials, minimal use of herbicides and pesticides, no use of peat or peat based products,
composting of green waste on site, and reuse/recycling of materials where possible.
•
Address the social, economic and environmental dimensions of sustainability through: the use of efficient integrated and simple systems
for energy, water and waste use and collection, construction, design and operation; the incorporation of educational and recreation facilities that
demonstrate best practice.
Policy aim 13: Climate change: Review the opportunities to adopt more ‘green technology’ in relation to energy generation and management.
•
Ensure that use of resources (particularly water, drainage, energy use and production) and choice of plant material (planting schemes,
grass, tree selection) are consistent with predictions for climate change and its mitigation.
Policy aim 14: Reinforce the unique qualities of the park informed by the original design; aim for the maturing but well managed park, with
consistent hard and soft landscaping and reintroduced recreation and play opportunities, wherever possible following, or in cases inspired by,
the original design ethos.
•
Develop a landscape design guide of original hard landscape details (paving, fencing seating, lighting, bins etc).
•
Develop plant lists, drawing on the original design drawings, recognising that the planting is an important part of the park’s distinctive
character.
•
Develop a strategy for subtle but welcoming park identity through signage and information.
•
Develop site wide play concept.
•
Develop an access strategy and design concept to cater for all ages and abilities.
Policy aim 15: Develop and implement a tree management strategy in line with Camden’s Tree Policies
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•
Prepare a tree management strategy to include a regular programme
of inspections, disease monitoring and maintenance operations and replanting following design precedent, with special attention to trees which
form structural planting.
•
Take account of heritage, aesthetic and ecological significance of trees in all management decisions.
•
Take account of view management in all tree management decisions (Policy aim 16)
•
Take steps to reduce the spread of disease and develop planting strategies to limit future impact.
Policy aim 16: Develop and implement a views management strategy to restore and maintain lost views by selective clearance and
planting
•
This includes views into and within the estate and the highly valued views of treetops and vegetation from dwellings.
Policy aim 17: Biodiversity: adopt management techniques in accordance with Camden’s Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) 2009-12 that will
conserve and enhance the range and diversity of habitats, while respecting the design intentions of the historic landscape features.
Biodiversity is a highly valued aspect: take opportunities to increase biodiversity value as an integral part of management
•
Refer to enhancement proposals in Section 4.10 to 4.23 of the Phase 1 habitat survey.
•
Take opportunities to incorporate biodiversity features within the wider estate eg in maintaining /enhancing green roofs (Hive and
Ainsworth binstores), bird/bat boxes, greening building hard surfaces.
•
MMP and masterplan to ensure balance between original design intentions and biodiversity.
Policy aim 18: Set up Friends Group (with reference to Camden’s draft constitution for Parks Friends Groups) and engage with and serve
the needs of the local community and the wider public, recognising the local, regional, national and international interest of the site, and
facilitate public use at all levels.
Policy aim 19: Widen opportunities for volunteers and community involvement and training in a structured and supportive programme.
Policy aim 20: Implement interpretation, engagement and events strategy based on the Activity Plan and reflecting heritage values.
Policy aim 21: Work to find a use for the Hive, which complements the park and its activities. Consider the landscape around the Hive to
establish a clear and appropriate connection from Abbey Road into the park incorporating the land owned by Camden Property Services and
reconsider the open spaces around the Hive to create a high quality, welcoming public entrance to the park.
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APPENDIX 2

RHS Pruning Group for the principle shrubs at Alexandra Park

Royal Horticultural Society Pruning Group – refer to RHS for further information.
No routine pruning necessary
1
Aralia elata, Corylus maxima ‘Purpurea’,
Cotinus coggygria '
Royal Purple'
, Cotoneaster
Remove diseased, damaged, congested or crossing shoots. Shoots that are
cornubia,
growing in unwanted directions can also be pruned out.
Pyracantha '
Orange Glow'
, Sambucus nigra '
Aurea'
,
Stranvaesia davidiana,
Viburnum davidii,
Viburnum rhytidophyllum
2

Forsythia, Lonicera nitida '
Baggesen'
s Gold'
,
Philadelphus coronarius '
Aureus'

Deciduous shrubs with flowers on strong young growth
Prune immediately after flowering. Cut back flowered growth to strong young
shoots lower down. Each year cut out up to 20 percent of ageing stems to near
the base.

6

Vinca major '
Variegata'
, Vinca minor

Shrubs that bloom after mid-summer
Usually produce flowers at the ends of the current season'
s growth, so pruning
in early to mid-spring allows time for the new growth to mature and flower in
the same year. Avoid pruning in winter, as it may lead to frost damage of new
shoot.

7

Rhus typhina

Shrubs that produce colourful stems or large leaves when pruned hard
Coppicing or stooling when needed.

8

Berberis stenophylla, Berberis julianae, Berberis
verrruculosa,
Cotoneaster dammeri, Cotoneaster conspicuous,
Hypericum calycinum, Senecio greyii

Early flowering evergreen shrubs
Prune immediately after flowering. Early flowering evergreen shrub best left
unpruned except for removal of unsightly shoots and deadheading, unless
some shaping is required. Do this by lightly cutting back shoots after flowering.
Deadheading and removal of dead, damaged and diseased growth can be
done at the same time. Hypericum calycinum look best sheared over in spring.

9

Elaegnus x ebbingei,
Elaegnus pungens '
Maculata'
, Fatsia japonica,

Late flowering evergreen shrubs
Prune mid- to late-spring. This group of evergreen shrubs bloom in summer
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Royal Horticultural Society Pruning Group – refer to RHS for further information.
and late autumn on the previous or current year'
s growth. They need little
Prunus laurocerasus '
Zabelliana'
,
pruning. Prune lightly removing unsightly shoots as required.
Spartium junceum
10 Ulex europeaus,
Lavandula spica '
Hidcote Giant'

Evergreen shrubs Prune immediately after flowering where flowering is on the
previous year'
s growth, or in the subsequent early to mid-spring if flowering is
on the current year'
s growth. Remove shoots that have flowered to within 1.52.5cm (¾-1in) of the previous year'
s growth. Ulex europeaus every 2-3 years
only.

11 Hedera colchica '
Dentata Variegata'
Hedera helix '
Hiburnica'
Lonicera japonica '
Halliana'
, Parthenocissus
quinquefolia

Vigorous climbers
No regular pruning needed. However trimming may be required to keep them
to the space available, removing as much from the longer shoots as necessary.
Lonicera japonica '
Halliana'in early spring; Hedera at any time;
Parthenocissus quinquefolia early winter and summer.

18 Rosa scharlachglut '
Scarlet Fire'

Rambling rose
Thin and shorten excessive growth by removing one in three of the oldest
stems entirely. If space is restricted, prune out all stems that have flowered and
tie new ones in to take their place. Finish by shortening side shoots by about
two-thirds.
Shrub roses that have a single flush of flowers
Do not prune after flowering if hips are required.
Prune in late summer once flowering is completed. The main requirement is to
keep the plants free of dead, diseased and damaged wood, crossing or rubbing
branches, or spindly growth. Avoid excessive build-up of older, unproductive
wood that is causing the centre to become crowded, removing one or two older
branches from the centre if necessary. If they become leggy and bare at the
base, remove one or two stems back to near ground level, which will usually
encourage new growth from the base
Repeat flowering shrub rose
Shrub roses generally flower on older wood and should be allowed to develop
naturally, maintained by light but regular pruning and with a balance of older
wood and young, vigorous growth. Bear in mind that a large number of old
garden roses have an arching habit and need adequate space; shortening

21 Rosa '
Geranium'

22 Rosa '
Fruhlingsgold'
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Royal Horticultural Society Pruning Group – refer to RHS for further information.
stems simply to restrict spread spoils their graceful shape. Maintain a
balanced framework by reducing strong new growth in late winter by up to onethird. Shorten strong side-shoots to two or three buds. Mature plants require a
light renewal pruning each winter by cutting some of the older main stems back
to the base. This encourages vigorous new shoots from the base that will
flower the following summer. Deadhead spent blooms as they fade in the
summer, to encourage production of further flowers.
-

Phormium tenax, Iris foetidissima '
Variegata'

Do not prune
Remove dead leaves when required
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APPENDIX 3

Guidance on shrub bed management and maintenance

Woodland Management Areas (type a) – Woodland Walk
A series of beds planted alongside the Woodland Walk path (which runs west-east from the Amphitheatre to the Community Centre/TRA Hall on the southern edge of the
park)
Janet Jack original
drawing ref:
Beds:
A8XL 9070/98/A
Amphitheatre – south side (southeastern edge only); (bed) 2C
A8XL 9070/97/A
North bank (southern edge near steps only); South bank west of steps; South bank east of steps; North bank east of steps; Bank south of
stepped ramp
Design
Planting plans show two staggered lines of feathered Crataegus monogyna (hawthorn) trees planted through a mass planted groundcover of
Hedera helix “Hiburnica” (ivy) and/or Hypericum calycinum (St John’s wort), this is usually backed by areas of mass planting of Spartium
junceum (Spanish broom) and Ulex europaeus (gorse) predominately on the banks to the Ainsworth Service Road. The views strategy on Janet
Jack’s Site Plan (original drawing P1) show all these beds to grow above eye level
Current status
The ivy and hawthorns have done well, Spanish broom is still significant but its presence has declined. Gorse only appears infrequently and the
St John’s wort is almost absent. Other species have either been planted or have self seeded and these include: wild cherry, white poplar and
sycamore trees; Pyracantha, Cotoneaster ‘cornubia’, Viburnum rhytidophyllum and occasional other shrubs; honeysuckle and bramble
groundcover
The hawthorns and larger shrubs were cut at 1½ to 2m c.2005
The ivy and, to a lesser extent, honeysuckle is growing in to the tree canopies and the beds have developed into valuable wildlife areas
There are some areas of Japanese knotweed, parts of which have been treated with herbicide and are largely bare
Annual maintenance
Keep growth back from paths, steps and car parking on the service road. Allow ivy and honeysuckle to grow in to trees but remove it from fence
posts, lamp columns and other infrastructure
Long-term
November to February. On a 20-year cycle (ie 15% of the total every 3 years), and working on a series of section of up to 10 metres in length, all
maintenance
the hawthorns, any other trees present (such wild cherry, white poplar and sycamore) shrubs (such as Cotoneaster and Pyracantha) should be
cut (coppiced) to near ground level (100-200mm), this should encourage development of a ground layer which includes native plants. The
Spanish broom and gorse should not be coppiced but be carefully cut back to encourage growth. Bramble should be removed if possible or cut
back to ground level. Ivy and honeysuckle that was climbing the trees (and any infrastructure) should be cut back to ground level but where it is
providing groundcover it should be left. Litter and other dumped rubbish should be raked out and removed together with any large accumulations
of dead leaves. Where gaps allow, Spanish broom and gorse should be planted on the banks to the service road to re-establish these species
as a significant feature. If regeneration of coppiced trees is insufficient, replant with appropriate replacements using the original planting plans as
a guide.

Woodland Management Areas (type b) – Wooded Banks
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Woodland Management Areas (type b) – Wooded Banks
A continuation of the Spanish broom and gorse planting on the banks to the Ainsworth Service Road on the southern edge of the park
Janet Jack original
drawing ref:
Beds:
A8XL 9070/98/A
Amphitheatre – south side (southern edge only)
A8XL 9070/99/A
Area south of five-a-side
Design
Planting plans show mass planting of Spartium junceum (Spanish broom) and Ulex europaeus (gorse) on the banks to the Ainsworth Service
Road edged with Hedera helix “Hiburnica” (ivy) and/or Hypericum calycinum (St John’s wort). To the north of this is mass planting of Pyracantha
‘Orange Glow’. The views strategy on Janet Jack’s Site Plan (original drawing P1) show both of these beds to grow above eye level except for
the part of the bed ‘Area south of five-a-side’ adjacent to the grass, facing the football pitch these are shown below eye level
Current status
The ivy and Pyracantha have done well, Spanish broom is still significant but its presence has declined. Gorse only appears infrequently and the
St John’s wort is almost absent. Other species have either been planted or have self seeded and these include: wild cherry, horse chestnut,
willow and sycamore trees; Cotoneaster ‘cornubia’, Viburnum rhytidophyllum, Mahonia, and occasional other shrubs (eg privet and Buddleja);
honeysuckle and bramble groundcover.
The beds have developed into a valuable wildlife area
Annual maintenance
Keep growth back from paths, steps and car parking on the service road. Allow ivy and honeysuckle to grow in to trees/shrubs but remove it
from fence posts, lamp columns and other infrastructure
Long-term
November to February. On a 20-year cycle (ie 15% of the total every 3 years), and working on a series of section of up to 10 metres in length, all
maintenance
the Pyracantha, any trees present (with the exception of the large, semi-mature horse chestnuts) and other shrubs (such as Cotoneaster) should
be cut (coppiced) to near ground level (100-200mm). The Spanish broom and gorse should not be coppiced but be carefully cut back to
encourage growth. Bramble should be removed if possible or cut back to ground level. Ivy and honeysuckle that was climbing the shrubs/trees
(and any infrastructure) should be cut back to ground level but where it is providing groundcover it should be left. Litter and other dumped
rubbish should be raked out and removed together with any large accumulations of dead leaves. Where gaps allow, Spanish broom and gorse
should be planted on the banks to the service road to re-establish these species as a significant feature. If regeneration of coppiced trees is
insufficient, replant with appropriate replacements using the original planting plans as a guide.
Shrub Renovation Areas
A series of mass planted beds dominated by vigorous-growing species, many have ivy groundcover and trees growing through the shrub canopy. The majority of beds
are overgrown; some have significant bare areas.
Janet Jack original
drawing ref:
Beds:
A8XL 9070/98/A
Amphitheatre – north side (southeastern edge only); Amphitheatre – south side (except southeastern edge)
A8XL 9070/97/A
Bank north of stepped ramp, North bank (except southern edge near steps)
A8XL 9070/99/A
Playground 1
Design
Planting plans show mass planting of Cotoneaster, Pyracantha and Berberis combined with taller growing shrubs such as Cotoneaster
‘Cornubia’, Viburnum rhytidophyllum, Sambucus nigra ‘Aurea’ and groups of tree species. These are growing through, and surrounded by, mass
planted ground cover of Hedera, Vinca major, Vinca minor, Hypericum calycinum, combined with a wide variety of other interesting shrubs
planted in smaller blocks, including sculptural plants such as Phormium, Senecio greyi and Fatsia japonica. Lower flowering plants such as iris
and narcissus were also planted in small and larger groups through the groundcover.
Taxus bacata (yew) was planted as two semi-circular a hedges to create a circular enclosure to the amphitheatre.
The views strategy on Janet Jack’s Site Plan (original drawing P1) show a complex, interlinking series of blocks intended to be both above eye
level and below eye level
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Shrub Renovation Areas
Current status
The larger beds have become overgrown and are now dominated by longer lived, vigorous species such as Pyracantha, Cotoneaster ‘Cornubia’
and by ivy on the ground and growing up through some shrubs and trees. Many of the shorter-lived and less vigorous species have been lost or
are only represented by a few plants. There are also significant gaps and bare areas.
Most of the shrubs were cut at 1½ to 2m c.2005
Annual maintenance
Keep growth back from paths, slopes and steps. Remove ivy from trees and shrubs and from fence posts, lamp columns and other
infrastructure. Prune shrubs according to good practice following the Shrub Pruning Timetable from Camden Council’s grounds maintenance
specification and RHS Pruning Group guidelines.
Clip yew hedges in amphitheatre to maintain at 1.8 meters high, cutting side that faces the grass circle vertical; where gaps have been made by
children playing maintain these and encourage the hedge to grow over to create “doorways”
Following shrub renovation, through careful formative pruning and following the guidelines given above, allow the shrub bed to develop without
particular species becoming dominant. Ensuring rapid regrowth from coppiced stools doesn’t suppress the growth of the inter-planting and that it
can survive through to maturity.
As the shrubs increase in height control the development of the beds through pruning and ensure they meet the design intention with regard to
the views strategy and the maximum height of planted areas.
Long-term
Just as growth begins in mid- to late-spring to avoid frosting of new growth. Cut the majority of the vigorous shrubs to within 200mm of the
maintenance
ground (coppicing/stooling), this should encourage development of a ground layer, which includes native plants.
Inter-plant (between the cut stools) species/varieties that once formed part of the shrubberies but have since died out. Mulch, add a generalpurpose fertilizer and water the young plants where necessary.
If regeneration of coppiced shrubs is insufficient, replant with replacements of the same species/varieties.
Maintain, through pruning, the regrowth particularly from the coppiced stools, and of other vigorous plants such as ivy, to ensure the beds
develop and the inter-planting survives to maturity
If yew hedges in amphitheatre become difficult to maintain at 1.8 metres, cut top to 1.4 metres and allow to regrow before cutting at 1.8 metres
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APPENDIX 4

Long-term maintenance requirements for infrastructure

The following table shows the longer-term maintenance requirements of the park’s infrastructure. These tasks, which will be funded from the
infrastructure repairs budget, are in addition to the annual/more-frequent maintenance that is covered by the grounds maintenance and
cleansing contracts.
Play area equipment, gates and safety surfacing must be managed in accordance with manufacturers guidelines and the findings of visual
checks and safety inspections for the individual items and are not included in these general guidelines.
Type/description
Post and scaffold pole fencing
Timber balustrades
Timber vertical slat fencing
Pre-cast concrete benches with
timber slats/backs
Pre-cast concrete bins
Concrete walls
Paving materials – slabs, pavers and
granite setts

Asphalt
Hoggin/self-binding gravel surface
Timber sleepers (eg wildlife terrace)
Signs
Gates (eg new gates at Abbey Road)

Long-term maintenance requirements
Repainting of timber with pigmented UV protection oil every 2 years
Repainting of timber with pigmented UV protection oil every 2 years
Replacement of sections that have become damaged as required
Repainting of timber with pigmented UV protection oil every 2 years
Replacement of sections that have become damaged as required
Repainting of hardwood timber slats and backrests with pigmented UV protection
oil every 2 years
Replacement of individual slats and backrests that have become damaged as
required
Removal and replacement of individual bins that have become damaged as
required
To be confirmed following further investigation as part of Delivery Phase of the
restoration project
Topping up of granite dust to joints of granite sett stage area as required every 5
years
Removal and re-leveling as required
Replacement of badly cracked/damaged items with materials to match existing
as required
Repair where badly cracked or potholed to match surface specification including
wearing course where necessary
Repair potholes as required
Top up/resurface and re-compact bound surface should gravel become loose
Inspect every two years and treat timber only if needed
Repaint metalwork to match existing finish if required
Maintain locking mechanisms and pivot/hinges to ensure gate functions safely
and effectively; lubricate where necessary
Repaint metalwork to match existing finish if required

Expected lifespan/replacement period
15 years
15 years
15 years
15 years

20-25 years
50 years or more
50 years or more

15-20 years
10-15 years
15 years
20-25 years
20-25 years
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APPENDIX 5

Job Descriptions for Head Gardener and Static Gardener

Job Title

Head Gardener (Alexandra and Ainsworth estate)

Line Manager

Contract Manager

Location

Region: Infrastructure

Job Description
Overview of Role
To take responsibility for all aspects of grounds maintenance at Alexandra and Ainsworth estate and ensure work takes account of the
Alexandra Road Park Heritage Lottery Fund restoration project including both the Conservation Management Plan and the 10-Year
Mangement & Maintenance Plan.
To be responsible for the management of the team across various sites, including Alexandra and Ainsworth estate, ensuring team members
are meeting the clients requirements and to ensure contract specifications are achieved.
To meet with client officers and other stake holders.
To ensure continuous improvement within all aspects of Safety and Horticultural activities
Carry out out-of-hours duties and weekend duties as required (to work 5 days in 7)
Ensure that Health and safety legislation is adheared to at all times

Specific Responsibilities:
•
To provide grounds maintenance operations to specification and schedule in accordance with Company standards
•
To manage and supervise the Static Gardener at the Alexandra and Ainsworth estate and other teams effectively
•
Regular consultation & liaison with client and attend client partnership meetings
•
Ensuring horticultural duties are carried out to highest possible standard and in accordance with specification
•
Direct responsibility for maintenance of ornamental and ecological features within the Alexandra Road Park. Particular responsibilities
for the planning, care and upkeep of the shrubberies designed by Janet Jack and restored through the Parks for People HLF project,
including management and maintenance of the woodland walk. Ensuring proper care of plants throughout the park including: design,
!!
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planting, cultivation, weeding, hand pruning
•
Undertake weed control including Japanese knotweed
•
To implement the 10-year Management and Maintenance Plan and develop and determine appropriate maintenance and
management regimes for all horticultural/ecological features of the site
•
To play a key and leading role in ensuring a Green Flag award is achieved for Alexandra Road Park including drafting the application
•
Co-operation with Council staff, other contractors & public
•
Ensuring safe & appropriate usage of machinery & equipment
•
Available for occasional consultation & liaison with friends group, volunteers & similar organisations
•
Acknowledging & reporting any breaches of security or damage to site
•
Act as the primary conduit for the reporting of infrastructure repairs to Alexandra Road Park and to keep a log of the defects
•
Undertake and record a weekly inspection of Alexandra Road Park and report issues for action to the appropriate agency
•
Ensuring appropriate PPE is in use and that staff are briefed and updated in accordance with Fountains Health & Safety Policy
•
To check the quality of the work on sites
•
Carry out daily inspections including the play areas
•
The upkeep of any policies and procedures
•
To collate timesheets, daily work schedules and other reports as required and ensure they are up to date, according to company
standards
•
Strict adherence to and implementation of the Group’s Health, Safety & Environmental Procedures, HR Policies & Procedures and
any other statutory regulations
•
To carry out horticultural assessments and activities and giving Tool Box Talks
•
To train and work with volunteers on horticultural activities
•
To store equipment safely
•
To provide quotations and estimates for Adhoc works
•
To be able to use horticultural equipment as required to ensure contract specification is achieved
•
Manage the productivity of those under your supervision
•
Meet quarterly with the Alexandra and Ainsworth TRA, Alexandra Road Park friends group and other stakeholders to report back on
work undertaken and forward plan for the next quarter
•
Undertake weekly/fortnightly/monthly site meetings with the TRA/friends nominated representative(s)
Generic Responsibilities:
Safety
•
Lead and inspire health and safety excellence – champion a zero injury culture
•
Maximise safety performance ensuring zero tolerance on non-compliant working
•
Create a positive safety culture where everyone works efficiently and safely, risks are mitigated and injuries and accidents to do not
occur
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•
Ensure all near miss and hazards are reported and all hazards removed from the working environment
Environment
•
Continuously consider the environmental impacts of management and maintenance activities and take steps to minimise these
•
Work to achieve a sustainable site
Customer Satisfaction
•
Champion the interests of customers and be aware of their needs
•
Work to achieve equality of access in the services provided
•
Create a culture where customers recognise and comment upon world-class performance
•
Demonstrate a proactive and professional internal and external customer relationship
•
Ensure programmed delivery of all work to standard and specification
•
Ensure your team is motivated to delight customers
•
Plan and deliver to agreed programmes, correct standard and specifications, right first time
•
Proactively identify internal/external customer needs and create a plan to exceed standards
•
Promote and demonstrate strong leadership in all areas
•
Be responsible for continuous personal development for self and team.
Compliance
•
Set and maintain high Behavioural Standards and continually reinforce them
•
Monitor and review the delivery and efficiency of all work and processes to drive improvement
Personal Specification
Experience/Knowledge Required
•
Experience in working a similar role including working with
Friends groups or similar organisations
•
Horticultural Qualifications/Experience
•
Have a good understanding of health and safety legislation
•
Must be able to speak and write in basic English
•
Good team working skills
•
Driving Licence
•
Ability to tow trailers
•
Experience in the use of ride-on mowers and horticultural
equipment
•
Worked with Stakeholder groups on a similar scale to
Alexanda and Ainsworth

Experience / Knowledge Desired
•
Chipper training
•
Chainsaw CS38
•
Chainsaw CS30 & CS31
•
Pesticides PA1 PA6A
•
Woodland management
•
Play area inspection including an understanding of EN1176
Playground Equipment and EN1177 Impact Absorbing Playground
Surfacing and RoSPA advice
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Level Of Qualification
NVQ level 3 in amenity horticulture, NPTC PA1A / PA6A, RHS Level 2 and NVQ level 1 introduction into garden design
Competencies
Core competencies/Knowledge: Health and Safety; use of horticulture equipment; use of own initiative; ability to communicate well with
public; knowledge of plants and maintenance regimes for planted areas; understanding of shrub pruning requirements and new planting
schemes; understanding of ecology and biodiversity

Authorisation
Signed by Line Manager:

Date:

Approved by HR Director:

Date:
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Job Title

Static Gardener (Alexandra and Ainsworth estate)

Line Manager

Head Gardener (Alexandra and Ainsworth estate)

Location

Region: Infrastructure

Job Description
Overview of Role
To assist the Head Gardener and undertake all aspects of grounds maintenance at Alexandra and
Ainsworth estate and ensure work takes account of the Alexandra Road Park Heritage Lottery
Fund restoration project including both the Conservation Management Plan and the 10-Year
Mangement & Maintenance Plan.
To meet the clients requirements and to ensure contract specifications are achieved.
To take part in meetings with client officers and other stake holders, if required.
To ensure continuous improvement within all aspects of Safety and Horticultural activities
Carry out out-of-hours duties and weekend duties as required (to work 5 days in 7)
Ensure that Health and Safety legislation is adheared to at all times
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Specific Responsibilities:
•
To provide grounds maintenance operations to specification and schedule in accordance
with Company standards
•
To liaise, when required, with client and attend client partnership meetings
•
Ensuring horticultural duties are carried out to highest possible standard and in accordance
with specification
•
Working under the guidance of the Head Gardener, but taking responsibility and frequently
working unaccompanied, on the maintenance of ornamental and ecological features within
Alexandra Road Park. Ensuring proper care of plants throughout the park including: assisting with
design, planting, cultivation, weeding, hand pruning
•
To assist the Head Gardener in ensuring a Green Flag award is achieved for Alexandra
Road Park
•
Co-operation with Council staff, other contractors & public
•
Ensuring safe & appropriate usage of machinery & equipment
•
Available for occasional consultation & liaison with friends group, volunteers & similar
organisations
•
Acknowledging & reporting any breaches of security or damage to site
•
Assist the Head Gardener who will act as the primary conduit for the reporting of
infrastructure repairs to Alexandra Road Park and to keep a log of the defects
•
To utilise appropriate PPE and act in accordance with Fountains Health & Safety Policy
•
Carry out daily inspections including the play areas
•
The upkeep of any policies and procedures
•
To complete timesheets, daily work schedules and other reports as required and ensure
they are up to date, according to company standards
•
Strict adherence to and implementation of the Group’s Health, Safety & Environmental
Procedures, HR Policies & Procedures and any other statutory regulations
•
To participate in horticultural training, assessments and activities and Tool Box Talks
•
To train and work with volunteers on horticultural activities
•
To store equipment safely
•
To be able to use horticultural equipment as required to ensure contract specification is
achieved
•
To attend, if required, quarterly meetings with the Alexandra and Ainsworth TRA,
Alexandra Road Park friends group and other stakeholders to report back on work undertaken and
forward plan for the next quarter
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•
To attend, if required weekly/fortnightly/monthly site meetings with the TRA/friends
nominated representative(s)
Generic Responsibilities:
Safety
•
Aim for health and safety excellence – champion a zero injury culture
•
Maximise safety performance ensuring zero tolerance on non-compliant working
•
Create a positive safety culture where everyone works efficiently and safely, risks are
mitigated and injuries and accidents to do not occur
•
Ensure all near miss and hazards are reported and all hazards removed from the working
environment
Environment
•
Continuously consider the environmental impacts of management and maintenance
activities and take steps to minimise these
•
Work to achieve a sustainable site
Customer Satisfaction
•
Champion the interests of customers and be aware of their needs
•
Work to achieve equality of access in the services provided
•
Create a culture where customers recognise and comment upon world-class performance
•
Demonstrate a proactive and professional internal and external customer relationship
•
Ensure programmed delivery of all work to standard and specification
•
Ensure your team is motivated to delight customers
•
Plan and deliver to agreed programmes, correct standard and specifications, right first time
•
Proactively identify internal/external customer needs and participate in plans to exceed
standards
•
Be responsible for continuous personal development.
Compliance
•
Set and maintain high Behavioural Standards
•
Assist in monitoring and reviewing the delivery and efficiency of all work and processes to
drive improvement
Personal Specification
Experience/Knowledge Required

Experience / Knowledge Desired
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•
Experience in working a similar role
•
Horticultural Qualifications/Experience
•
Have a good understanding of health
and safety legislation
•
Must be able to speak and write in basic
English
•
Good team working skills

•
Woodland management
•
Experience in the use of ride-on
mowers and horticultural equipment
•
Worked with Stakeholder groups on a
similar scale to Alexanda and Ainsworth

Level Of Qualification
NVQ level 3 in amenity horticulture, NPTC PA1A / PA6A, RHS Level 2 and NVQ level 1
introduction into garden design
Competencies
Core competencies/Knowledge: Health and Safety; use of horticulture equipment; use of own
initiative; ability to communicate well with public; knowledge of plants and maintenance regimes for
planted areas; understanding of shrub pruning requirements and new planting schemes;
understanding of ecology and biodiversity

Authorisation
Signed by Line Manager:

Date:

Approved by HR Director:

Date:
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APPENDIX 6 Responsibility for Trees – Guidance Note
Duty of Care:
The minimum that should be carried out in relation to '
duty of care'is outlined below. (If an incident were to occur and a third party claim
ensued, the following points would be of particular relevance.):
•
The regular inspection of tree/s by a qualified and competent person, with a method of recording the inspection/s
•
A method of recording any subsequent works carried out
•
The work to be carried out by a competent tree contractor with appropriate insurance cover and a copy of their employee
training/competency record must be obtained and be appropriate to the work being undertaken
•
A method for recording the monitoring of tree works
Relevant Legislation, British Standards & Codes of practice:
Persons responsible for the management of tree should also be make themselves aware of all legislation, Codes of Practice and British
Standards pertaining to trees and work in relation to trees, such as:
•
Occupiers Liability Act 1984
•
Highways Act 1980
•
Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981
•
Countryside Rights of Way Act 2000
•
Conservation of Habitats & Species Regulations 2010
•
Town & Country Planning Act 1990 (See below)
•
Health & Safety at Work Act 1974
•
Work at Height Regulations 2005
•
British Standards 3998, 2010(Recommendations for Tree Work)
•
British Standards 5837, 2012 (Trees in Relation to Construction)
•
NJUG 10 – National Joint Utilities Group (Guidelines for the Planning, Installation & Maintenance of Utility Services in Relation to Trees)
This list is not exhaustive.
Tree Preservation Orders & Conservation Area:
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If the site/s are within a Conservation Area (CA’s), or tree/s are subject to a Tree Preservation Order (TPO’s), a tree work application needs to
be made to the Tree Preservation Officer, Conservation & Design Section, Planning Department (020 7974 5616).
Persons responsible for managing trees must check if CA’s or TPO’s apply before carrying out tree works.
Council Policy Documents:
Copies of the Council’s Tree Strategy/Policy can be obtained from Arboricultural Services (020 7974 4444), or treesection@camden.gov.uk.
The strategy/Policy has relevant sections on maintenance cycles and policies.
Copies of Camden'
s Biodiversity Action Plan can be obtained from the Nature Conservation Officer (020 7974 4444), as sections of the plan
may well also be relevant.
Last updated June 2012
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APPENDIX 7

Grounds maintenance site plan
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APPENDIX 8 Management of the listed walls - See Document 3 – Designs for full Wall Strategy
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Alexandra Road Park

3.1.7 Wall strategy
Wall position statement
Approach to Conservation of Listed Concrete Walls.
Alexandra Road Estate Park
This statement is being issued to alleviate concerns over the approach
to the listed structures within the park, and to ensure that the principles
follow appropriate and sensitive cleaning and repair methods to the listed
structure, preventing the need for the Local Authority to consult with the
National Planning Unit for this Grade II* asset.
This section covers approaches to the listed walls that appear within
the park. These are annotated in green on the listing map and purple
on drawing 532_WD_06. The park is within the setting of the Grade II*
building, which is contained within the Alexandra Road Conservation
Area. The park itself is not listed in English Heritage Register of Parks and
Gardens.
There are four separate issues for consideration to be applied to this
application, none of which require statutory listed building consent, as
agreed with the design team, officers from London Borough of Camden,
Richard Parish English Heritage Historic Buildings advisor and Zosia Mellor
English Heritage Landscape Architect at a meeting on 20th September
2012, in English Heritages offices. These apply to 1. cleaning, 2. repair
3. re-painting over existing painted finishes and 4. graffiti removal on the
board marked concrete walls.

surface, where cleaning with pressure water spray proves an unsatisfactory
cleaning method, the approach will be to paint over the graffiti (using an
agreed colour match from a limited palette appropriate to the conservation
of the special character of Alexandra Road Estate – this palette is to be
agreed at further detailed specification stage )
Further research will be carried out for the refined solutions based on the
following documents.
- Alexandra Road Estate, Management Guidelines 1999 – Consultation
Draft
- Strategic Proposals for treatment of external finishes Alexandra Road and
- Ainsworth Estate Prepared by Neave Brown 4th of May 2004
- Adrial report on Phase 3 Graffiti removal Nov 2005
- Alexandra Road Estate, Management Guidelines 2nd Edition 2006
- Anti Graffiti Coating and paint trials Phase 3 final report Nov 2006
- Concrete Repair Trials by Levitt Bernstien Jan 2007
In the event that London Borough of Camden in collaboration with
Alexandra Road park group achieve stage 2 Heritage Lottery Funding for
the Parks for People Application, more detailed solutions for carrying out
conservation work including the extent of cleaning, repainting, repairs and
approaches to graffiti will be developed by a consultant with an appropriate
specialism in the conservation of these listed assets and based upon
the following reports previously carried out without conclusion and
implementation.

Unsatisfactory painting over graffiti

The listed walls are either formed from thin shutter board marked concrete,
large panelled shuttering with visible grain, large panelled shuttering with no
apparent grain. The grain of the timber pattern is formed by using quarter
sawn timber boards for linear pattern and back sawn timber to expose
growth rings, these are shallow textured patterns formed through the
process of in-situ concrete. The resultant pattern known as the “off-form
finish”.
1. Cleaning should be carried out by pressure water spray cleaning,
according to existing and established methods as already agreed and
annotated with English Heritage and LB Camden in the Alexandra Road
Estate, Management Guidelines 2nd Edition 2006, by Levitt Bernstein
Architects; Section 2.024 Concrete finishes; subsection 2.024.4.
2. Where repairs are deemed necessary they should follow current
conversation repair methods of appropriate concrete finishes, to match in
with the existing concrete and formulated to limit impairment of the original
fabric following the Alexandra Road Estate Management Guidelines 2nd
Edition 2006; Section 2.024 Concrete finishes.
3. Painting; there are significant patches of painting throughout the walls in
the park, which have been carried out to eradicate unwanted graffiti on the
listed structures, (see also item 4.) Concrete should not be painted, unless
it is deemed necessary for covering up unwanted graffiti, previous areas
of graffiti eradication, or areas agreed with a specialist to preserve and
enhance the special character of the heritage asset prior to application.
4. Removal of unwanted graffiti. Camden’s current procedure will apply
in this location where the in house team will try to remove graffiti in the
first instance with pressure jet washing as mentioned in Alexandra Road
Estate, Management Guidelines. Where the graffiti is applied to a painted

Patination of walls

Unsatisfactory painting over graffiti
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3.1.7 Wall strategy
Wall strategy
The mass concrete walls within Alexandra Road Park are an essential
contributor to the unique character of the park overall and the localised
character of individual spaces. The walls provide enclosure defining the
extents of the series of outdoor rooms within the park. The walls also
provide retaining structures to support the changes in level across the park
which is a key feature of the park. The walls also provide the setting for
the integrated seating within the park. The walls are physically linked to the
every unique element within the park and therefore define the character of
the space.
The Conservation Management plan states:
The landscape forms the setting of the Grade II* listed Alexandra Road
estate. The listing boundary includes the whole park and the listing
includes ‘walls, ramps and steps’, ie the hard landscape structure is
included in the listing and would need listed building consent for any
alteration. Any work should follow a design guide of original details.
Consider options for revealing and cleaning fair-faced/ board marked
concrete. Some have suggested physical changes to the listed walls to
increase visibility, such as removing walls or making openings through
them. These are such important elements of the design, that the
management options should be implemented and tested before any
changes to the structure are considered.
There are several key considerations when reviewing the walls within
Alexandra Road Park:

(as illustrated on drawing 532_WD_12) and to implement a strategy that
employs the four techniques described in the position statement: 1.
cleaning, 2. repair 3. re-painting over existing painted finishes and 4. graffiti
removal on the board marked concrete walls.
This approach has been discussed with English Heritage who consider
these works as necessary routine maintenance and that the proposed
treatments do not require listed building consent. English Heritage have
also welcomed the proposed inclusion of a specialist consultant within the
round 2 Parks for People to provide specific advice relating to the repair
techniques and methodologies.
The following drawing 532_WD_14 illustrates the scope of works relating
to:
1. cleaning,
2. repair
3. re-painting over existing painted finishes
4. graffiti removal on the board marked concrete walls - responsive
5. Leave as is and monitor
Unsatisfactory painting over graffiti

The scope of works has been defined by visual assessment as of October
2012. The changeable nature of graffiti application and treatment may
mean that by the time that any works can be undertaken in the park the
scope may be different, the scope will be reviewed with a conservation
specialist subject to confirmation of funding from the HLF in mid 2013.

Access
The walls contain many of the ramp and step structures within the park.
Many of the ramps do not comply with the current guidance on permissible
gradients when reviewed against building regulations part M. To resolve
this issue material changes to the structure would be required and as such
this option has not been pursued.
Visibility
In some cases where the walls create welcome enclosure from one view
point they also restrict views between spaces. Earlier design studies have
considered material alterations to the walls to open up views. It is our
position that this is not desirable within the context of the listed structures
and that visual connections can be improved through the management of
planting in many locations.
Previous restoration strategies
There have been a number of previous studies which have looked at
graffiti removal across the estate, listed opposite. Although each report has
looked at a series of options for restoration a solution for satisfactorily taking
the concrete back to the original finish has not been found. In each report
the proposals suggested were deemed to have an excessively detrimental
impact on the finish of the concrete. The general consensus has been that
a light touch approach avoiding abrasive cleaning techniques and using
temporary coatings should be employed where necessary.
It is on this basis that we have developed the following strategy: we are
proposing an approach to the walls that preserves them insitu without
any physical alterations. The proposals work with the walls as they are
and there are no proposals to materially change the structure or general
arrangement of the walls. We propose reinstating the timber balustrades
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Varied finishes and paint treatments
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3.1.7 Wall strategy

NOTE:

Topographic survey information based on Land Survey ref 910037, Land Survey Level 1
ref 910037 1 and Land Survey Level -1 ref 910037 -1, by apr services, March 2010.
Hive measured survey data based on Spint LTD Survey August 2012
UPRN 3899
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1. cleaning,
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3. re-painting over existing painted
finishes
4. graffiti removal on the board
marked concrete walls requiring
ongoing monitoring, no current
locations recorded October 2012
5. Leave as is and monitor
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3.1.7 Wall strategy
Wall position statement
Approach to Conservation of Listed Concrete Walls.
Alexandra Road Estate Park
This statement is being issued to alleviate concerns over the approach
to the listed structures within the park, and to ensure that the principles
follow appropriate and sensitive cleaning and repair methods to the listed
structure, preventing the need for the Local Authority to consult with the
National Planning Unit for this Grade II* asset.
This section covers approaches to the listed walls that appear within
the park. These are annotated in green on the listing map and purple
on drawing 532_WD_06. The park is within the setting of the Grade II*
building, which is contained within the Alexandra Road Conservation
Area. The park itself is not listed in English Heritage Register of Parks and
Gardens.
There are four separate issues for consideration to be applied to this
application, none of which require statutory listed building consent, as
agreed with the design team, officers from London Borough of Camden,
Richard Parish English Heritage Historic Buildings advisor and Zosia Mellor
English Heritage Landscape Architect at a meeting on 20th September
2012, in English Heritages offices. These apply to 1. cleaning, 2. repair
3. re-painting over existing painted finishes and 4. graffiti removal on the
board marked concrete walls.

surface, where cleaning with pressure water spray proves an unsatisfactory
cleaning method, the approach will be to paint over the graffiti (using an
agreed colour match from a limited palette appropriate to the conservation
of the special character of Alexandra Road Estate – this palette is to be
agreed at further detailed specification stage )
Further research will be carried out for the refined solutions based on the
following documents.
- Alexandra Road Estate, Management Guidelines 1999 – Consultation
Draft
- Strategic Proposals for treatment of external finishes Alexandra Road and
- Ainsworth Estate Prepared by Neave Brown 4th of May 2004
- Adrial report on Phase 3 Graffiti removal Nov 2005
- Alexandra Road Estate, Management Guidelines 2nd Edition 2006
- Anti Graffiti Coating and paint trials Phase 3 final report Nov 2006
- Concrete Repair Trials by Levitt Bernstien Jan 2007
In the event that London Borough of Camden in collaboration with
Alexandra Road park group achieve stage 2 Heritage Lottery Funding for
the Parks for People Application, more detailed solutions for carrying out
conservation work including the extent of cleaning, repainting, repairs and
approaches to graffiti will be developed by a consultant with an appropriate
specialism in the conservation of these listed assets and based upon
the following reports previously carried out without conclusion and
implementation.

Unsatisfactory painting over graffiti

The listed walls are either formed from thin shutter board marked concrete,
large panelled shuttering with visible grain, large panelled shuttering with no
apparent grain. The grain of the timber pattern is formed by using quarter
sawn timber boards for linear pattern and back sawn timber to expose
growth rings, these are shallow textured patterns formed through the
process of in-situ concrete. The resultant pattern known as the “off-form
finish”.
1. Cleaning should be carried out by pressure water spray cleaning,
according to existing and established methods as already agreed and
annotated with English Heritage and LB Camden in the Alexandra Road
Estate, Management Guidelines 2nd Edition 2006, by Levitt Bernstein
Architects; Section 2.024 Concrete finishes; subsection 2.024.4.
2. Where repairs are deemed necessary they should follow current
conversation repair methods of appropriate concrete finishes, to match in
with the existing concrete and formulated to limit impairment of the original
fabric following the Alexandra Road Estate Management Guidelines 2nd
Edition 2006; Section 2.024 Concrete finishes.
3. Painting; there are significant patches of painting throughout the walls in
the park, which have been carried out to eradicate unwanted graffiti on the
listed structures, (see also item 4.) Concrete should not be painted, unless
it is deemed necessary for covering up unwanted graffiti, previous areas
of graffiti eradication, or areas agreed with a specialist to preserve and
enhance the special character of the heritage asset prior to application.
4. Removal of unwanted graffiti. Camden’s current procedure will apply
in this location where the in house team will try to remove graffiti in the
first instance with pressure jet washing as mentioned in Alexandra Road
Estate, Management Guidelines. Where the graffiti is applied to a painted
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Wall strategy
The mass concrete walls within Alexandra Road Park are an essential
contributor to the unique character of the park overall and the localised
character of individual spaces. The walls provide enclosure defining the
extents of the series of outdoor rooms within the park. The walls also
provide retaining structures to support the changes in level across the park
which is a key feature of the park. The walls also provide the setting for
the integrated seating within the park. The walls are physically linked to the
every unique element within the park and therefore define the character of
the space.
The Conservation Management plan states:
The landscape forms the setting of the Grade II* listed Alexandra Road
estate. The listing boundary includes the whole park and the listing
includes ‘walls, ramps and steps’, ie the hard landscape structure is
included in the listing and would need listed building consent for any
alteration. Any work should follow a design guide of original details.
Consider options for revealing and cleaning fair-faced/ board marked
concrete. Some have suggested physical changes to the listed walls to
increase visibility, such as removing walls or making openings through
them. These are such important elements of the design, that the
management options should be implemented and tested before any
changes to the structure are considered.
There are several key considerations when reviewing the walls within
Alexandra Road Park:

(as illustrated on drawing 532_WD_12) and to implement a strategy that
employs the four techniques described in the position statement: 1.
cleaning, 2. repair 3. re-painting over existing painted finishes and 4. graffiti
removal on the board marked concrete walls.
This approach has been discussed with English Heritage who consider
these works as necessary routine maintenance and that the proposed
treatments do not require listed building consent. English Heritage have
also welcomed the proposed inclusion of a specialist consultant within the
round 2 Parks for People to provide specific advice relating to the repair
techniques and methodologies.
The following drawing 532_WD_14 illustrates the scope of works relating
to:
1. cleaning,
2. repair
3. re-painting over existing painted finishes
4. graffiti removal on the board marked concrete walls - responsive
5. Leave as is and monitor
Unsatisfactory painting over graffiti

The scope of works has been defined by visual assessment as of October
2012. The changeable nature of graffiti application and treatment may
mean that by the time that any works can be undertaken in the park the
scope may be different, the scope will be reviewed with a conservation
specialist subject to confirmation of funding from the HLF in mid 2013.

Access
The walls contain many of the ramp and step structures within the park.
Many of the ramps do not comply with the current guidance on permissible
gradients when reviewed against building regulations part M. To resolve
this issue material changes to the structure would be required and as such
this option has not been pursued.
Visibility
In some cases where the walls create welcome enclosure from one view
point they also restrict views between spaces. Earlier design studies have
considered material alterations to the walls to open up views. It is our
position that this is not desirable within the context of the listed structures
and that visual connections can be improved through the management of
planting in many locations.
Previous restoration strategies
There have been a number of previous studies which have looked at
graffiti removal across the estate, listed opposite. Although each report has
looked at a series of options for restoration a solution for satisfactorily taking
the concrete back to the original finish has not been found. In each report
the proposals suggested were deemed to have an excessively detrimental
impact on the finish of the concrete. The general consensus has been that
a light touch approach avoiding abrasive cleaning techniques and using
temporary coatings should be employed where necessary.
It is on this basis that we have developed the following strategy: we are
proposing an approach to the walls that preserves them insitu without
any physical alterations. The proposals work with the walls as they are
and there are no proposals to materially change the structure or general
arrangement of the walls. We propose reinstating the timber balustrades
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NOTE:

Topographic survey information based on Land Survey ref 910037, Land Survey Level 1
ref 910037 1 and Land Survey Level -1 ref 910037 -1, by apr services, March 2010.
Hive measured survey data based on Spint LTD Survey August 2012
UPRN 3899
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